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ABSTRACT      
This thesis is an analysis of the verb system of Mubi, an Eastern Chadic language 
spoken in central Chad. Previous brief analyses of the Mubi verb system have been used 
to demonstrate and reconstruct the Proto-Chadic verb system. However, these analyses 
are based on a very limited amount of data and information on the language. This thesis 
provides more complete data on the verb system of Mubi in order to attain a more 
comprehensive description and analysis, as well as to evaluate the previous claims that 
have been made regarding the verb system. 
Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to the Mubi people and language, which is 
followed by an overview of the phonology in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses the 
morphology of the basic verb forms. Chapter 4 discusses the verb morphology beyond 
the perfective and imperfective verb forms such as pluractional verbs, imperatives, and 
suffixes. This chapter also demonstrates the phonological processes of vowel 
assimilation, devoicing, nasal assimilation, and consonant epenthesis. 
The Mubi verb appears in three forms: the infinitive, perfective, and imperfective. 
This thesis shows that verbs follow regular patterns for the formation of these forms 
based on the number of consonants and quality of the one root vowel. The 
morphophonology of Mubi shows that consonants bear the main semantic load, while 
vowels generally have a more grammatical function. The infinitive, perfective, and 
imperfective are all formed by the root consonants and root vowel, which fill in a verb 




1.1 Population, location, and cultural notes 
Mubi [mub]1 is an Eastern Chadic language spoken in the Guera re ́gion of Chad. 
According to the 1993 national census, there were approximately 35,277 Mubi People 
(Mbernodji and Johnson 2001: 6). Given the likely rate of growth since 1993, I estimate 
the current population to be around 50,000. The Mubi live in the northeastern part of 
the Guera re ́gion of Chad.2 The Guera re ́gion is located centrally within Chad and is 
bordered by the Batha re ́gion to the north, the Moyen-Chari re ́gion to the south, the 
Ouaddaï re ́gion to the east, and the Chari-Baguirmi re ́gion to the west. There are three 
cantons where the Mubi live, which correspond to the three distinct Mubi groups: canton 
Mubi Zarga, canton Mubi Goz, and canton Mubi Hadaba. Mangalme, the main town of 
the Mubi, is located in the Zarga canton and is the chef-lieu3 of the Mangalme 
de ́partement. The main town for the Goz canton is Kouka Margni, and the main town for 
the Hadaba canton is Bitchotchi. While most of the Mubi live in the Mangalme 
                                               
1 ISO 639-3 language identification codes are given in square brackets following language 
names. 
2 A re ́gion is a large geo-political unit in Chad comparable to a state or province. A 
de ́partement is a unit within a re ́gion. And a canton is a smaller unit within a de ́partement. 
3 A chef-lieu is a capital town, and is used in this thesis to refer to the capital of a 
de ́partement. 
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de ́partement, there are Mubi speakers throughout Chad. For example, a sizeable Mubi 
population lives in the town Mongo, the capital of the Guera re ́gion; exact numbers, 
however, have not been reported. 
Figure 1 highlights the Chadic languages of the Guera re ́gion of Chad. Chadic 
languages are represented in white, and other languages in the area are represented in 
grey. The map in Figure 1 shows that the Mubi (or Moubi, in its French spelling) live 
within the central area of Chad. 
 
Figure 1. Map of Chadic languages of the Guera re ́gion: East Chadic B (SIL)4 
The primary occupation of the Mubi is subsistence farming, and the main crop that 
the Mubi grow is millet, which is the staple crop for the entire Guera re ́gion where the 
Mubi live (Djibrine Absoura, p.c.). Other crops the Mubi grow are peanuts, beans, okra, 
and sesame. Besides subsistence farming, some Mubi are pastoralists and raise cattle, 
                                               
4 Used with permission. 
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horses, donkeys, goats, and sheep (Le Rouvreur 1989: 128). While the Mubi do not 
practice many other trades, the women weave mats by hand, a tradition which is 
exclusively their domain.  
Most Mubi speakers also speak Chadian Arabic, and a very small percentage of 
Mubi speakers know other languages such as French, Birgit, or Hausa (Mbernodji and 
Johnson 2001: 8). The dominant influence of Chadian Arabic has led to the adoption of 
many Arabic loan words into Mubi. According to Mbernodji and Johnson (2001: 8), 
95% of men and 70% of women claim to understand Chadian Arabic at ILR level 3.5 
Mbernodji and Johnson conclude that the relationship between Chadian Arabic and 
Mubi is currently stable since parents are passing Mubi down to the next generation, 
and therefore it continues to be vital. The prevalence of Chadian Arabic has made it 
possible to trade and live with other local groups. Intermarriage with different people 
groups of the Guera re ́gion and with local Arabs is also common among the Mubi (Le 
Rouvreur: 1989: 128). 
While little documentation exists about the exact origin and history of the Mubi 
people, the Mubi themselves claim to originate from Iraq (Djibrine Absoura, p.c.). They 
claim that two twins, Hassan and Hissein, came from Iraq and settled in Chad. 
According to this story, their descendants are known today as the Mubi and the Kuka 
people. However, given that the Kuka speak a Niger-Congo language and the Mubi 
speak an Afroasiatic language, the veracity of this claim is doubtful even though these 
                                               
5 The Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR), formerly known as the Foreign Service 
Institute (FSI), is a scale of descriptions and abilities to communicate in a language. This scale 
has five increasing levels of proficiency: level 1 is elementary proficiency, level 2 is limited 
working proficiency, level 3 is professional working proficiency, level 4 is full professional 
proficiency, and level 5 is native or bilingual proficiency. Available online <www.govtilr.org>. 
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two groups come to each other’s aid when trouble arises. The Mubis’ strong 
identification with Islam is a likely candidate for the origin of this account. While the 
Mubi people and the entire Guera re ́gion is historically known for its cult worship of the 
Margai spirits (Fuchs: 1959), the Mubi, like many other groups in the area, converted to 
Islam and are now strict adherents of Islam. On the basis of his explorations in Chad in 
the 1870’s, Nachtigal, (1971: 153) discusses the history of the Mubi people. Although 
Islam entered the region roughly 300 years ago, Nachtigal claims that the Mubi were 
still “pagans when the Maba embraced Islam, and were later forcibly converted by [the 
Maba].”  
Le Rouvreur (1989: 128) claims that the Mubi and the nearby group Kadjakse have 
the same origin. And Decalo (1987: 232) states that historically, “the Mubi spoke a 
Dadjo dialect and though converted to Islam, retained many pre-Islamic beliefs and 
cults similar to the nearby Kenga.” While the Mubi language is not related to Dadjo, the 
statement that pre-Islamic beliefs are still part of the culture is most likely true. But 
whatever cult practices and religious objects remained after their conversion to Islam, 
most were later destroyed through the influence of the Front de Libération Nationale du 
Tchad (FROLINAT) in 1979 (Djibrine Absoura, p.c.).  
A few publications concerning the ethnolinguistic situation of the Mubi exist. 
Among them is the previously mentioned sociolinguistic study by Mbernodji and 
Johnson (2001). This study surveys the demographic, geographic, linguistic, dialect, 
economic, and education setting. In addition, Abbo (2003) describes the tax riots that 
occurred in Mangalme during the 1960s and 70s. Many people believe these riots to be 
the beginning of the Chadian civil war, which did not end until 1993.  
There is currently no literacy work among the Mubi people. While the Chadian 
government encourages mother tongue literacy, it has not actively supported such 
efforts. The Mubi themselves are in discussion with the Fédération des Associations pour 
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la Promotion et le Développement des Langues du Guéra (FAPLG) about developing a 
language committee with the hope of starting a literacy program. Representatives of 
FAPLG traveled to Mangalme during the spring of 2012 to help the Mubi form a 
language committee. However, if major literacy developments are to take place among 
the Mubi, much work still needs to be done, including developing literacy programs in 
both Latin and Arabic scripts. 
1.2 Language names, classification, and genetic affiliation 
Mubi (or French Moubi) is the name which outsiders generally use to describe the 
language and people group. The people however, refer to themselves as monjul (plural 
form) and use the masculine singular form minjilo for males and the feminine minjile for 
females. They use both the plural form and feminine form to refer to their language. 
Mubi is part of the Chadic language family. This family, which is roughly 
comprised of 200 languages is the largest and most diverse family within Afroasiatic. 
Johannes Lukas was the first linguist to show evidence of a relationship between Chadic 
languages and the Afroasiatic phylum (Lukas 1936, Lukas 1937). Greenberg (1963) then 
organized these Chadic languages into nine different groups; Mubi was part of his ninth 
group. Newman and Ma (1966: 219) demonstrated “that the Chad family as postulated 
by Greenberg does indeed constitute a valid linguistic unit,” but merged several of 
Greenberg’s groups into major groups called “Plateau-Sahel” (which included 
Greenberg’s ninth group) and “Biu-Mandara”. Hoffmann (1971) also merged several of 
Greenberg’s groups into a single group called “Biu-Mandara”. Newman (1977a) revised 
Hoffman’s classification to organize the Chadic family into four branches: West, Biu-
Mandara/Central, East, and Masa. This was the first detailed genetic classification and 
reconstruction of the family into the major branches that are still used today. 
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Greenberg’s group nine, to which Mubi belongs, is now part of East Chadic. While other 
branches in the Chadic family have been extensively researched and classified, little 
work has been done on the East branch.  
The East Chadic branch consists of 36 languages classified into two sub-branches: 
sub-branch A, which includes languages spoken principally between the Chari and 
Logone rivers, and sub-branch B, which includes Mubi and other languages of the Guera 
re ́gion. Frawley (2003) classifies Mubi as follows: Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, East, Group B, 
Sub-group B1, 2. Figure 2 shows the classification of languages within sub-branch B of 
East Chadic. 
   Chadic    
            
           
West  East  Biu-Mandara  Masa 
        
         
 A  B    
        
          
  B1  B2  B3 
      
       

























Figure 2. Classification of the Guera sub-branch 
 Zerenkel is the language most closely related to Mubi, with 71% lexical similarity 
(Mbernodji & Johnson 2001: 7). Kajakse, Birgit, and Masmaje are reported to be the 
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languages next most closely related to Mubi. Central Dangaleat is also reported to have 
35% lexical similarity with Mubi (Mbernodji & Johnson 2001: 7).  
According to Mbernodji & Johnson (2001), while the Mubi live in three different 
cantons, there is no distinct dialectal variance within the language. This is also 
confirmed by Mubi speakers who state that they all speak in the same manner and that 
there are no dialects among them. Previous research also confirms this unity since 
elicited wordlists from different Mubi speakers showed 100% lexical similarity 
(Mbernodji & Johnson 2001: 8).  
1.3 Previous research and reason for study 
Like most Eastern Chadic languages, there is only minimal previous research and 
analysis done for Mubi. Therefore, one of the main reasons for this current research is 
to provide an in-depth study of a language that has only minimal documentation. But 
there has been at least some previous documentation of the Mubi language. The earliest 
research conducted was a wordlist done by Lukas (1937). The only other linguist to do 
any original research with Mubi was Jungraithmayr (1974, 1978a). All other later 
analyses of Mubi are based on Jungraithmayr’s limited amount of published data, which 
includes only 53 verbs in the infinitive, perfective, and imperfective form. No new 
original documentation has been published for Mubi since the 1970s. Recently, in 
cooperation with FAPLG, Emma Kuipers (2010) of SIL Chad has conducted research on 
Mubi that remains unpublished. Djibrine Absoura was the main language assistant 
helping with the research conducted by Kuipers. Kuipers’ research includes a detailed 
wordlist and an initial sketch of the phonology. This research was a very valuable asset 
since it provided a basis for my own research.  
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Another of the main motivations for this study of Mubi is that the limited amount 
of previously published data on Mubi has been used to argue various positions in the 
ongoing debate regarding the Chadic verbal system, and the reconstruction of the Proto-
Chadic verb system. Chadicists are divided about the distinguishing features of the 
Chadic verb system, especially regarding the relationship between the perfective and 
imperfective aspect. Jungraithmayr (1966) claims that the imperfective is inherited 
from and is an original form of Proto-Chadic. He claims that the imperfective is formed 
by apophony, replacing an internal vowel with /-a-/ or with the suffix /-a/. He also 
makes several claims about the verb system as a whole. These claims are: (1) verbs have 
a fundamental binary distinction between perfective and imperfective aspect; (2) the 
perfective is unmarked and the imperfective is marked, being an extension of the 
perfective base; (3) aspectual differences are formally marked by a difference in the 
verb stem; and (4) the imperfective stem is formed primarily through the apophony of 
an internal /-a-/ (Jungraithmayr 1974). Jungraithmayr uses the formation of the 
imperfective in Mubi to support these claims. He states that the imperfective in Mubi is 
formed from the perfective and involves apophony of the vowel /a/. 
Newman (1977b: 103) counters Jungraithmayr’s claims by stating that the 
imperfective stem is not formed from the perfective stem, but from the verb root and 
that it does not involve apophony, but a series of explicit rules that apply regularly to 
specific classes of the verb root. Newman then uses Mubi as an example of how 
Jungraithmayr has misunderstood the formation of the imperfective. 
Frajzyngier (1981) builds on Newman’s work and describes the formation of the 
infinitive, perfective, and imperfective for Mubi. He claims that all verb forms are built 
from the verb root, which for Frajzyngier is found in the consonants and first vowel of 
the perfective form (Frajzyngier 1981: 342). Wolff (1988) also agrees that Mubi does 
not involve apophony, and that all vowels in a verb form are phonologically 
9 
conditioned. But whereas Frajzyngier focuses on accounting for these vowel changes 
synchronically, Wolff presents a more diachronic approach to the vowels in Mubi. The 
present research attempts to check the accuracy of these claims in light of a more 
complete knowledge of the language.  
1.4 Present research 
This thesis is the result of four months studying the Mubi language in Mongo, Chad, 
which is the capital of the Guera re ́gion. This research occurred during the spring of 
2012. Two Mubi speakers, Djibrine Absoura Bachar, age 40, and Mahmat Khamis 
Hassan, age 27, provided all of the linguistic data. Both Absoura and Khamis are from 
Mangalme but have lived in Mongo for a number of years. One of the difficulties faced 
in the present research is the distance between Mongo and Mangalme. While there are 
many Mubi speakers in Mongo, most Mubi live near Mangalme. Since this research is 
based on the knowledge of two Mubi speakers that have spent several years in a town 
that uses Arabic, not Mubi, as the main language of communication, it is possible that 
these speakers had limitations in their knowledge of the language since they currently 
do not use Mubi as much as Arabic. However, they both consider themselves to be 
fluent and very knowledgeable in Mubi, and were recommended to me since they both 
had previous experience working on their language with linguists and had a basic 
background in transcribing their own language. But a wider collection of data from a 
number of different Mubi speakers would be needed to have a broader range of data 
and hence a broader understanding of the language. The medium of communication 
during elicitation sessions was French, of which I had only limited mastery, and which 
was the third language learned by the language consultants. This would often provide 
difficulties, but not to the extent of hindering the research in a major way.   
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Several different methodologies were used to collect the necessary data for this 
research. The beginning and foundation of this research is an African word list 
developed by SIL (Snider & Roberts 2004), which goes through semantic domains that 
are relevant for African languages. During the elicitation process, other words and other 
semantic domains that were not on the list were obtained. The words that were 
collected from this initial research provided a solid basis from which to work. These 
words were then reviewed in order to obtain entire paradigms and usages within texts. 
This would also provide other new vocabulary items and semantic domains. On the 
basis of this research, my corpus includes 418 verbs in the infinitive, perfective, and 
imperfective form, 446 nouns in both the singular and plural form, and 94 verbs 
conjugated with pronominal suffixes. Recordings were made for almost every word that 
was elicited. Words were also checked by both language consultants. 
1.5 Outline of topics covered 
This thesis attempts to cover the phonology and morphology of verb forms in Mubi. 
First, Chapter 2 gives an overview of the phonology concentrating on the phonemic 
consonants and vowels. Chapter 2 presents several notable phonological processes such 
as syllable-final devoicing and the gemination of root-internal consonants. Chapter 3 
deals with the morphology of the perfective, imperfective, and infinitive forms. I argue 
that these forms are completely regular based on the number of consonants and the 
quality of the root vowel. Finally, Chapter 4 presents other aspects of the verb 
morphology beyond the perfective and imperfective. Forms such as pluractional verbs 
and imperative verbs are considered as well as several subject and object suffixes that 
attach to verbs. This chapter also discusses other processes such as devoicing, vowel 
assimilation, and nasal assimilation that occur when certain suffixes attach to a verb. 
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CHAPTER 2 
OVERVIEW OF THE PHONOLOGY 
To understand the morphology of verb forms in Mubi, it is first essential to 
understand the basic phonology of the language. This chapter discusses the role of 
consonants (section 2.1), vowels (section 2.2), tone (section 2.3), and syllable structure 
(section 2.4). The corpus for my research on the phonology of Mubi consists of 418 
verbs in the infinitive, perfective, and imperfective form, and 446 nouns in the singular 
and plural form.  
The phonology of Mubi can be characterized as consonant-driven. Barreteau (1991: 
297) states that for many Chadic languages, as well as for Afroasiatic in general, 
consonants bear the main semantic load, while the vowels and tone often have a more 
grammatical function. This is certainly true of Mubi as well. I first consider the 
phonemic consonants and then discuss the phonemic vowels. 
2.1 Consonants 
If known loans are excluded, Table 1 shows the 26 contrastive consonantal units for 
Mubi.  
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Table 1. Phonemic consonant inventory 
 Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Voiceless f  t  c  k   
Voiced b d ɟ ɡ  
Implosive ɓ ɗ ʄ   
Occlusives 
Prenasalized mb nd ɲɟ ŋɡ  
Voiceless  s               h Fricatives 
Voiced  z     
Nasals m n ɲ ŋ  
Lateral  l    Liquids 
Flap  ɾ    
Glides w  j    
The inventory in Table 1 includes four major places of articulation: labial, alveolar, 
palatal, and velar. All places of articulation have both a voiceless and voiced occlusive. 
The term occlusive is preferred over the term stop because of the placement of /f/. The 
reason for this surprising placement of the phoneme /f/ among the labial occlusives is 
explained in section 2.1.1 below. Except for the velar occlusive, all series of occlusives 
have a corresponding implosive. Also, the four major places of articulation have both a 
phonemic nasal (section 2.1.4) and a phonemic prenasalized occlusive (section 2.1.2).  
2.1.1 Simple oral occlusives 
As Table 1 above shows, there are four series of occlusives in Mubi. Table 2 
through Table 5 give examples showing the distribution for each oral member of these 
series of occlusives. There are two tones that are marked with grave (L) and acute (H) 
accents. If possible, a verb in the perfective form and a noun in the singular form are 
given as examples for each consonant in all positions within the word. The perfective 
form is chosen since it does not take a prefix or suffix. There are occasional vowel 
changes in the perfective. A fuller discussion of perfective morphology is found in 
section 3.1.1 and section 3.2.1.  
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/f/ /fa ̀ŋ/ ‘wither.PFV’ - - - - 
 /fa ̀l/ ‘outside’ - - - - 
/b/ /ba ̀ɡ/ ‘cook.PFV’ /hi ̀bi ̀ɾ/ ‘release.PFV’ /ɾo ̀b/ ‘meet.PFV’ 
 /ba ̀ŋ/ ‘mouth’ /ma ̀bo ̀/ ‘elder’ /ɡu ́b/ ‘millet’ 
/ɓ/ /ɓa ̀ga ̀/ ‘fear.PFV’ /fa ́ɓo ̀/6 ‘breast’ - - 
 /ɓe ̀ɾ/ ‘slave’ - - - -    










/t/ /te ̀ɗi ̀ɡ/ ‘cut.PFV’ - - - - 
 /ta ̀ba ̀/ ‘toddler’ - - - - 
/d/ /de ̀bi ̀l/ ‘harvest.PFV’ /be ̀di ̀ɾ/ ‘crack.PFV’ /mod̀/ ‘approach.PFV’ 
 /da ̀ɾa ̀/ ‘evening’ /bo ̀do ̀l/ ‘path’ /ɡe ̀d/ ‘descend.PFV’ 
/ɗ/ /ɗa ̀ɾ/ ‘pant.PFV’ /ŋu ̀ɗu ̀m/ ‘chew.PFV’ /ko ̀ɗ/ ‘flee.PFV’ 
 /ɗu ̀ɾɡu ̀l/ ‘donkey’  /ki ̀ɗi ́/ ‘ground’ /we ̀li ̀ɗ/ ‘lick.PFV' 










/c/ /ce ̀ɡil̀/ ‘hide.PFV’ - - - - 
 /ca ́ɾo ́/ ‘root’ - - - - 
/ɟ/ /ɟa ̀ɾ/ ‘pull.PFV’ /ke ̀ɟi ̀l/ ‘mate.PFV’ /we ̀ɟ/ ‘collide.PFV’ 
 /ɟo ̀be ̀/ ‘diarrhea’ /ɗu ̀ɟi ̀/ ‘pimple’ /fo ̀ɾu ̀ɟ/ ‘chicken’ 
/ʄ/ /ʄe ̀ɾi ̀ɡ/ ‘choke.PFV’ /ke ̀ʄu ̀w/ ‘sick.PFV’ /se ̀ʄ/ ‘swallow.PFV’ 
 /ʄu ̀ba ́ɡo ̀/ ‘blind’ /bi ̀ʄa ́/ ‘five’ /ka ̀ʄ/ ‘head’  










/k/ /ke ̀l/ ‘pour.PFV’ - - - - 
 /ka ̀n/ ‘language’ - - - - 
/ɡ/ /ɡi ̀ɾi ̀l/ ‘stare.PFV’ /ɟi ̀ɡi ̀ɾ/ ‘turn.PFV’ /bu ̀ɲu ̀ɡ/ ‘lift.PFV’ 
 /ɡa ̀ɾ/ ‘tribe’ /ʄu ̀ba ́ɡo ̀/ ‘blind’ /ɡa ̀ɡ/ ‘chest’  
                                               
6 This is the only occurrence of a word-medial labial implosive in my data. 
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Table 2 through Table 5 show that voiced occlusives and implosives appear in all 
positions within a word, while voiceless occlusives only appear phonemically in word-
initial position.  
Voicing is only contrastive in word-initial position. The evidence for this 
phenomenon can be seen in comparing the infinitive and the perfective form of many 
verbs. The voiced alveolar occlusive in the infinitive forms [ma ̀de ̀] ‘die’ and [fa ̀de ̀] 
‘fall.PLUR’ is devoiced phrase-finally in the perfective forms [ma ̀t̚] and [fa ̀t̚]. Evidence 
that syllable-final devoicing occurs and not intervocalic voicing is found in that the 
word-final voiceless occlusive in the perfective verb forms [ta ̀t̚] ‘plant.PLUR’ and [la ̀t̚] 
‘pluck.PLUR’ is an implosive in the infinitive forms [ta ̀ɗe ̀] and [la ̀ɗe ̀]. This shows that 
syllable-final devoicing occurs and not intervocalic voicing since it is unpredictable 
whether a voiceless syllable-final consonant in the perfective correlates with a voiced 
occlusive or implosive in the infinitive. Syllable-final devoicing is completely regular 
and occurs for all points of articulation. The voiced palatal occlusive and palatal 
implosive in the infinitive forms [ta ̀ɟe ̀] ‘ring.PLUR’ and [na ̀ʄe ̀] ‘pack.PLUR’ are both 
neutralized as a voiceless palatal occlusive in the syllable-final perfective forms [ta ̀c̚] 
and [na ̀c̚]. Since all labial implosives in my data occur word-initially, except for the 
noun [fa ̀́ɓo ̀] ‘breast’, I currently have no evidence of syllable-final neutralization 
occurring for labial occlusives, although it is assumed until more data is discovered. 
Examples such as the infinitives [ɟa ̀be ̀] ‘squat.PLUR’ and [ca ̀be ̀] ‘wash.PLUR’ show 
devoicing of the labial occlusive syllable-finally in the perfective forms [ɟa ̀p̚] and 
[ca ̀p̚]. 
In section 3.1.1 I argue that the word-final [e] in the infinitive form is an infinitive 
suffix. This /-e/ suffix allows the final consonant of a verb to maintain its voicing since 
the consonant becomes the onset of the final syllable. The verbs in example (1) show 
that voiceless occlusives that appear phonetically in phrase-final position on a 
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perfective verb form are underlyingly either a voiced occlusive or implosive. The 
underlying final consonant of a verb is manifested in the infinitive since the /-e/ suffix 













 (a) /ɾa ̀b-e ̀/ [ɾa ̀be ̀] /ɾa ̀b/ [ɾa ̀p̚]   ‘stir.PLUR’ 
 
 (b) /ma ̀d-e ̀/  
   
[ma ̀de ̀] /ma ̀d/  [ma ̀t̚]   ‘die’ 
 (c) /ta ̀ɟ-e ̀/  
   
[ta ̀ɟe ̀] /ta ̀ɟ/  
  
[ta ̀c̚] ‘husk’ 
 (d) /na ̀ɡ-e ̀/  
  
[na ̀ɡe ̀]  /na ̀ɡ/    
  
[na ̀k̚] ‘mount’    
 (e) /ta ̀ɗ-e ̀/  [ta ̀ɗe ̀] /ta ̀ɗ/ [ta ̀t̚] ‘plant.PLUR’ 
 
 (f) /ŋa ̀ʄ-e ̀/  [ŋa ̀ʄe ̀] /ŋa ̀ʄ/ [ŋa ̀c̚] ‘pinch’ 
    
While voiceless occlusives appear frequently word-finally in the perfective, the verbs in 
example (1) show that the final phonetic occlusive is always either a phonemic voiced 
occlusive or implosive. There are no examples of the suffix vowel /-e/ appearing after a 
voiceless consonant in the infinitive.7 So infinitive forms such as *[hake] or *[nace], do 
not exist. This helps to show that voicing is contrastive only in word-initial position. 
While a syllable-final voiced occlusive is devoiced phrase-finally, voicing is 
maintained when the occlusive is followed by a vowel within a phrase. When a syllable-
final voiced occlusive precedes a vowel-initial word, resyllabification occurs and the 
                                               
7 For each series of stops there one or two examples of a voiceless stop appearing word-
medially. These words are /se ̀nne ̀ta ̀/ ‘listen’, /fa ̀ɾa ̀ŋɡa ̀ta ̀/ ‘hunt.INF’, /ke ̀ce ̀ŋ/ ‘bite.INF’, /a ̀ko ̀ko ̀/, 
‘infant’, /se ̀ke ̀n/ ‘breathe’. These rare exceptions do not provide enough support for there to be 
phonemic consonants word-medially. However, I currently have no explanation for these 
exceptional verbs.  
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voiced occlusive is realized as the onset of the following syllable. Example (2) 
demonstrates the result of resyllabification for a syllable-final occlusive.   
(2) /munduɾo naɡ a fiɾsi/ [mun.du.ɾo na.ɡa fiɾ.si] 
 boy mount.PFV IND horse  
 The boy mounts the horse 
 
Example (2) shows that the syllable-final occlusive /ɡ/ in the perfective form /naɡ/ 
‘mount’ maintains its voicing when it is followed by a vowel within a phrase. 
Resyllabification occurs and the syllable-final occlusive is realized as the onset of the 
following syllable.  
Syllable-final devoicing also occurs when an occlusive-initial suffix attaches to a 
verb. The forms in example (3) demonstrate the devoicing of syllable-final voiced 
occlusives and implosives before a suffix-initial consonant. While the suffix-initial 
voiced occlusive is also devoiced in example (3), these examples are given in order to 
show that syllable-final devoicing occurs before another consonant (there are no 
examples of a suffix with a phonemic voiceless occlusive in suffix-initial position). This 
devoicing is discussed in more detail in section 4.6.1. The forms in example (4) 









 (a) /si ̀ɾa ̀b-ɡa ́/  [si ̀ra ́pka ́] 
 
‘scratch.PLUR.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
 (b) /si ̀ɡa ̀d-ɡa ́/ [si ̀ɡa ́tka ́] 
 
‘stab.PLUR.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
 (c) /ɗi ̀ɾa ̀ɟ-ɡa ́/  [ɗi ̀ɾa ́cka ́] 
 
‘whip.PLUR.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
 (d) /zu ̀do ̀ɡ-ɡa ́/ [zu ̀do ́kka ́] 
 
‘hit.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’  
 (e) /ni ̀ʄa ̀ʄ-ɡa ́/  [ni ̀ʄa ́cka ́] 
 
‘pack.PLUR.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
 (f) /ti ̀ɗa ̀ɗ-ɡa ́/ [ti ̀ɗa ́tka ́] 
 
‘plant.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
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 (a) /sa ̀ɾa ̀b-e ̀/  [si ̀ɾa ̀be ̀] 
 
‘scratch.PLUR.INF’ 
 (b) /sa ̀ɡa ̀d-e ̀/ [si ̀ɡa ̀de ̀] 
 
‘stab.PLUR.INF’ 
 (c) /ɗa ̀ɾa ̀ɟ-e ̀/  [ɗi ̀ɾa ̀ɟe ̀]
  
‘whip.PLUR.INF’ 
As examples (1) through (4) show, devoicing occurs when an occlusive occurs either 
phrase-finally or when preceding a consonant. A syllable-final occlusive is also 
unreleased when it occurs phrase-finally. The informal rule in (5) accounts for syllable-
final devoicing, and the examples in (6) show the phonetic realization of voiced 
occlusives before a vowel, before a consonant, and phrase-finally.  
(5) A voiced occlusive becomes voiceless when it appears sylllable- 










 (a) /ɾo ̀b/ [ɾo ̀b] 
 
[ɾo ̀p] [ɾo ̀p̚] ‘meet.PFV’ 
 (b) /ma ̀d/ [ma ̀d] 
 
[ma ̀t] [ma ̀t̚] ‘die.PFV’ 
 (c) /ko ̀ɗ/ [ko ̀ɗ] [ko ̀t] [ko ̀t̚] ‘flee.PFV’ 
 
 (d) /ta ̀ɟ/ [ta ̀ɟ] [ta ̀c] [ta ̀c̚] ‘husk.PFV’ 
   
 (e) /ŋa ̀ʄ/ [ŋa ̀ʄ] [ŋa ̀c] [ŋa ̀c̚] ‘pinch.PFV’ 
 
 (f) /na ̀ɡ/ [na ̀ɡ] 
 
[na ̀k] [na ̀k̚] ‘mount.PFV’ 
Similar to the devoicing described in (5), the occlusives /d/, /ɟ/, /ɡ/ may also 
appear as voiceless occlusives in geminate form. As demonstrated in section 3.2.2 
below, many verbs undergo gemination of a root consonant in the imperfective form. 
For example, the final consonant in the infinitive forms /mu ̀di ̀/ ‘approach’ and /cu ̀ɡi ̀/ 
‘ride’ appears as a voiceless geminate occlusive in the imperfective forms /mu ̀tta ̀/ and 
/cu ̀kka ̀/. Also, the final consonant in the infinitive form /tu ̀ɟi ̀/ ‘ring’ appears as a 
voiceless geminate occlusive in the imperfective form /tu ̀cca ̀/. However, a geminated 
/b/ does not appear as /pp/ but as /ff/. For example, the final consonant in the 
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infinitive form /cu ̀bi ̀/ ‘wash’ appears as /cu ̀ffa ̀/ in the imperfective form and not as 
*/cu ̀ppa ̀/. While syllable-final devoicing is surely a post-lexical process, the fact that the 
gemination of /b/ yields a phonemic complex /ff/ rather than an allophonic one [pp] 
indicates that this gemination is part of the lexical phonology. So a syllable-final /b/ 
appears as an allophonic [p], but a geminated /b/ appears as /ff/. The informal rule in 
(7) accounts for the phonological process of gemination, and the verbs in (8) show 
further evidence of this gemination. The root form of the verb, which is discussed in 
more detail in section 3.1 and section 3.2, is enclosed in brackets {}.   
(7) A voiced occlusive becomes voiceless when appearing in geminate form. 





 (a) {ɾeb} /ɾi ̀ffa ̀/ [ɾi ̀ffa ̀] ‘stir’ 
 
 (b) {fod}  /fu ̀tta ̀/ 
 
[fu ̀tta ̀] 
 
‘pour’ 
 (c) {weɟ} /wi ̀cca ̀/ 
 
[wi ̀cca ̀] 
 
‘collide’ 





      
The informal rule in (7) does not apply for implosives. When an implosive undergoes 
gemination the implosive consonant is maintained as an implosive. The verbs in 
example (9) show that implosives do not undergo similar devoicing as the voiced 
occlusives in geminate forms. 
(9)
  





 (a) {keɗ} /ki ̀ɗɗa ̀/ [ki ̀ɗɗa ̀] ‘touch’ 
 
 (b) {toɗ}  /tu ̀ɗɗa ̀/  [tu ̀ɗɗa ̀]  ‘plant’ 
 
 (c) {noʄ} /nu ̀ʄʄi/̀ [nu ̀ʄʄi ̀] ‘pack’ 
 
 (d) {seʄ}  /si ̀ʄʄi ̀/ [si ̀ʄʄi ̀] ‘swallow’ 
 
So unlike syllable-final devoicing, the lexical devoicing of a geminate consonant does 
not apply for implosives. This helps to show the distinction between syllable-final 
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devoicing and the devoicing of a geminate since both voiced occlusives and implosives 
are devoiced in syllable-final position, but not in geminate forms. There are no 
examples of a geminate labial implosive since all but one example in my data appears in 
word-initial position. But I assume that the behavior of a geminated labial implosive 
parallels the behavior of other geminated implosives. 
The phoneme /p/ is notably missing in Table 2 above. The only appearance of [p] 
is due to the post-lexical devoicing of a labial occlusive /b/ in syllable-final forms such 
as [ɾo ̀p] in (6a) above. There is no evidence for a phonemic /p/ in Mubi. I argue that 
the voiceless labial /f/ alternates with the voiced labial /b/ just as the voiceless /t/, 
/c/, and /k/ alternate with the voiced /d/, /ɟ/, and /ɡ/. Evidence for this relationship 
between /f/ and /b/ is found in the morphophonemic alternations between the two 
occlusives. As the rule in (7) and examples in (8) demonstrate, the voiced labial 
occlusive does devoice in geminate form, even if the result is not one that follows 
directly from its phonetic character as a plosive. So as just as there is a relationship 
between the voiced occlusives /d/, /ɟ/, and /ɡ/ and their geminate counterparts /tt/, 
/cc/, and /kk/, so there is also a relationship between the labial occlusive /b/ and its 
geminate counterpart /ff/. If /p/ did in fact alternate with /b/ then one would expect 
the geminate form of /b/ to be */pp/. Also, similar to other voiceless occlusives, the 
distribution of /f/ is limited to word-initial position.8 This distribution differs from the 
“true” fricatives /s/ and /z/ (section 2.1.2), further showing that /f/ functions as a 
voiceless occlusive and not as a fricative. Also, there is never an appearance of the 
voiced labiodental fricative [v]. If /f/ was functioning like a fricative, then one would 
                                               
8 There are a couple examples where the voiceless fricative does appear word-medially. 
These words are /ka ̀fi ̀te ̀n/ ‘little’ and the verb /de ̀fe ̀ɲ/ ‘stamp.INF’. I currently have no 
explanation for these two exceptions.  
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expect there to be a phonemic voiced counterpart such as the case with the alveolar 
fricatives /s/ and /z/. So while it is rather exceptional to group /f/ alongside the 
occlusives /t/, /c/, and /k/, this does seem to be the most consistent approach. If /f/ 
were placed among the other fricatives there would be difficulties in describing its 
different distribution and lack of a voiced counterpart. This would also leave /b/ 
without a voiceless counterpart, making the presentation of phonemic consonants more 
unbalanced. If /f/ is interpreted as a fricative then there are difficulties in explaining 
why the geminate form of /b/ appears as /ff/ and not */pp/. Also, in the Fur language 
of Sudan, the phonemic system is likewise missing a voiceless labial occlusive /p/, and 
Jakobi (1989) claims that the labiodental fricative /f/ functions as an occlusive and 
labels it as such alongside /b/, in the same way as I treat /f/ in Mubi.  
There is also an allophonic phenomenon which affects implosives in intervocalic 
position. An intervocalic implosive can vary between being pronounced as an implosive 
and as an obstruent. In careful speech it is pronounced as an implosive, but in rapid 
speech it is pronounced with egressive air. A more detailed acoustic analysis is needed 
to determine how imploded a word-medial implosive is in rapid speech. Example (10) 








 (a) /fa ́ɓo ̀/ [fa ́ɓo ̀] ~ [fa ́bo ̀]   ‘breast’ 
 
 (b) /ta ̀ɗa ̀ɡ-e ̀/  [ta ̀ɗa ̀ɡe ̀] ~ [ta ̀da ̀ɡe ̀]  ‘cut.INF’ 
 
 (c) /ka ̀ʄa ̀w/ [ka ̀ʄa ̀w] ~ [ka ̀ɟa ̀w] ‘sick.INF’ 
 
2.1.2 Prenasalized occlusives 
Table 6 presents the limited distribution of the phonemic prenasalized occlusives.  
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/mb/ /mbo ̀/ ‘yesterday’ - - - - 
 /mba ́go ̀/ ‘neighbor’ - - - - 
/nd/ /nda ̀ɾ/ ‘play.PFV’ - - - - 
 /ndu ̀ɾi ̀/ ‘sandal’ - - - - 
/ɲɟ/ /ɲɟo ̀/ ‘person’ - - - - 
/ŋɡ/ /ŋɡu ̀lu ̀ɡ/ ‘bend.PFV’ - - - - 
 /ŋɡu ́lu ̀mo ̀/ ‘dung’ - - - -   
As Table 6 shows, prenasalized occlusives in Mubi only appear word-initially. While one 
could interpret these prenasalized occlusives as a sequence of two consonants, the 
evidence favors the analysis that prenasalized occlusives function as one phonological 
unit. The phonemic status of prenasalized occlusives is seen through the lexical contrast 








 (a) /mbo ̀/  ‘yesterday’ /ɓo ̀/   ‘go.PFV’ 
 
 (b) /mba ́go ̀/  ‘neighbor’ /ba ̀ɡa ̀/  ‘fear.PFV’ 
 
 (c) /ɲɟo ̀/ ‘person’ /ɟo ̀jo ̀/ ‘collar bone’ 
 
 (d) /ŋɡa ̀ɾ/  ‘find.PFV’ /ɡa ̀ɾ/ ‘tribe’ 
 
The verbs in example (11) show that prenasalized occlusives contrast lexically with 
non-prenasalized occlusives. Evidence that the prenasalized occlusives are phonological 
units and not a sequence of two consonants is also demonstrated in morphophonemic 
processes within the verb system. As discussed in section 3.5, verbs are grouped 
according to the number of consonants in the verb root. A verb root is composed of one 
to three consonants and only one vowel. Each verb form is composed of the root 
consonants and vowel. Verb roots with three consonants behave differently from verbs 
with only two consonants. The forms in examples (12) and (13) show that verbs with 




 Infinitive Perfective Imperfective Gloss 
 (a) /ta ̀ɾ/ /ta ̀ɾ/   /ti ̀ɾa ̀ɾ/ ‘stretch’ 
 
 (b) /nda ̀ɾ/  /nda ̀ɾ/ /ndi ̀ɾa ̀ɾ/ ‘play’ 
 
(13) (a) /ɡa ̀ɾa ̀ɡe ̀/  /ɡe ̀ɾi ̀ɡ/ /ɡi ̀ɾa ̀ɡ/ ‘divide’ 
 
 (b) /ŋɡo ̀lo ̀ɡe ̀/ /ŋɡu ̀lu ̀ɡ/ /ŋɡu ̀lo ̀ɡ/ ‘bend’ 
 
The verb in (12b), /nda ̀r/ ‘play’, forms the perfective and imperfective as other two-
consonant verbs such as the verb /ta ̀ɾ/ ‘stretch’ in (12a). If the prenasalized occlusive 
was considered a series of two consonants, then the verb /nda ̀ɾ/ should follow the 
pattern of three consonant verbs instead of two consonant verbs. Thus the verb would 
appear as *[na ̀da ̀ɾ] in the infinitive, *[ne ̀di ̀ɾ] in the perfective, and *[ni ̀da ̀ɾ] in the 
imperfective (section 3.1.1). Similarly, the prenasalized occlusive in verbs like 
/ŋɡo ̀lo ̀ɡe ̀/ ‘bend’ in (13b) is treated as one unit and follows the morphology of three-
consonant verbs such as /so ̀ɡo ̀de ̀/ ‘stab’ in (13a). Other than the prenasalized 
occlusives, there are no cases like either (12b) or (13b) where tautosyllabic clusters 
appear within a verb form. If the prenasalized occlusives were considered as two 
separate phonological units, their appearance would be quite exceptional within the 
verb system. Thus prenasalized occlusives must be considered as phonological units. 
Interestingly, the Chadic languages of the Guera are almost entirely devoid of 
phonemic prenasalized occlusives. Zerenkel, which is a language closely related to 
Mubi, is the only other language reported to have phonemic prenasalized occlusives 
(Sakine Ramat, cited in Lovestrand 2012: 12). Their presence in both Mubi and 
Zerenkel could possibly be due to language contact with Dadjo, a Nilo-Saharan 
language that also has phonemic prenasalized occlusives (Aviles 2008).  
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2.1.3 Fricatives 
Another series of phonemes in Mubi include the voiced and voiceless alveolar 
fricatives /s/, /z/ and the voiceless glottal fricative /h/. Table 7 shows that the 
phonemic fricatives contrast with each other.   








/z/ /zu ̀du ̀ɡ/ ‘cover.PFV’ /a ̀zi ́zu ̀wa ̀/ ‘wasp’ - - 
 /za ́ɾa ̀/ ‘tree’ /u ̀zu ̀ɾu ̀m/ ‘hornbill’ - - 
/s/ /se ̀ɗ/ ‘cut.PFV’ /ŋi ̀si ̀ɾ/ ‘sniff.PFV’ /ku ̀̀lu ̀s/ ‘boil.PFV’ 
 /si ̀n/ ‘foot’ /ɗi ́so ̀/ ‘egg’ /fi ̀ɾa ̀s/ ‘horse’ 
/h/ /ha ̀ɡ/ ‘scratch.PFV’ - - - - 
 /ha ̀ɾ/ ‘back’ - - - -  
As seen in Table 7, the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ behaves differently from the 
voiceless occlusives, and differently from /f/ in particular. Unlike the voiceless 
occlusives that appear phonemically only in word-initial position, the voiceless alveolar 
fricative appears in all positions of the verb. The phonemic /s/ in intervocalic position 
helps to show the difference in behavior between fricatives and occlusives since no 
phonemic occlusive appears voiceless in intervocalic position. And while voiceless 
occlusives that occur word-finally are underlyingly voiced, the voiceless alveolar 
fricative /s/ does appear phonemically word-finally.  
While the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ appears frequently and is not limited in 
distribution, the voiced alveolar fricative /z/, on the other hand, rarely appears in the 
data I collected. There are only four examples where /z/ appears word-medially. The 
fricative /z/ appears most frequently in Arabic loan words. Because the voiced alveolar 
fricative does occur in several non-loan words it is still included as a phoneme. 
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The voiceless glottal fricative /h/ has limited distribution and rarely appears in the 
data. It appears phonemically only in word-initial position and is found most often in 
Arabic loan words.  
2.1.4 Nasals 
There are four nasal phonemes that occur frequently throughout the data. Nasals 
appear in all positions of the word. Table 8 presents evidence that all four nasals 
contrast with each other. 








/m/ /ma ̀d/ ‘die.PFV’ /zu ̀mu ̀ɗ/ ‘cover.PFV’ /ɲa ̀m/ ‘send.PFV’ 
 /mo ̀ɾo ́/ ‘okra’ /sa ́mo ̀/ ‘broom’ /ɾa ̀m/ ‘child’ 
/n/ /na ̀d/ ‘drip.PFV’ /ŋe ̀nu ̀w/ ‘beg.PFV’ /ɾa ̀n/ ‘arrive.PFV’ 
 /na ́/ ‘boule’ /so ̀no ̀/ ‘dream’ /ka ̀n/ ‘language’ 
/ɲ/ /ɲa ̀ɲ/ ‘live.PFV’ /bu ̀ɲu ̀ɡ/ ‘lift.PFV’ /me ̀ɲ/ ‘dip.PFV’ 
 /ɲa ̀m/ ‘message’ /si ́ɲo ̀l/ ‘sand’ /ɲa ́ɲ/ ‘spider web’ 
/ŋ/ /ŋùɗu ̀m/ ‘chew.PFV’ /ne ̀ŋi ̀ɗ/ ‘milk.PFV’ /fa ̀ŋ/ ‘wither.PFV’ 
 /ŋa ́ɲ/ ‘tattoo’ /si ̀ŋa ́ŋo ̀/ ‘tooth’ /ɡa ́ywa ̀ŋ/ ‘elephant’  
 
2.1.5 Non-nasal sonorants 
Besides nasals, other sonorants also appear frequently in the data and in all 
positions. Table 9 gives examples of the liquids /l/ and /ɾ/ in all environments, while 
Table 10 shows the distribution of the two glides /w/ and /j/.  








/l/ /li ̀bi ̀ɗ/ ‘wrap.PFV’ /ce ̀lu ̀w/ ‘dig.PFV’ /ce ̀ɡi ̀l/ ‘hide.PFV’ 
 /la ̀we ̀/ ‘saliva’ /a ̀le ̀/ ‘hair’ /mi ̀l/ ‘slow’ 
/ɾ/ /ɾo ̀ɲ/ ‘prick.PFV’ /bu ̀ɾu ̀l/ ‘blow.PFV’ /be ̀ɾ/ ‘fly.PFV’ 
 /ɾa ̀m/ ‘infant’ /fa ́ɾa ́/ ‘outside’ /we ̀ɾ/ ‘location’  
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/w/ /wa ̀ɡ/ ‘crush.PFV’ /e ̀wi ̀d/ ‘bite.PFV’ /de ̀lu ̀w/ ‘dispute.PFV’ 
 /wi ̀ɾi ̀/ ‘neck’ /wa ̀wo ̀/ ‘locust’ /mi ̀ɟa ̀w/ ‘python’ 
/j/ /ja ̀ɡ/ ‘grind.PFV’ /te ̀ji ̀s/ ‘bury.PFV’ /wa ̀j/ ‘fan.INF’ 
 /je ̀we ̀j/ ‘brush’ /lo ́ju ̀m/ ‘eyelash’ /ɗa ̀j/ ‘shoot.PFV’  
2.1.6 Lexical geminates 
Morphological gemination was presented in section 2.1.1, and will be discussed in 
more detail in section 3.2.2. However, there are also examples of lexical gemination. 
Examples (14) through (20) show contrasts between words with a singular consonant 
and a lexically geminated consonant. The forms in the brackets {} show the 
representation which corresponds to the underlying form.  
(14)  {fa ̀d}   /fa ̀de ̀/  ‘fall.INF’  {fa ́dda ̀}   /fa ́tta ̀/  ‘day’   
(15)  {fe ̀ɟ}   /fi ̀ɟi ̀/  ‘hatch.INF’  {fi ́ɟɟa ̀}   /fi ́cca ̀/  ‘flower’  
(16)  {ke ́li ̀}    /ke ́li ̀/   ‘knife’    {ke ́lla ̀}    /ke ̀lla ̀/  ‘bowl (sp.)’  
(17)  {ca ̀la ̀w}   /ca ̀la ̀w/  ‘dig.INF’   {a ́lla ̀w}   /a ̀lla ̀w/  ‘cry.INF’  
(18)  {ha ̀na ̀w}  /ha ̀na ̀w/ ‘pick.INF’  {ha ́nna ̀}   /ha ́nna ̀/  ‘days’  
(19)  {fa ́ɾa ́}    /fa ́ɾa ́/   ‘outside’   {fa ́ɾɾa ́}    /fa ́ɾɾa ́/    ‘courtyard’ 
(20)  {kaɾu ̀mo ́}   /ka ́ɾu ̀mo ́/  ‘finger’   {ka ́ɾɾu ̀mo ́}   /ka ́ɾɾu ̀mo ́/   ‘jaw’  
Sonorants such as those in examples (16) through (18) have the same phonetic 
realization when geminated.  
There are several restrictions on what consonants can undergo gemination in Mubi. 
Geminate implosives and sonorants have the same phonetic quality as when they are 
single consonants. But as discussed with regard to example (7), and as seen in examples 
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(14) and (15), phonemic voiced occlusives are phonetically devoiced when geminated. 
The words in (14) and (15) are the only examples in my corpus with lexically 
geminated occlusives. There are also no instances in my data of a lexically geminated 
implosive. 
2.2 Vowels 
Mubi has five phonemic vowels, reflecting the system common to many other 
Chadic languages of the Guera group. Table 11 shows these phonemic vowels. 
Table 11. Phonemic vowel inventory 
 Front Central Back 
High i  u 
Mid e  o 
Low  a   
Table 12 shows the distinctive features for the five phonemic vowels. 
Table 12. Distinctive feature chart 
 [High] PAL LAB 
i + √  
e  √  
u +  √ 
o   √ 
a     
As Table 12 demonstrates, the vowel system of Mubi can be described with a minimal 
number of distinctive features. Height distinguishes the vowels /i/ and /u/ from the 
vowels /e/, /o/, and /a/. Palatalization (PAL) distinguishes the vowels /i/ and /e/ from 
/u/, /o/, and /a/. And labialization (LAB) distinguishes the vowels /u/ and /o/ from the 
vowels /i/, /e/, and /a/. These two labels are intended to refer to nodes under the 
supralaryngeal PLACE node in feature geometry. LAB, when applied to a vowel, is 
defined by the rounding of the lips, and is included in most versions of feature 
geometry. PAL, which for my purposes corresponds to the more commonly used node 
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CORONAL, is defined by the fronting of the tongue, and applies to front vowels. In this 
usage, I follow Roberts (2001: 108), who uses these node labels in the description of 
other Chadic languages where they play an important prosodic role in the operation of 
the phonology (see also Smith 2010 and Gravina 2010). Admittedly, PAL and LAB do not 
really have a prosodic function in Mubi, and they could be replaced with the more 
traditional feautres [-back] and [+round] of generative phonology, respectively. I will 
continue to use them, however, in order to facilitate comparison with the feautres used 
in the description of other Chadic languages, and in keeping with the terms used by 
other Chadicists (see also Barreteau 1987, Bow 1999). I will also discuss a potential 
prosodic use of these two feature in Mubi in section 3.6. As indicated in Table 12, the 
unmarked vowel is /a/. Thus, when a vowel has no distinctive features it will be filled 
by the default vowel /a/. Table 13 presents the distribution of the five phonemic vowels 
in open-syllable position, closed-syllable position, and word-final position. 








/a/ /ba ̀ɡa ̀/ ‘fear.PFV’ /ba ̀ɾ/ ‘give.PFV’ /ba ̀ɡa ̀/ ‘fear.PFV’ 
 /ɡa ̀ɾa ̀/ ‘ring’ /ɾa ̀m/ ‘child’ /na ́/ ‘boule’ 
/e/ /de ̀fe ̀ɲ/ ‘stamp.INF’ /ʄe ̀m/ ‘love.PFV’ /a ́le ̀/ ‘hair’ 
 /fe ́ɾi ̀/ ‘finger’ /ke ̀l/ ‘pour.PFV’ /be ̀/ ‘milk’ 
/i/ /ki ̀ɾi ̀ɲ/ ‘call.PFV’ /fi ̀ɟi ̀ɾ/ ‘split.PFV’ /ki/́ ‘cow’ 
 /ɗi ̀so ̀/ ‘egg’ /ɡi ̀b/ ‘knee’ /ko ́li ̀/ ‘pot’ 
/o/ /ko ̀lo ̀se ̀/ ‘boil.PFV /ɾo ̀b/ ‘meet.PFV’ /wa ̀wo ̀/ ‘cricket’ 
 /bo ́do ̀l/ ‘path /o ́bo ̀ɾ/ ‘blood’ /i ̀da ́no ̀/ ‘nose’ 
/u/ /su ̀ɾu ̀b/ ‘pound.PFV’ /zu ̀du ̀ɡ/ ‘hit.PFV’ /wo ̀nu ̀/ ‘fill.INF’ 
 /ɗu ̀ɟi ́/ pimple’ /bu ̀ɡ/ ‘hip’ /ɾo ̀ɟu ̀/ ‘wait.INF’  
As Table 13 shows, every phonemic vowel in Mubi appears in all contexts within a 
word. The most frequent vowel found in the data is the low vowel /a/. In discussing the 
morphology of the verb (section 3.6), I argue that the vowel /a/ is also the default 
vowel for a verb and fills unmarked vowel slots. The two mid vowels, the close-mid 
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front unrounded vowel /e/ and the close-mid back rounded vowel /o/ are the next most 
frequent vowels in the corpus for both verbs and nouns.  
The mid vowel /e/ has [ɛ] as an allophone. The vowel /e/ is realized as [ɛ] if it 
appears in a closed syllable. 
(21) (a) /ʄe ̀m/ [ʄɛm̀] ‘love.PFV’  
(b) /ke ̀l/ [kɛ̀l] ‘pour.PFV’ 
The vowel /e/ is also manifested as [ɛ] in an open syllable when the tone is low, unless 
it is phrase-final. 
(22)  (a) /le ̀be ̀de ̀/  [lɛ̀bɛ̀de ̀]  ‘wrap.INF’ 
   (b) /se ̀se ̀/   [sɛ̀se ̀]   ‘stars’  
(c) /ɡe ̀ɾe ̀l/ [ɡɛ̀ɾɛ̀l]  ‘stare.INF’ 
Thus if the tone is high, the vowel /e/ in an open syllable position is still realized as [e]. 
(23)  (a) /de ́de ́ɾi ́/  [de ́de ́ɾi ́] ‘potter’  
(b) /ɗi ̀be ́ɡi ̀/ [ɗi ̀be ́ɡi ̀] ‘navel’ 
(c) /di ̀we ́ɡi ̀/ [di ̀we ́ɡi ̀] ‘gazelle’ 
Unlike the vowel /e/, the vowel /o/ has no allophonic variation. Example (24) 
demonstrates that in the contexts where /e/ becomes [ɛ], the vowel /o/ remains as [o]. 
(24)  (a) /bo ̀do ̀l/ [bo ̀do ̀l] ‘path’  
(b) /ɾo ̀ɲ/  [ɾo ̀ɲ]  ‘wash.PFV’ 
(c) /ŋo ̀ɗo ̀m/ [ŋo ̀ɗo ̀m] ‘chew.INF’ 
The two high vowels /i/ and /u/ play a lesser role in the phonology of Mubi than 
the other phonemic vowels. They are rarely a root vowel of a noun, and are never the 
root vowel of a verb (section 3.5). 
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Mubi also has phonemic long vowels corresponding to each of the five phonemic 
vowels. Examples (25) through (29) give pairs with contrastive vowel length.  
(25)  /ɗa ̀ba ̀l/  ‘harvest.INF’     /ɗa ̀aba ̀l/  ‘break.INF’    
(26)  /be ̀li ̀/   ‘razor’        /be ̀eli ̀/        ‘wadi’    
(27)  /ndo ̀ɾa ́ɾ/  ‘sandals’     /ndo ̀oɾa ́ɾ/  ‘clouds’   
(28)  /ɗi ́so ̀/   ‘egg’        /li ́isi ̀/   ‘tongue’    
(29)  /cu ̀lu ̀m/  ‘bird’      /cu ̀ulu ̀m/  ‘beard’ 
In these examples all contrastive long vowels appear in the first vowel slot. There are no 
examples of length contrasting in any other positions of the word. Phonemic long 
vowels appear rarely in my data, accounting for only around 1.5% of the words in my 
corpus. The examples in (25) through (29) are the only phonemic long vowels I have in 
my data. There is only one example of a verb with a phonemic long vowel, /ɗa ̀aba ̀l/ 
‘break.INF’. All other phonemic long vowels occur within nouns. Jungraithmayr (1974) 
also transcribes and recognizes long vowels. However, his transcriptions of several 
different verb forms show long vowels where I consistently transcribe them as short. 
2.3  Tone 
Like most Chadic languages, Mubi is tonal. I have not carried out a detailed 
analysis of the tone system, so a more complete study of the tone system has yet to be 
done. But Table 14 gives examples of several words contrasting in tone. 
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cv ̀ L /na/ [na ̀] ‘cook.PFV’ 
cv ́ H /na/ [na ́] ‘boule’ 
cv ̀c L /buɡ/ [bu ̀k̚] ‘hip’ 
cv ̀c H /buɡ/ [bu ́k̚] ‘kidney’ 
cv ̀cv ̀ LL /toɡo/ [to ̀ɡo ̀] ‘skin’ 
cv ̀cv ́ LH /ɗuɟi/ [ɗu ̀ɟi ́] ‘pimple’ 
cv ́cv ́ HH /foso/ [fo ́so ́] ‘hand’ 
cv ́cv ̀ HL /samo/ [sa ́mo ̀] ‘broom’  
As a working hypothesis, I propose that there are only two tonemes, High (H) and Low 
(L). While I also transcribed Mid (M) tone for some words, there were no examples of 
Mid tone contrasting with Low tone. Lexically, a handful of examples show contrast 
between High and Low tone. But I found no evidence that tone is lexically contrastive 
for verbs (section 3.6). Several different grammatical categories for nouns and verbs are 
only differentiated by tone. First singular possession is marked only by high tone on 
nouns such as shown in (30). 
(30)
  
 Singular 1SG.Poss Gloss 
 (a) [fe ́ɾi ̀]  [fe ́ɾi ́] ‘finger’ 
 (b) [ɡu ̀mi ̀] [ɡu ̀mi ́] ‘cheek’ 
 (c) [li ̀isi ̀] [li ̀isi ́] ‘tongue’ 
 (d) [ki ̀]    [ki ́] ‘cow’ 
Imperative forms (section 4.2.1), and several pronominal suffixes that attach to verbs 
(section 4.3) are also only distinguished by tone. Other than the singular imperative, all 
verb forms have only low tone.  
2.4 Syllable structure 
Like most Chadic languages, Mubi has a relatively simple syllable structure. Table 
15 shows the possible syllable structures that are found in Mubi. 
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V /a ̀ki ̀n/ [ʔa ̀.ki ̀n] ‘belief’ 
 /o ̀bu ̀/ [ʔo ̀.bu ̀] ‘fall.INF’ 
 /o ̀do ̀ɡe ̀/ [ʔo ̀.do ̀.ɡe ̀] ‘dance.INF’ 
 /a ̀ɾa ̀n/ [ʔa ̀.ɾa ̀n] ‘add.INF’ 
VC /a ́m/ [ʔa ́m] ‘water’ 
 /u ̀m/ [ʔu ̀m] ‘see.INF’ 
 /a ̀nte ́ɾi ̀/ [ʔa ̀n.te ́.ɾi ̀] ‘fever’ 
 /iɾ̀/ [ʔi ̀ɾ] ‘stumble.INF’ 
CV /be ̀/ [be ̀] ‘milk’ 
 /ɓo ̀/ [ɓo ̀] ‘go.INF’ 
 /ki ̀/ [ki ̀] ‘cow’ 
 /na ̀/ [na ̀] ‘cook.INF’ 
CVV /ɗa ̀aba ̀l/ [ɗa ̀a.ba ̀l] ‘break.INF’ 
 /ndu ̀uɾi ̀/ [ndu ̀u.ɾi ̀] ‘cloud’ 
 /li ́isi ̀/ [li ́i.si ̀] ‘tongue’ 
 /cu ̀ulu ̀m/ [cu ̀u.lu ̀m] ‘beard’ 
CVC /ɾa ̀m/ [ɾa ̀m] ‘child’ 
 /ɡi ̀ɾ/ [ɡi ̀ɾ] ‘house’ 
 /ha ̀ɾ/ [ha ̀ɾ] ‘back’ 
 /ba ̀ŋ/ [ba ̀ŋ] ‘mouth’ 
CVVC /de ̀en/ [dɛ̀ɛn] ‘big.F’  
The maximum syllable template for Mubi is CVVC. However, only one word was 
found with this structure, /deen/ ‘big.FEM’. The scarcity of CVVC syllables is mostly 
due to the fact that there are few examples of long vowels in my data. Further 
investigation is needed to understand the status of long vowels in Mubi. The most 
common syllable structures are CV and CVC. In the verb morphology, the most regular 
verb forms are those that end with a CVC syllable (section 3.5). Vowel-initial syllables, 
V and VC, and syllables with long vowels, CVV and CVVC, are only found word-
initially. The remaining syllable types, CV and CVC, are found in all positions of the 
word. 
There are several examples of a variation in surface syllable structure that involve 
the flap /ɾ/ following a voiceless occlusive. A high vowel optionally appears between 
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the voiceless occlusive and the flap /ɾ/. The examples in (31) demonstrate this variation 
in pronunciation. 
(31)  (a) [tu ̀ɾu ̀m] ~ [tɾu ̀m]   ‘hoe’  
   (b) [ɡi ̀ɾɛ̀mbi ̀c] ~ [ɡɾɛ̀mbi ̀c]  ‘wrinkle’  
   (c) [ku ̀ɾo ́ɟo ̀] ~ [kro ́ɟo ̀]  ‘cup’   
There are only seven examples of this variation occurring in my data. This does not 
provide enough evidence to propose that complex onsets occur in Mubi. It is thus more 
likely that a vowel is elided between two consonants rather than inserted into a 
complex onset. Also, the complex onset variant does not seem to be present among 
older speakers. 
Mubi does not allow onsetless syllables to occur phonetically. As seen in Table 15, a 
glottal stop is inserted before a word-initial vowel. The forms in example (32) 
demonstrate the insertion of a glottal stop word-initially. 
(32)  (a) /a ́le ́/ [ʔa ́le ́]   ‘hair’ 
  (b) /a ́m/  [ʔa ́m]   ‘water’ 
A glottal stop also appears optionally after a word-final vowel. This occurs in 
careful speech and forms a coda for the final syllable. The forms in example (33) 
demonstrate this phenomenon. 
(33)  (a) [lii ́si ̀] ~ [lii ́si ̀ʔ]  ‘tongue’ 
   (b) [be ̀] ~  [be ̀ʔ]   ‘milk’ 
      (c) [fo ̀] ~   [fo ̀ʔ]   ‘wound’  
Tentatively, an inserted word-final glottal stop may indicate that Mubi prefers closed 
syllables over open syllables word-finally. A preference for closed syllables in word-final 
position is also suggested by the verb morphology as discussed in chapter 3. The 
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following chapter shows that the majority of verb forms end in a closed syllable. Also, it 
will be shown that verb forms that end in an open syllable behave in an exceptional 
manner.   
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CHAPTER 3 
THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE PERFECTIVE AND IMPERFECTIVE 
VERB FORMS 
There are only two finite verb forms in Mubi: the perfective and imperfective. The 
fundamental distinction between the perfective and imperfective aspect is common for 
all Chadic languages, and even for Afroasiatic as a whole. This aspectual distinction has 
been a crucial issue in historical comparative studies of both Afroasiatic and Chadic.  
One of the first analyses of the perfective and imperfective in Chadic was done by 
Jungraithmayr (1966) who claims that the imperfective is formed from the unmarked 
perfective stem and is itself a marked and original form of Proto-Chadic. For 
Jungraithmayr the main feature for the formation of the imperfective is apophony. 
Apophony involves the replacement of an internal vowel with the vowel /a/. One 
language Jungraithmayr cites as an example of apophony is Sokoro (1977: 81). For 
example, the internal vowel /e/ for the perfective form of the Sokoro verb [teɗe] ‘climb’ 
undergoes apophony in the imperfective since it is replaced by the vowel /aa/: [taaɗa]. 
Jungraithmayr (1977: 81) also uses Mubi as an example of a Chadic language to show 
that the imperfective is a marked form, being derived from the perfective via apophony. 
For Jungraithmayr, the second vowel of the perfective form of the verb [feɾic] ‘urinate’ 
is replaced by the vowel /a/ in the imperfective form [fiɾac]. However, Newman 
(1977b: 103) challenges Jungraithmayr’s analysis of Proto-Chadic by claiming that the 
imperfective stem is not formed from the perfective stem, but from the verb root and is 
not any more marked than the perfective form. Newman also uses Mubi to show that 
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the imperfective is formed from the verb root and not apophony. He shows that since 
the infinitive form of the verb [feric] ‘urinate’ is [faɾaʄe], the final vowel of the 
imperfective does not replace the vowel of the perfective but is a manifestation of the 
verb’s root vowel. For the imperfective form [fiɾac], Newman argues that the mark of 
the imperfective is simply a dissimilation rule that changes /a/ to /i/ (1977b: 104). So 
the formation of the perfective and imperfective in Mubi has been used to demonstrate 
various positions regarding the place of the perfective and imperfective within Chadic. 
In light of these analyses, I attempt to provide a more complete picture of the verb 
system of Mubi. I focus on a synchronic understanding of the language before 
considering any implications this may have for an understanding of the perfective or 
imperfective in Chadic. This analysis and previous analyses focus on the imperfective 
and perfective verb forms. In addition, I also discuss the formation of the infinitive. The 
infinitive mainly functions as the dictionary entry form of the verb and is used 
minimally in the texts I have collected. I currently do not have enough information to 
understand the infinitive’s function within the language. 
In this chapter I discuss the formation of the perfective, imperfective, and infinitive 
forms of triconsonantal roots (3.1), diconsonantal roots (3.2), monoconsonantal roots 
(section 3.3), and other less-common verb forms (section 3.4). I then discuss the types 
of verb classes (section 3.5) and verb roots (section 3.6) that are found in Mubi. 
Table 16 shows the major verb patterns of the infinitive, perfective, and 
imperfective forms in Mubi. The forms for each verb in Table 16 are given in a 
phonemic transcription. 9  
                                               
9 Tone is not marked on any forms of the verb since every syllable within the basic verb 
morphology has low tone. Tone is not lexically contrastive in the verbal system. Jungraithmayr 
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Table 16. Overview of verb forms 
 
 
In Table 16 verbs are grouped according to similar patterns based on the number of 
consonants and the vowel qualities of each verb. The verb forms demonstrate distinct 
vowel patterns within each group. There are five vowels that appear in the verb forms 
of Table 16: /a/, /e/, /i/, /u/ and /o/. But out of these five vowels, only a limited set of 
vowel patterns occur. For example, two vowels appear in each infinitive form for three-
consonant verbs (Table 16 a-c), but instead of multiple vowel patterns manifested in the 
infinitive, only three patterns are found: /a-a/, /e-e/, and /o-o/. And verbs that have 
identical vowel patterns in one form, like the infinitive, also have identical, although 
different, vowel patterns for the other verb forms. In each section below I argue that 
every verb form is derived from the minimal amount of material that is found in the 
                                                                                                                                           
(1974, 1978) does mark different forms with high tone. However, my analysis of the language 
did not conclusively determine that verbs take any tone other than low tone. Therefore, my 
transcriptions reflect this observation.   
 Infinitive Perfective Imperfective Gloss 
a /taɡal/ /teɡil/ /tiɡal/ ‘close’ 
 /falaɲ/ /feliɲ/ /filaɲ/ ‘peel’ 
 /lalam/ /lelim/ /lilam/ ‘ask’ 
b /heɾem/ /hiɾim/ /hiɾem/ ‘throw’ 
 /cewel/ /ciwil/ /ciwel/ ‘turn’ 
 /keɾeɲ/ /kiɾiɲ/ /kiɾeɲ/ ‘call’ 
c /foɡoɲ/ /fuɡuɲ/ /fuɡoɲ/ ‘burn’ 
 /bodoɾ/ /buduɾ/ /budoɾ/ ‘crack’ 
 /toɡoɾ/ /tuɡuɾ/ /tuɡoɾ/ ‘push’ 
d /ɟaɾ/ /ɟaɾ/ /ɟiɾaɾ/ ‘pull’ 
 /ɲam/ /ɲam/ /ɲiɲam/ ‘send’ 
 /cal/ /cal/ /cilal/ ‘hang’ 
e /kil/ /kel/ /killa/ ‘pour’ 
 /miɲ/ /meɲ/ /miɲɲa/ ‘dip’ 
 /win/ /wen/ /winna/ ‘uncover’ 
f /ɾuɲ/ /ɾoɲ/ /ɾuɲɲa/ ‘prick’ 
 /nuj/ /noj/ /nujja/ ‘accuse’ 
 /muj/ /moj/ /mujja/ ‘remember’ 
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verb root, which consists of the lexical consonants and only one vowel. The purpose of 
this chapter is to describe these basic verb forms and vowel patterns in a systematic 
manner. 
3.1 Triconsonantal verbs 
The majority of verbs in Mubi (53%) have three root consonants. The patterns for 
triconsonantal verb forms are also more regular than for other verbs. As seen in Table 
16, there are three different groups of triconsonantal verbs. In the infinitive form these 
verbs are grouped according to the vowel patterns CaCaC (group a), CeCeC (group b), 
and CoCoC (group c). Out of these three groups, CaCaC verbs are considered first. 
3.1.1 CaCaC verbs 
Table 17 shows the three verb forms with the shape of CaCaC in the infinitive. The 
forms in Table 17 are given in a phonemic transcription. 
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Table 17. Verb forms for CaCaC verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
a /falaɲ/ /feliɲ/ /filaɲ/ ‘peel’ 
b /tabaɲ/ /tebiɲ/ /tubaɲ/ ‘walk’ 
c /wajal/ /wejil/ /wijal/ ‘plant’ 
d /taɡal/ /teɡil/ /tiɡal/ ‘close’ 
e /ɗabal/ /ɗebil/ /ɗubal/ ‘harvest’ 
f /hawaɾ/ /hewiɾ/ /huwaɾ/ ‘bark’ 
g /lalam/ /lelim/ /lilam/ ‘ask’ 
h /ŋanaw/ /ŋenuw/ /ŋinaw/ ‘beg’ 
i /sajaw/ /sejuw/ /sijaw/ ‘wipe’ 
j /ɡamase/ /ɡemis/ /ɡumas/ ‘laugh’ 
k /ʄaɾaɡe/ /ʄeɾiɡ/ /ʄiɾaɡ/ ‘choke’ 
l /hadabe/ /hedib/ /hidab/ ‘dig’ 
m /naŋaɗe/ /neŋiɗ/ /niŋaɗ/ ‘milk’ 
n /awade/ /ewid/ /uwad/ ‘bite’ 
o /walaɗe/ /weliɗ/ /wilaɗ/ ‘lick’ 
p /ɟajaɗe/ /ɟejiɗ/ /ɟijaɗ/ ‘limp’ 
q /saɾabe/ /seɾib/ /siɾab/ ‘scratch’ 
r /ɡaɾaɡe/ /ɡeɾiɡ/ /ɡiɾaɡ/ ‘divide’ 
s /faɾaʄe/ /feɾiʄ/ /fiɾaʄ/ ‘urinate’  
Several observations can be made about the verb forms found in Table 17. First, each 
verb form has a specific vowel pattern that is normally followed: the infinitive has the 
pattern CaCaC(e), the perfective normally has the pattern CeCiC, and the imperfective 
normally has the pattern CiCaC. As I argue later in this section, any variations from 
these patterns are due to contextual phonological processes. Also, the consonant 
structure for each verb form does not change. So the same consonantal pattern that 
appears in one form also appears for the other forms of the verb. The only difference 
between the three verb forms is the internal vowel qualities. 
Infinitive 
The analysis of all verb forms relies on the prosodic morphology approach 
developed by McCarthy and Prince (1986). Each verb form has a certain template 
which is consequently filled by the verb root. For the infinitive form of CaCaC verbs, I 
claim that the verb root fills in the template CVCVC. While the infinitive has two 
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vowels, I claim that one root vowel fills both vowel slots of the template. This is 
because the infinitive has no variations from this vowel pattern and the Obligatory 
Contour Principle (OCP) (Goldsmith 1979, McCarthy 1986) prohibits consecutive 
identical features on the same phonological tier. For verbs in Table 17, I claim that the 
root vowel is the low vowel {a}, which appears twice in the infinitive form. Section 3.6 
discusses in more detail the phonetic qualities of a root vowel. In this analysis the 
vowels are placed on a separate tier from the consonants (McCarthy and Prince: 1986). 
The tier representation of the infinitive is demonstrated in example (34). 
(34) Infinitive formation 
   a                         
   CVCVC    
  c    ɡ   l        
   /caɡal/  ‘hide.INF’ 
Verbs that end in a sonorant consonant (Table 17 a-i) have no vowel word-finally 
in the infinitive form. But verbs that end in an obstruent consonant (Table 17 j-s) have 
the vowel [e] in word-final position. There are two possible analyses for the appearance 
of this vowel. The first analysis interprets the word-final vowel as epenthetic. 
Epenthesis occurs in other Chadic languages (Bow 1999), and the presence of the vowel 
/e/ in the infinitive form is predictable. The second analysis interprets this word-final 
vowel [e] as the suffix marking the infinitive form. I argue for the second interpretation. 
There are two principal reasons for seeing this final vowel as a suffix and not as an 
epenthetic vowel. First, the infinitive is the only verb form where this word-final vowel 
is present. The vowel [e] does not occur word-finally after obstruents in the perfective 
or imperfective form. So if this vowel were epenthetic in the infinitive form, then it 
should also appear in the perfective and imperfective form. Therefore, purely 
phonological reasons cannot account for the presence of the word-final vowel [e]. 
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Secondly, related languages have an overt word-final suffix as the mark of the infinitive. 
In Dangaleat, the mark of the infinitive is an /-e/ suffix (Burke 1995). In Migaama, the 
suffix for the infinitive is either /-aw/ or /-o/ (Roberts 2010). Gabri marks the infinitive 
with the suffix /-e/ (James Roberts, p.c.). So there is overwhelming evidence that East 
Chadic languages mark the infinitive with a suffix. Also, previous analyses of Mubi 
(Newman 1977b; Frajzyngier 1981) understood this final vowel as a suffix marking the 
infinitive form. So my analysis, which claims that the surface vowel [e] is actually the 
suffix /-e/ which marks the infinitive form, conforms to how this word-final vowel has 
been analyzed previously. The following informal rule in (35) describes the formation of 
the infinitive. 
(35) INF: The infinitive is formed by the verb root filling the template CVCVC. In 
addition, if the final C is an obstruent, the suffix /-e/ is attached. 
The rule in (35) states that the infinitive suffix only attaches after a stem-final 
obstruent. So all triconsonantal verbs with a stem-final sonorant do not have an 
infinitive morpheme. However, another option for interpreting the final vowel is to 
claim that the infinitive suffix /-e/ attaches to all verbs but is subsequently deleted after 
a sonorant. But given the fact that there is no phonological motivation for deletion to 
occur after a sonorant, and that vowels frequently occur word-finally following a 
sonorant in the nominal phonology, such as in the words /nduɾi/ ‘cloud’ /wiɾi/ ‘neck’, I 
claim that the suffix /-e/ only attaches after a stem-final obstruent and is not realized 
elsewhere. However, the rule I propose for the formation of the infinitive of several 
diconsonantal verbs differs from the rule described in (35). This rule for these 
diconsonantal verbs is discussed in more detail in section 3.2.2 below. 
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Perfective 
As the second column in Table 17 shows, the perfective form for CaCaC verbs has 
the same CVCVC template as the infinitive, but without the vowel suffix that appears 
after a stem-final obstruent. Above, I claimed that each verb has only one lexical vowel, 
which for the verbs in Table 17 is the vowel {a}. I also claimed that each verb form is 
formed from the root material of the verb. For the perfective, the first vowel is /e/ and 
the second vowel is generally /i/. In order to explain the /e-i/ vowel pattern of the 
perfective, I propose that the mark of the perfective is a [+high] suprafix that 
associates to the last vowel slot of the perfective CVCVC template. Until now, the 
association of the root vowel {a} with the feature [+high] has not been defined; I 
assume that this combination always yields /i/ (and not /u/).  
Also, since there is only one root vowel for each verb, it is problematic to state that 
a feature is distinct for one vowel slot but is not found in another vowel slot. If there is 
only one root vowel, then the same features of one appearance of the vowel should also 
be found in another manifestation of the same root vowel. So to claim that a [+high] 
suprafix is only manifested in the final vowel slot of verbs in Table 17 presents a 
problem since it does not also appear in the first vowel slot. This conflicting demand 
placed on the tier organization is solved when tier conflation is taken into account 
(Younes 1983, McCarthy 1986). This universal process reshapes the underlying 
structure of the verb, and the tier-morpheme distinction is conflated into one simple tier 
(Goldsmith 1990: 314). Once tier conflation occurs a feature is able to attach to one 
vowel slot without affecting any other vowel slot.  
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I also claim that once the [+high] suprafix is associated to the final vowel, the 
height of the first vowel is raised due to vowel assimilation (section 4.5). The formation 
of the perfective for CaCaC verbs is represented informally in example (36). 
(36)  Verb template         Suprafix association           Perfective 
     [+ high] Suprafix          Vowel raising 
     a                [+high]               [-low] 
 C V C V C      C V C V C         C V C V C                          
       c      ɡ    l           c a ɡ a  l       c a  ɡ i  l    
  {caɡal}               caɡil            /ceɡil/  ‘hide.PFV’ 
In the first form of example (36), the root consonants and vowel of the verb fill the 
template CVCVC. The form in brackets {} simply shows the linearized representation of 
the underlying form. In the second form, tier conflation occurs so that the 
manifestations of the root vowel and consonants appear on the same tier. This second 
form is a transition form that is neither underlying nor phonemic. Once tier conflation 
occurs, the [+high] suprafix is associated to the final vowel slot so that the final 
manifestation of the root vowel {a} appears as the [+high] vowel /i/. In the final form, 
the final high vowel raises the preceding vowel {a} to appear as /e/. I propose that this 
vowel assimilation is due to the spreading of the  feature [-low]. This assimilation 
process is discussed in more detail in section 4.5.1.  
Frajzyngier (1981) has another analysis of the infinitive and perfective form in 
Mubi. He bases his understanding of the perfective on his analysis of the infinitive and 
root vowel. He sees the root vowel of triconsonantal verbs as the first vowel of the 
perfective, which for verbs in Table 17 is the vowel {e}. For Frajzyngier the /-e/ suffix 
marker of the infinitive lowers the root vowel {e} to /a/, which is then inserted in the 
second syllable slot, as seen in the following example: 
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(37) /ɡerɡ-e/ → /ɡaɾɡe/ → [ɡaɾaɡe] ‘divide’ 
However, as shown in section 4.5 on vowel assimilation, the vowel /e/ never causes the 
lowering of a non-high vowel. In my analysis I show that there is motivation for the 
vowel {a} to be raised in the perfective when preceding a [+high] vowel, but there is 
no motivation for a root vowel {e} to be lowered when preceding the suffix /-e/. 
Frajzyngier also argues that the perfective is formed by inserting a vowel between the 
two final consonants. The vowel that is inserted agrees in rounding with the root vowel 
and is always [+high]. So Frajzyngier’s and my analysis both claim that there is only 
one root vowel for three-consonant verbs, and that the mark of the perfective is a 
[+high] vowel in the final vowel slot. But my analysis differs from Frajzyngier’s in 
claiming that the root vowel is not {e}, but is underlyingly {a}, which is then raised to 
/e/ because the final /i/ raises the preceding vowel. Wolff (1988: 170) gives a 
diachronic analysis of the perfective and claims that the internal vowel changes of the 
perfective were due to a suffix */-i/ which was then later deleted. However, it does not 
seem necessary to have to claim that the internal vowel changes in the perfective are 
due to a suffix that no longer exists.  
 In some of the perfective forms in Table 17 above, the final [+high] vowel 
surfaces as the vowel /u/ instead of /i/, as seen in the verbs /ŋenuw/ ‘beg’ (h) and 
/sejuw/ ‘wipe’ (i). The manifestation of the final [+high] vowel as /u/ is due to 
assimilation to a following word-final labial consonant /w/. Lexical phonology, as 
described by Durand (1990: 178), shows why this assimilation applies lexically rather 
than post-lexically: it only applies within a word, applies only to CaCaC verbs and not 
other verbs, such as the perfective form /ʄiriw/ ‘rip’ in Table 18 below, and is not 
blocked by a pause in speech. The informal rule in (38) characterizes this local 
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assimilation, and the examples that follow in (39) demonstrate the operation of this 
rule. 
(38) A [+high] vowel becomes round when preceding a word-final /w/.11 









 (a) {haɗaw} haɗiw heɗiw /heɗuw/ ‘knead.PFV’ 
 
 (b) {calaw} caliw celiw /celuw/ ‘dig.PFV’ 
 




As Table 17 shows, CaCaC verbs also use the template CVCVC for the formation of 
the imperfective. All imperfective forms have a high vowel, either /i/ or /u/, in the first 
vowel slot and the low vowel /a/ in the final vowel slot.12 Since the first vowel of the 
imperfective is always [+high], I argue that the mark of the imperfective is a [+high] 
suprafix that associates to the first vowel slot of the verb. So both the formation of the 
perfective and imperfective involve a [+high] suprafix. For the perfective, the [+high] 
suprafix associates to the final vowel slot, and for the impeIrfective the [+high] 
suprafix associates to the first vowel slot. Unlike the [+high] vowel of the perfective, 
the [+high] vowel of the imperfective does not cause vowel assimilation. I claim that 
vowel assimilation is regressive in Mubi and only affects a preceding vowel. Since the 
[+high] suprafix associates to the first vowel of the imperfective template, no vowel 
                                               
11 As mentioned previously, this phenomenon does not apply to other triconsonantal verbs. 
This is because other features of the verb, which are described in section 3.6 below, inhibit the 
application of this phonological rule. 
12 It is worth pointing out that in Jungraithmayr’s data (1974), the final vowel of the 
imperfective form for triconsonantal verbs is long. But I was unable to clearly distinguish a 
lengthened vowel in the imperfective. Therefore, my transcriptions are consistently without a 
long vowel for all imperfectives. 
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assimilation occurs. Example (40) demonstrates the formation of the imperfective for 
CaCaC verbs.  
(40)   Verb template                Imperfective            
                [+ high] Suprafix     
     a                 [+high]            
  C V C V C                   C V C V C                           
        c    ɡ     l              c  a ɡ a  l 
       {caɡal}                   /ciɡal/       ‘hide’ 
Just as with the perfective, after the root consonants and vowel fill the template 
CVCVC, tier conflation occurs and the [+high] suprafix only associates to the first 
vowel of the imperfective. 
The [+high] vowel of the imperfective appears as the vowel /u/ before a labial 
consonant, as seen in the verbs /ɡumas/ ‘laugh’ (j), /ɗubal/ ‘harvest’ (e), and /huwaɾ/ 
‘bark’ (f) in Table 17. The assimilation of the vowel /i/ to /u/ is similar to the rule in 
(38) and is also part of the lexical phonology, but instead of assimilation only occurring 
before the consonant /w/, rounding occurs before all labial consonants. The following 
rule in (41) describes this assimilation, and the examples that follow in (42) 
demonstrate the operation of this rule.  
(41) A [+high] vowel in the first vowel slot becomes round when preceding a labial 
consonant.13 
                                               
13 Possibly, the feature that spreads to the vowel from the following consonant is LAB. But 
more research is needed in order to understand this assimilation. And similar to the rule in (38), 
this process does not apply to verbs with a different root vowel such as the verb /libiɗ/ ‘wrap’ 
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 (a) {ɡawaɲ} ɡiwaɲ /ɡuwaɲ/ ‘cultivate.IPFV’ 
 
 (b) {tabaɲ} tibaɲ /tubaɲ/ ‘walk.IPFV’ 
 
 (c) {ɡamas} ɡimas /ɡumas/ ‘laugh.IPFV’ 
 
3.1.2  CeCeC and CoCoC verbs 
I now consider the formation of the other triconsonantal verbs. Table 18 and Table 
19 show the different verb forms for CeCeC and CoCoC verbs respectively. These forms 
are given in a phonemic transcription. 
Table 18. Verb forms for CeCeC verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
a /hebeɾ/ /hibiɾ/ /hibeɾ/ ‘release’ 
b /ʄeɾew/ /ʄiɾiw/ /ʄiɾew/ ‘untie’ 
c /keɟeɾ/ /kiɟiɾ/ /kiɟeɾ/ ‘kick’ 
d /heleɡe/ /hiliɡ/ /hileɡ/ ‘hug’ 
e /lebeɗe/ /libiɗ/ /libeɗ/ ‘wrap’ 
f /ʄemeɡe/ /ʄimiɡ/ /ʄimeɡ/ ‘sew’  
Table 19. Verb forms for CoCoC verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
a /ʄoɡol/ /ʄuɡul/ /ʄuɡol/ ‘notice’ 
b /foɡoɲ/ /fuɡuɲ/ /fuɡoɲ/ ‘burn’ 
c /boɾol/ /buɾul/ /buɾol/ ‘blow’ 
d /soɾobe/ /suɾub/ /suɾob/ ‘pound’ 
e /zodoɡe/ /zuduɡ/ /zudoɡ/ ‘hit’ 
f /kolose/ /kulus/ /kulos/ ‘boil’  
                                                                                                                                           
(e) in Table 18 below. The explanation for why rounding does not occur in these forms is given 
in section 3.6 below. Note also that this rule is limited only to the first vowel of the verb since 
assimilation only occurs for the final vowel when preceding the consonant [w]. 
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Infinitive 
As Table 18 and Table 19 show, CeCeC and CoCoC verbs have several 
characteristics in common with CaCaC verbs in the infinitive. For one, all three sets 
have only one root vowel which is manifested in two different vowel slots. For verbs in 
Table 17 the root vowel is {a}, for verbs in Table 18 the root vowel is {e}, and for verbs 
in Table 19 the root vowel is {o}. Also, I propose that just like CaCaC verbs, CeCeC and 
CoCoC verbs take the infinitive /-e/ suffix only after obstruents. The formation of the 
infinitive for CeCeC verbs and CoCoC is the same as CaCaC verbs. The root consonants 
and vowel fill the CVCVC infinitive template and the infinitive suffix /-e/ attaches 
word-finally only after obstruents, but never after a sonorant, as described in (35). So 
the only difference between the three infinitive groups is the root vowel, which is either 
{a}, {e}, or {o}.14 
Perfective 
In Table 18 all verbs in the perfective have the high vowel /i/ in both the first and 
final vowel slot. Similarly, in Table 19 all verbs in the perfective have the high vowel 
/u/ in both vowel slots. Just as for CaCaC verbs, I propose that the mark of the 
perfective for CeCeC and CoCoC verbs is a [+high] suprafix that is associated to the 
final vowel of the verb. For CeCeC verbs, the manifestation of the root vowel {e} in the 
final vowel slot as the vowel /i/ is due to the association of this [+high] suprafix. I 
claim that the appearance of /i/ in the first vowel slot is due to a vowel assimilation 
                                               
14 A slight phonetic variation that occurs for CeCeC, CoCoC, and CaCaC verbs in the 
infinitive is that some verbs elide the second vowel in fast speech. This occurs when the second 
consonant of the verb root is the flap [ɾ] and final consonant is the implosive [ɗ]. This phonetic 
elision seems to be prevalent with younger speakers, but not for older speakers. More data is 
needed to understand how frequently this elision occurs. The following are some examples: 
[taɾaɗe] ~ [taɾɗe] ‘enclose’, [beɾeɗe] ~ [beɾɗe] ‘cover’, [soɾoɗe] ~ [soɾɗe] ‘shave’. 
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process with the final high vowel /i/. The feature [+high] spreads from the final vowel 
to the first appearance of the root vowel {e}, which makes the vowel appear as /i/. The 
spreading of the feature [+high] is restricted to a preceding [-low] vowel, while the 
spreading of the  feature [-low] occurs before a [+low] vowel (section 3.1.1).  So while 
the two vowels of CeCeC verbs in the perfective are phonetically identical, they are 
formed by two different phonological processes: the final high vowel /i/ is due to the 
association of the [+high] suprafix, and the first high vowel /i/ is due to assimilation 
to the final [+high] vowel.  
For CoCoC verbs, the [+high] suprafix raises the final manifestation of the root 
vowel {o} to the [+high] vowel /u/. Due to vowel assimilation, this final [+high] 
vowel raises the first manifestation of the root vowel {o} to /u/. The following 
examples demonstrate the formation of the perfective for CeCeC and CoCoC verbs. 
Example (43) informally shows the formation of the perfective form for CeCeC verbs 
and example (44) informally shows the formation of the perfective form for CoCoC 
verbs.  
(43) Verb template Suprafix association     Perfective               
 [+high] Suprafix           Vowel raising 
     e                 [+high]                         [+high] 
        C V C V C      C V C V C            C V C V C                    
       c w l       c  e w e  l          c  e w e l     
          {cewel}           cewil                 /ciwil/       ‘turn.PFV’ 
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(44)   Verb template Suprafix association        Perfective      
  [+high] Suprafix    Vowel raising  
       o              [+high]                     [+high] 
 C V C V C        C V C V C                C V C V C  
 f   ɡ     ɲ   f   o ɡ o ɲ            f  o ɡ o  ɲ                
      {fogoɲ}           foɡuɲ                   /fuguɲ/  ‘cook.PFV’ 
As in the case of CaCaC verbs (section 3.1.1), examples (43) and (44) show that for 
CeCeC and CoCoC verbs, the root consonants and vowel fill in the template CVCVC. 
Next, tier conflation occurs before the [+high] suprafix associates to the final vowel 
slot. And similar to CaCaC verbs, the height of the first vowel is raised due to vowel 
assimilation with the final [+high] vowel. The feature [+high] of the final vowel 
spreads to the preceding [-low] vowel. This makes the first vowel of CeCeC verbs 
appear as /i/, and the first vowel of CoCoC verbs appear as /u/. The feature [+high] 
only spreads to a preceding [-low] vowel, while the feature [-low] spreads to a 
preceding [+low] vowel (section 4.5.1). 
Imperfective 
Table 18 above shows that all CeCeC verbs have the vowel /i/ in the first vowel slot 
and the vowel /e/ in the final vowel slot for the imperfective. Table 19 shows that all 
CoCoC verbs have the vowel /u/ in the first vowel slot and the vowel /o/ in the final 
vowel slot. I claim that just as for CaCaC verbs above, the root consonants and vowel fill 
in the template CVCVC to form the imperfective. Tier conflation then occurs and the 
[+high] suprafix associates to the first vowel of the verb and has no effect on the 
second vowel. For CeCeC verbs, the first vowel appears as the vowel /i/ due to the 
[+high] suprafix, and the final vowel remains as /e/. For CoCoC verbs, the [+high] 
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suprafix associates to the first vowel and appears as the vowel /u/, and the final vowel 
remains as /o/.  
3.2 Diconsonantal Verbs 
3.2.1 CaC verbs 
After triconsonantal verbs, the next most common verb type (39.7%) is 
diconsonantal verbs. Out of these diconsonantal verbs, CaC verbs are considered first. 
Table 20 demonstrates the major verb forms for CaC verbs. Verb forms are given in 
phonemic transcriptions. 
Table 20. Verb forms for CaC verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
a /taɟe/ /taɟ/ /tiɟaɟ/ ‘husk’ 
b /kaɟe/ /kaɟ/ /kiɟaɟ/ ‘dry’ 
c /taɡe/ /taɡ/ /tiɡaɡ/ ‘chase’ 
d /baʄe/ /baʄ/ /biʄaʄ/ ‘hunt’ 
e /cabe/ /cab/ /cubab/ ‘take’ 
f /ɾam/ /ɾam/ /ɾumam/ ‘blacken’ 
g /faj/ /faj/ /fijaj/ ‘purify’ 
h /cal/ /cal/ /cilal/ ‘hang’  
Infinitive  
As Table 20 demonstrates, the infinitive form of CaC verbs is similar to the 
infinitive form of CaCaC verbs in Table 17: both have an internal vowel /a/ and both 
have a word-final vowel /e/ that appears only after obstruents.15 I argue that just as for 
                                               
15 Other transcriptions consistently transcribe the root vowel of diconsonantal verbs as a long 
vowel in the infinitive form (Newman 1977). However, I was not able to determine that the root 
vowel is distinctively long in the infinitive form. Consequently, my transcriptions maintain a 
short vowel of the verb root for the infinitive form. 
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CaCaC verbs in example (35), the mark of the infinitive is the /-e/ suffix that only 
attaches to verbs with a root-final obstruent. So the only difference between the 
infinitive of CaCaC verbs and CaC verbs is the number of consonants in the verb root. 
Perfective 
As seen in Table 20, the perfective form of CaC verbs is the same form as the 
infinitive but without the infinitive suffix /-e/ attaching after stem-final obstruents. The 
relationship between CaCaC and CaC verbs in the perfective is not as easily seen as it is 
in the infinitive. As I claimed in section 3.1.1, the mark of the perfective for CaCaC 
verbs is a [+high] suprafix that associates to the final vowel slot. But for diconsonantal 
verbs, the perfective is formed by the root consonants and vowel filling in the template 
CVC. Thus the perfective is formed differently for triconsonantal and for diconsonantal 
verbs.  
Imperfective 
Table 20 also shows that CaC verbs have a different template in the imperfective 
than in the perfective and infinitive forms. Instead of the template CVC, which is found 
in the infinitive and perfective forms, the imperfective has a CVCVC template. This is 
the same template that triconsonantal verbs have for the imperfective. Also, not only do 
CaC verbs have the same template as triconsonantal verbs in the imperfective, but the 
same vowels occur word-internally as CaCaC verbs: The high vowel /i/ usually appears 
in the first vowel slot, and the low vowel /a/ appears in the final vowel slot.  
So unlike the perfective, I claim that the imperfective is formed the same way for 
both CaCaC verbs and CaC verbs. Just as for CaCaC verbs, the imperfective of CaC verbs 
is formed through the root consonants and vowel filling the CVCVC template. Since CaC 
verbs have only two root consonants, the second consonant of the verb root fills both 
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the second and third consonant slot of the imperfective template.16 Also, the root vowel 
fills both vowel slots of the imperfective template. Just as for triconsonantal verbs 
(section 3.1.1), tier conflation occurs and the [+high] suprafix of the imperfective is 
associated to the first vowel slot. This suprafix causes the root vowel {a} to appear as 
the high vowel /i/ and leaves the final appearance of the root vowel as /a/. Example 
(45) informally demonstrates the formation of the imperfective for CaC verbs. 
(45) Template formation    Suprafix association         
      [+ high] Suprafix    
          a                   [+high]          
  C V C  V C            C V C V C     
          ɲ        l       ɲ a  l  a  l                      
        ɲalal                  /ɲilal/        ‘wash’ 
Just as for CaCaC verb in the examples of (41), when the [+high] vowel in the first 
vowel slot is followed by a labial consonant, local assimilation occurs as seen in the 
imperfective forms /cubab/ and /ɾumam/ (lines (e) and (f) in Table 20). Thus the 
[+high] vowel appears as the round vowel /u/ when preceding a labial consonant /b/, 
                                               
16 An exceptional variation to the formation of the imperfective are the minority of CaC 
verbs (6%) that reduplicate the first consonant instead of the second, such as the verbs [ɡal] 
‘lose,INF’ vs. [ɡiɡal] ‘lose.IPFV’, [ɲam] ‘send.INF’ vs. [ɲiɲam] ‘send.IPFV’, and [sam] ‘guard.INF’ 
vs. [sisam] ‘guard.IPFV’. For these few verbs, the first root consonant fills the first and second 
consonant slot, while the second consonant only fills the third consonant slot. There does not 
seem to be any pattern as to when the first consonant is reduplicated over the second root 
consonant. In the cases where the first consonant is reduplicated, the second consonant is always 
a sonorant. However, this in itself does not require the first consonant to be reduplicated since 
many sonorants fill both the second and third consonant slot, such as the imperfective forms 
[tiɾaɾ] ‘stretch’, [fijaj] ‘purify’, and [cilal] ‘hang’. I currently have no analysis to account for 
these variations. 
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/m/, or /w/, as the rule in (41) describes. The examples in (46) trace the derivation of 
the imperfective form of the aforementioned verbs. 







 (a) {ɾam} ɾamam ɾimam /ɾumam/ ‘blacken.IPFV’ 
 
 (b) {cab} cabab cibab /cubab/ ‘take.IPFV’ 
 
3.2.2 CeC and CoC verbs 
Besides CaC verbs, other diconsonantal verbs have the structure CeC and CoC. 
However, unlike CaC verbs, the root vowel is changed more in the infinitive than in the 
perfective form. The reason for this difference will be discussed below. Table 21 
demonstrates the major verb forms for CeC verbs and Table 22 demonstrates the major 
verb forms for CoC verbs. These verb forms are given in a phonemic transcription. 
Table 21. Verb forms for CeC verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
a /miɲ/ /meɲ/ /miɲɲa/ ‘dip’ 
b /biɾ/ /beɾ/ /biɾɾa/ ‘fly’ 
c /kiɗi/ /keɗ/ /kiɗɗa/ ‘touch’ 
d /ŋiʄi/ /ŋeʄ/ /ŋiʄʄa/ ‘pinch’ 
e /ɟiɡi/ /ɟeɡ/ /ɟikka/ ‘stir’ 
f /hidi/ /hed/ /hitta/ ‘remove’  
Table 22. Verb forms for CoC verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
a /fuj/ /foj/ /fujja/ ‘carry’ 
b /nuj/ /noj/ /nujja/ ‘accuse’ 
c /ɾuɲ/ /ɾoɲ/ /ɾuɲɲa/ ‘prick’ 
d /kuɗi/ /koɗ/ /kuɗɗa/ ‘flee’ 
e /cubi/ /cob/ /cuffa/ ‘wash’ 
f /tuɡi/ /toɡ/ /tukka/ ‘prevent’        
Infinitive 
The form of the infinitive in Table 21 and Table 22 is quite different from the form 
in previous triconsonantal and diconsonantal verbs. First, the internal vowel for CeC 
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verbs appears as the [+high] vowel /i/ and the internal vowel for CoC verbs appears as 
the [+high] vowel /u/. So far internal vowels in the infinitive have only been /a/, /e/, 
or /o/. Second, the [+high] vowel /i/ appears in word-final position after obstruents 
for both CeC and CoC verbs. In all other infinitive forms seen so far, only the infinitive 
suffix /-e/ has followed a stem-final obstruent. 
In light of these observations, two different analyses can be argued for determining 
the quality of the root vowel. The first analysis, which I reject, claims that just as the 
underlying root vowel has surfaced in the infinitive for all other verbs, the root vowel of 
verbs in Table 21 is the high vowel {i} and the root vowel for verbs in Table 22 is the 
high vowel {u}. The second analysis, which I argue for, is to posit {e} as the root vowel 
of verbs in Table 21 and {o} as the root vowel for verbs in Table 22. There are several 
reasons why it is better to understand that the root vowel of CeC verbs is {e} and the 
root vowel of CoC verbs is {o} instead of the vowels {i} and {u}. First, if the high 
vowels {i} and {u} were the root vowels, there is no reasonable explanation for why a 
[+high] root vowel is lowered in the perfective form. Second, it is more consistent for 
root vowels found in diconsonantal verbs to be the same as the root vowels found in 
triconsonantal verbs rather than proposing two new root vowels for the diconsonantal 
verbs. Third, the high vowels /i/ and /u/ are never found word-internally for any other 
infinitive form. It would be difficult to posit {i} and {u} as root vowels if they do not 
appear in infinitive forms elsewhere. So I propose that {e} and {o} are the root vowels 
and not {i} and {u}. 
However, there are difficulties in this analysis when accounting for the word-final 
vowel /i/ that appears after obstruents in the infinitive. Since the appearance of the 
word-final /i/ parallels the infinitive suffix /-e/ of triconsonantal and CaC verbs, I argue 
that the [+high] vowel /i/ is an infinitive suffix allomorph that attaches to CeC and 
CoC verbs. While it could be possible that the infinitive suffix /-e/ is raised to /i/ by a 
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phonological process, there is no phonological motivation for this vowel raising. Even if 
the root vowel for diconsonantal verbs was a [+high] vowel and raises the infinitive 
suffix /-e/ to /-i/, vowel assimilation does not occur progressively anywhere else in 
Mubi (section 4.5). So it would be a very exceptional phenomenon for a high vowel of a 
root verb to raise a vowel of a suffix. What is more probable, and for which I argue, is 
that the [+high] vowel suffix /-i/ raises the root vowel in the infinitive form. This 
explains why [+high] vowels appear internally for CeC and CoC verbs in the infinitive. 
Also, the rule in (35) states that the infinitive suffix attaches only after word-final 
obstruents. However, I argue that for CeC and CoC verbs, the infinitive suffix /-i/ 
attaches to all verbs and is subsequently deleted for verbs with a stem-final sonorant. 
The reason why I claim that a suffix attaches to all verbs and is subsequently deleted on 
verbs that end in a sonorant is because all CeC and CoC verbs have a [+high] vowel in 
the infinitive. CeC and CoC verbs that end in a sonorant also have [+high] vowels 
word-internally, such as the infinitive forms /biɾ/ ‘fly’ and /ɾuɲ/ ‘prick’. I argue that the 
infinitive suffix /-i/, while not manifested after stem-final sonorants, still raises the root 
vowel to [+high] and is then deleted. A weakness of my analysis is that there does not 
seem to be any phonological motivation for deletion to occur after a sonorant. However, 
I believe that my analysis accounts for the data more comprehensively than the 
previously mentioned analyses. Also, in light of the evidence of CeC and CoC verbs, it 
could be proposed that the infinitive suffix /-e/ is attached to all CaC and 
triconsonantal verbs and is subsequently deleted after a sonorant. But while the 
[+high] internal vowels of the infinitive forms in CeC and CoC verbs give evidence that 
a [+high] suffix was subsequently deleted after a sonorant, no evidence is found for 
this same type of deletion for triconsonantal and CaC verbs. So I maintain that 
triconsonantal and CaC verbs only have an infinitive suffix following an obstruent, but 
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CeC and CoC verbs always attach an infinitive suffix, which is subsequently deleted 
after a sonorant. 
The rule in (47) accounts for the formation of the infinitive in light of this evidence, 
replacing rule (35) above: 
(47) INF: For triconsonantal and CaC verbs, the infinitive is formed by the suffix /-e/ 
attaching after a stem-final obstruent. For CeC and CoC verbs, the infinitive is 
formed by the suffix /-i/ attaching after the final consonant. The suffix /-i/ is 
subsequently deleted after a sonorant. 
The formation of the infinitive for CeC verbs is informally demonstrated in example 
(48), and the formation of the infinitive for CoC verbs is informally demonstrated in 
example (49): 
(48)  Template formation    Suffix          Vowel raising    Deletion 
     e        e     [+high] 
      C V C     C V C - V   C V C V       C V C 
       m    ɲ           m  ɲ i        m e ɲ i     m i ɲ 
  {meɲ}           meɲi      miɲi       /miɲ/ ‘dip.INF’ 
(49)  Template formation    Suffix     Vowel raising      Deletion 
     o        o     [+high] 
      C V C     C V C - V   C V C V       C V C 
      ɾ     ɲ         ɾ  ɲ  i        ɾ o ɲ i     ɾ u  ɲ 
  {ɾoɲ}          ɾoɲi       ɾuɲi        /ɾuɲ/  ‘prick.INF’ 
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Perfective 
The perfective forms of the verbs in Table 21 and Table 22 have the structures CeC 
and CoC respectively. The formation of the perfective for CeC and CoC verbs is similar 
to that of CaC verbs (section 3.2.1). The root consonants and vowel simply fill the CVC 
perfective template. And just as for CaC verbs, there is no [+high] suprafix that 
associates to an internal vowel of the verb. 
Imperfective 
As seen in Table 21 and Table 22 above, CeC and CoC verbs have a different form 
for the imperfective than do CaC verbs, but there are still many characteristics that all 
imperfective forms have in common with CaC verbs. For one, all CaC, CeC, and CoC 
verbs are composed of one heavy syllable and one light syllable in the imperfective. The 
imperfective for all verbs require the presence of three consonant slots and two vowel 
slots. Also, all forms have a [+high] vowel in the first vowel slot and all forms have a 
repeated consonant to fill the third consonant slot. The main difference for the 
imperfective of CeC and CoC verbs is that the structure is CVCCV and not CVCVC. This 
slight change in structure could be described as a metathesis of the final C and V from 
the usual CVCVC template, but I have no satisfactory explanation for why this structural 
change occurs. Since the two slots filled by the repeated second consonant are 
contiguous, a geminate is formed. Like other geminates (section 2.1.1), voiced 
occlusives become voiceless as shown in the verb /tuɡi/ vs. /tukka/ ‘prevent’ (example 
(f) in Table 22 above). Sonorants and implosives are maintained as voiced, as shown by 
the verbs /fuj/ vs. /fujja/ ‘carry’ and /kuɗi/ vs. /kuɗɗa/ ‘flee’ (examples (a) and (d) in 
Table 22). Just as for CaC verbs, I claim that the marker of the imperfective for CeC and 
CoC verbs is a [+high] suprafix that is associated to the first vowel slot. Similar to 
CeCeC verbs, the [+high] suprafix is manifested as the vowel /i/ for the imperfective 
form of CeC verbs since the root vowel has the feature PAL. And similar to CoCoC verbs, 
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the [+high] suprafix is realized as /u/ for CoC verbs since the root vowel has the 
feature LAB (section 2.2). 
The other main difference between the imperfective forms of the CeC and CoC verbs 
as opposed to the CaC verbs is that the final vowel for CeC and CoC verbs always comes 
after the final consonant and appears as the low vowel /a/. The simplest explanation for 
this final vowel is that its appearance parallels the final vowel of the imperfective for 
CaC verbs, in that it is derived from the root vowel and fills the determined 
imperfective template. But instead of preceding the final consonant, this vowel follows 
the final consonant. So I claim that even though the vowel appears as the low vowel 
/a/, it is still a manifestation of the root vowel. The following rule in (50) and the 
examples in (51) demonstrate this process, but this topic is further discussed in section 
3.6 below. 
(50) The vowels /e/ and /o/ are realized as /a/ when following the final consonant of 
the verb. 









 (a) {meɲ} meɲɲe meɲɲa /miɲɲa/ ‘dip.IPFV’ 
 
 (b) {ɾoɲ} ɾoɲɲo ɾoɲɲa /ɾuɲɲa/ ‘prick.IPFV’ 
 
 (c) {koɗ} koɗɗo koɗɗa /kuɗɗa/ ‘flee.IPFV’ 
 
Jungraithmayr (1978b) claims that these forms give evidence of apophony in the 
derivation of the imperfective form since they have a -Ca suffix. However, apophony is 
not the only way to account for this final vowel as (50) demonstrates. Up to this point, 
all vowels within a verb have been explained as manifestations of a single root vowel. 
Also, the imperfective of CeC and CoC verbs is the only verb form where a vowel 
appears word-finally. Open syllables in word-final position will be shown in section 3.4 
to behave differently from closed syllables and are not expected to follow the normal 
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patterns that have been established for closed syllables. So it is not out of the question 
for the root vowel of the verb to always appear as /a/ word-finally regardless of the 
actual quality of the vowel. Only a preliminary description of this phenomenon is given 
in this section. The larger context and motivation for this stem-final vowel change is 
explained in section 3.6. Example (52) informally demonstrates the formation of the 
imperfective for CeC verbs, and example (53) informally demonstrates the formation of 
the imperfective for CoC verbs. 
(52) Template formation Final vowel adjustment  Suprafix association  
                       [+high] Marker 
       e                      [+high] 
     C V C C V         C V C C V      C V C C V      
              m      ɲ                   m e   ɲ  a     m e    ɲ  a 
    {meɲɲe}        meɲɲa                /miɲɲa/  ‘dip.IPFV’ 
(53)  Template formation  Final vowel adjustment  Suprafix association  
                     [+high] Marker 
       o                      [+high] 
     C V C C V         C V C C V      C V C C V      
               ɾ       ɲ            ɾ o   ɲ   a      ɾ o    ɲ  a 
    {ɾoɲɲo}         ɾoɲɲa                     /ɾuɲɲa/  ‘prick.IPFV’ 
Just as for many of the other verb forms, after the formation of the template, tier 
conflation occurs so that the vowels and consonants are on the same level. Tier 
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conflation then allows for the final vowel to be lowered and the [+high] suprafix to 
associate to the first vowel slot. 
While most verbs begin with a consonant, the root vowel does sometimes appear 
stem-initially in the infinitive, perfective, and imperfective verb form for both 
triconsonantal and diconsonantal verbs. However, the construction of the vowel-initial 
verb forms parallel the construction of verbs that begin with a consonant. So an empty 
consonant slot is assumed to be present before the initial vowel. And like other vowel-
initial words (section 2.4), a glottal stop is inserted into this empty consonant slot. 
Table 23 demonstrates that vowel-initial verbs behave in a parallel manner with 
consonant-initial verbs.17 





INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
{e} {∅   ɾ} /iɾ/ /eɾ/ /iɾɾa/ ‘evade’ 
 {k  l} /kil/ /kel/ /killa/ ‘pour’ 
{o} {∅  m} /um/ /om/ /umma/ ‘see’ 
 {ɾ   ɲ} /ɾuɲ/ /ɾoɲ/ /ɾuɲɲa/ ‘arrive’ 
{a} {∅   ɾ   n} /aɾan/ /eɾin/ /iɾan/ ‘add’ 
 {t   ɡ   l} /taɡal/ /teɡil/ /tiɡal/ ‘close’ 
{e} {∅   w   n} /ewen/ /iwin/ /iwen/ ‘tie up’ 
 {h   ɾ   m} /heɾem/ /hiɾim/ /hiɾem/ ‘throw’ 
{o} {∅   s    ɡ} /osoɡe/ /usuɡ/ /usoɡ/ ‘dress’ 
 {z    d    ɡ} /zodoɡe/ /zuduɡ/ /zudoɡ/ ‘hit’   
The forms in Table 23 show that some verbs with only one root consonant form the 
infinitive, perfective, and imperfective as diconsonantal verbs, while some verbs with 
only two root consonants pattern the formation of the infinitive, perfective, and 
imperfective as triconsonantal verbs. For example, the verb in the third row with the 
                                               
17 There are no examples of CaC verbs in my corpus that have a vowel in word-initial 
position. 
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two root consonants {ɾ} and {n} has the form /aɾan/ and not */ɾan/ in the infinitive, 
the form /eɾin/ and not */ɾan/ in the perfective, and form /iɾan/ and not */ɾinan/ in 
the imperfective. This pattern of leaving a consonant slot empty appears to be a 
phonemic choice within the language, however I currently have no explanation for 
determining and how and why a certain consonant slot is preferred to remain empty 
over another consonant slot.  
3.3 Monoconsonantal verbs 
Finally, there is a minority of verbs (1.5%) that have a monoconsonantal root 
structure. Table 24 lays out the verb forms of these monoconsonantal verbs. Verb forms 
are given in a phonemic transcription. 
Table 24. Verb forms for C verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
1 /tija/ /ti/ /tuwa/ ‘eat’ 
2 /hija/ /hi/ /huwa/ ‘taste’ 
3 /cija/ /ci/ /cuwa/ ‘take’ 
4 /sija/ /si/ /suwa/ ‘drink’ 
5 /dija/ /di/ /duwa/ ‘kill’ 
6 /lija/ /li/ /luwa/ ‘do’  
The verb forms in Table 24 are quite different than the diconsonantal and 
triconsonantal verb forms since the infinitive, perfective, and imperfective forms are not 
similar to any other verbs seen so far. I only propose a preliminary description for these 
verbs, without attempting to give an analysis for them. Interestingly, these 
monoconsonantal verbs are some of the most common verbs, including ‘eat’, ‘drink’, 
and ‘kill’.  
Infinitive 
Looking at the infinitive, all monoconsonantal verbs end in /ija/. This leaves the 
initial consonant as the only distinguishing feature for each verb. While it could be 
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possible that all or part of this final /ija/ is part of the lexical material of each verb, I 
argue that the lexical make-up of verbs in Table 24 consists only of the initial 
consonant.  
One reason for viewing these verb roots as consisting of only one lexical consonant 
is because the infinitive, perfective, and imperfective are only differentiated by the first 
consonant. If more than the initial consonant was part of the root, then it is to be 
expected that lexical contrast would appear in some form of the verb somewhere other 
than in the initial consonant. But as the infinitive forms of Table 24 show, only the first 
consonant is lexically contrasted with any other monoconsonantal verb. Another reason 
why I argue that these verbs are composed of simply one consonant is because there are 
no variations in the quality of vowels that appear for the different verb forms. If a root 
vowel was present in these monoconsonantal verbs, then we would expect that there 
would be different vowel classes just as we find for diconsonantal and triconsonantal 
verbs. One last reason for a monoconsonantal approach is the comparative evidence. 
Many Chadic languages have monoconsonantal verb roots (Jungraithmayr 1990). And 
several of the monoconsonantal verbs listed above have cognates in related languages 
such as Migaama and Dangaleat. The behavior of the verbs in these related languages 
give support to the claim that a verb root may contain only one consonant 
(Jungraithmayr 1990, 1992). 
In my analysis the infinitive is still formed by the addition of the infinitive suffix, 
but for these monoconsonantal verbs the suffix is manifested as the allomorph /-ija/. 
However, it must be admitted that the exact form of the suffix for monoconsonantal 
verbs cannot be conclusively known. For example, it could be possible the suffix is 
simply /-a/ which causes both vowel and consonant epenthesis, or that the suffix is 
/-ja/ which causes an epenthetic vowel to appear after the root consonant. But until 
more evidence can be given I claim that monoconsonantal infinitive forms take the 
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suffix /-ija/. So in my analysis, the marker of the infinitive appears in three forms: /-e/ 
which is the most common suffix and attaches after a stem-final obstruent of 
triconsonantal and CaC verbs, /-i/ which attaches to all CeC and CoC verbs and is 
subsequently deleted after a sonorant, and /-ija/ which attaches to all monoconsonantal 
verbs.  
Perfective 
The formation of the perfective for monoconsonantal verbs is different than both 
triconsonantal and diconsonantal verbs. All monoconsonantal perfective forms have the 
structure Ci. This structure does not closely resemble any other perfective form seen so 
far. It could be possible that a [+high] suprafix simply associates to the verb root and is 
realized as the vowel /i/ after the root consonant. It could also be possible that the 
vowel /i/ is just a realization of an epenthetic vowel. So without advancing a particular 
analysis for these forms, I simply note the data for this small class of exceptional verbs. 
Imperfective 
The formation of the imperfective also does not follow the typical structure that is 
found for other verbs. I claim that monoconsonantal verbs use the suffix /-uwa/ to mark 
the imperfective. Since no vowels are part of the verb root, it is best to view the final 
/-uwa/ as a suffix rather than coming from material inherent to the verb. Unlike the 
other verbs seen so far, a template approach to the formation of the imperfective is 
untenable since there is not enough material within the verb root to fill an imperfective 
template. However, this understanding of the imperfective suffix is also underdeveloped 
and is in need of further investigation. For example, the imperfective suffix can possibly 
be /-iwa/ with assimilation of /i/ before the labial consonant /w/, or the suffix could 
be /-wa/ with an epenthetic vowel [u] appearing between the root consonant and the 
suffix, but no conclusive evidence can be given. The examples in (54) show a 
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preliminary demonstration of the formation of the imperfective for monoconsonantal 
verbs. 
(54)  (a) /t-uwa/  [tuwa]   ‘eat.IPFV’  
   (b) /c-uwa/  [cuwa]   ‘take.IPFV’ 
3.4 Other verbs 
While the majority of verbs form the perfective, imperfective, and infinitive as 
those in sections 3.1 through 0, there are also a minority of verbs (5.8%) that have 
different verb forms. The morphology of these verbs is different from the previously 
mentioned verbs. This may well be due to the fact that unlike the other verb classes, 
these verbs all end in open syllables for all three major verb forms. In Mubi, words with 
word-final open syllables sometimes behave differently than words with closed 
syllables, such as the final vowel of diconsonantal verbs in the imperfective (section 
3.2). Due to the limited amount of data for these other verb classes, I propose only a 
preliminary description of these verbs without attempting an analysis for them. 
3.4.1 CVCV verbs 
Table 25 demonstrates verbs with the structure CVCV in the infinitive form. 
Table 25. Verb forms for CVCV verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
1 /ɓaɡa/ /ɓaɡa/ /ɓiɡaɡa/ ‘fear’ 
2 /seɾa/ /seɾa/ /siɾeɾa/ ‘move’ 
3 /soja/ /soja/ /sujoja/ ‘plaster’  
These verbs do have some similarities with the formation of diconsonantal verbs 
mentioned above (section 3.2). Like CaC verbs, the infinitive and the perfective forms 
are identical. Also like CaC verbs, the imperfective has two manifestations of the second 
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root consonant and a [+high] vowel in the first vowel slot and the unaltered root 
vowel appears in the second vowel slot. Also, CVCV verbs have three distinctly related 
verb patterns with the three root vowels {a}, {e}, and {o}, just like the triconsonantal 
and diconsonantal verbs discussed above. The main difference between CVCV verbs and 
the more regular diconsonantal and triconsonantal verbs is that the low vowel /a/ 
always appears word-finally in these forms.  
3.4.2 CVCCV verbs 
Table 26 shows verbs with the structure CVCCV. 
Table 26. Verb forms for CVCCV verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
1 /ɲalla/ /ɲalla/ /ɲilla/ ‘tear’ 
2 /temma/ /temma/ /timme/ ‘finish’ 
3 /comma/ /comma/ /cummo/ ‘soak’  
As seen in Table 26, these verbs always have a geminated consonant in every verb form, 
as well as always ending in a word-final vowel. Also, like other verbs, there is a three-
way distinction of verb forms according to the internal vowel, whether /a/, /e/, or /o/. 
So just like for other verb classes, the root vowel can be either {a}, {e}, or {o}. 
Interestingly, verbs with the vowel /e/ and /o/ in the first vowel slot of the infinitive 
will end in that same vowel in the imperfective. These are the only verb forms seen so 
far that have any vowel besides /a/ in word-final position.  
3.4.3 CoCu verbs 
The final set that I briefly discuss is verbs with the structure CoCu in the infinitive. 
Table 27 lays out the different formations of these verbs.  
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Table 27. Verb forms for CoCu verbs 
 INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
1 /konu/ /keni/ /kinna/ ‘throw’ 
2 /wonu/ /weni/ /winna/ ‘fill’ 
3 /ɾoɟu/ /ɾeɟi/ /ɾicca/ ‘take’  
The vowel patterns for the above verbs do not parallel any other verb forms that have 
been discussed so far. Most notably, the vowel /o/ appears in the infinitive form, but 
the vowels /e/ and /i/ appear in the perfective and imperfective forms. It is very rare 
for a back vowel and a front vowel to appear in different forms of the same verb. 
Similar to the monoconsonantal verbs (section 3.3), all verb forms have the same vowel 
pattern. So it is possible that CoCu verbs also do not have a root vowel since the vowels 
are never a distinguishing mark for a verb form. Further research is needed to 
understand the morphophonological forms of these verbs.  
3.5 Verb classes 
As seen in sections 3.1 through 3.4 above, verbs in Mubi are grouped into different 
classes based on the number of consonants and the quality of the root vowel. Verbs with 
three root consonants form one verb class (section 3.1), verbs with two root consonants 
form another verb class (section 3.2), and verbs with one root consonant form another 
verb class (section 3.3). Several other minor groups also appear that have different 
vowel patterns than these major verb groups (section 3.4). 
The first major verb class, Class I, contains verbs with three root consonants and 
one root vowel. Within this first class of verbs, three subclasses exist; Subclass Ia verbs 
take the root vowel {a}, Subclass Ib verbs take the root vowel {e}, and Subclass Ic verbs 
take the root vowel {o}.  
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The second major class of verbs, Class II, contains verbs with two underlying 
consonants. The different subclasses of Class II parallel closely the subclasses of Class I. 
Subclass IIa verbs take the root vowel {a}, Subclass IIb verbs take the root vowel {e}, 
and Subclass IIc verbs take the root vowel {o}. Although the root vowel is usually seen 
in the infinitive form, the root vowel is more clearly seen in the perfective form for 
Subclasses IIb and IIc. While there are five phonemic vowels in Mubi (section 2.2), only 
the vowels {a}, {e}, {o} occur as root vowels in verbs. The high vowels /i/ and /u/ 
seem to play a more marginal role in the verb morphology of Mubi since they are never 
root vowels. 
The third major verb class, Class III, contains verbs with only one underlying 
consonant. These verbs constitute a very small percentage of verbs within the corpus. 
Since there are no root vowels for these monoconsonantal forms, there are also no 
subclasses. 
Finally, as discussed in section 3.4, other minor verb classes also exist in Mubi. 
These classes all have a word-final vowel in all forms, which is not found in other 
triconsonantal or diconsonantal verbs. Like the other verb classes, these minor classes 
generally have three different subclasses corresponding to the root vowels {a}, {e}, and 
{o}. Class IV verbs have the structure CVCV in the infinitive. Class IV verbs also have 
three subclasses corresponding to the root vowels {a}, {e}, and {o}, but all verb forms 
in all subclasses end with the vowel /a/. Class V verbs have the structure CVCCV in all 
verb forms. This class also has three subclasses with the root vowels {a}, {e}, and {o}, 
but always end with the vowel /a/. Finally, verb Class VI has the structure CoCu in the 
infinitive. There are no subclasses for Class VI verbs. 
Table 28 summarizes the main verb classes and their various verb forms.  
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Table 28. Verb classes in Mubi 
Verb 
class 
Freq. Perc. Root 
vowel 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
Ia 120 29.4 {a} /taɡal/ /teɡil/ /tiɡal/ ‘close’ 
Ib 52 12.7 {e} /heɾem/ /hiɾim/ /hiɾem/ ‘throw’ 
Ic 44 10.8 {o} /foɡoɲ/ /fuɡuɲ/ /fuɡoɲ/ ‘burn’ 
IIa 85 20.8 {a} /ɟaɾ/ /ɟaɾ/ /ɟiɾaɾ/ ‘pull’ 
IIb 39 9.6 {e} /kil/ /kel/ /killa/ ‘pour’ 
IIc 38 9.3 {o} /ɾuɲ/ /ɾoɲ/ /ɾuɲɲa/ ‘prick’ 
III 6 1.5 - /tija/ /ti/ /tuwa/ ‘eat’ 
IVa 3 0.7 {a} /ɓaɡa/ /ɓaɡa/ /ɓiɡaɡa/ ‘fear’ 
IVb 1 0.2 {e} /seɾa/ /seɾa/ /siɾeɾa/ ‘move’ 
IVc 2 0.5 {o} /soja/ /soja/ /sujoja/ ‘plaster’ 
Va 4 1.0 {a} /ɲalla/ /ɲalla/ /ɲilla/ ‘tear’ 
Vb 2 0.5 {e} /temma/ /temma/ /timme/ ‘finish’ 
Vc 3 0.7 {o} /comma/ /comma/ /cummo/ ‘soak’ 
VI 9 2.2 - /wonu/ /weni/ /winna/ ‘fill’  
 
Table 28 summarizes the entire corpus of verbs in my data by giving examples for each 
verb class.18 As shown in this table, Class I verbs are the most common, accounting for 
53% of the verbs in the corpus, Class II is the second most common verb class 
accounting for 40% of the verb data, and Classes III, IV, V, and VI are all much rarer. 
Looking at the root vowel for each verb, verbs with the root vowel {a} occur 212 times, 
or 52% of the time. Verbs with the root vowel {e} occur 94 times for 23% of the data, 
and verbs with the root vowel {o} occur 87 times for 21% of the data. 
                                               
18 There are also ten non-loan verbs which do not fit any of the above classes, such as [ɓo] 
‘go.INF’, [fannada] ‘explain.INF’, and [jan] ‘know.INF’. These verbs are considered to be 
completely exceptional. 
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3.6 Verb roots 
In this section I consider the underlying nature of the verb root. I argue that verb 
roots are succinctly described as having one to three consonants and at most, only one 
vowel.19 I claim that the root vowel of a verb may only be {a}, {e}, or {o}. 
Underlyingly, these three root vowels, which are all non-high, can be seen to have a 
greater affinity to one another when considered in light of Chadic languages as a whole. 
Many Chadic languages, especially those of the Central sub-branch, give strong 
evidence of the operation of two prosodies in their phonologies, namely Palatalization 
PAL and Labialization LAB (Barreteau 1987, Roberts 2001). These prosodies are 
distinctive phonological elements that can affect both consonants and vowels that fall 
within their domain. Palatalization causes a fronting of vowels and the palatalization of 
consonants; Labialization causes the rounding of both vowels and consonants. Although 
languages of all branches of the Chadic family have exploited these two prosodies in 
their phonological analysis to a greater or lesser degree, their operation in Eastern 
Chadic languages is minimal. In particular, Mubi can adequately be described without 
reference to them, and certainly no influence on the consonants can be attributed to 
them. As section 2.2 mentions, the features [-back] and [+round] could also be used 
instead of PAL and LAB. But until further evidence supports which features should be 
used in Mubi, I represent these prosodies with the features PAL and LAB. In Mubi’s vowel 
system, it may be useful to envisage the three vowels that occur in verb roots as 
combinations of the vowel {a} with the two prosodies: {e} as the combination of {a} 
                                               
19 There are several verbs that have four consonants, though the fourth consonant can 
usually be explained by reduplication. One verb, [haɡalaʄe] ‘gnaw.INF’ does in fact have four 
consonants, but follows the morphophonemic processes of three-consonant verbs. 
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with PAL, {o} as the combination of {a} with LAB, and {a} as the basic vowel not 
combined with either prosody. Viewed in that light, the root vowel of verbs (those 
which have one, at least) can be represented simply as V, the basic vowel {a}, which 
may or may not be affected by the presence of a prosody.  
Before looking at how these prosodies function in Mubi, it is helpful to understand 
comparative evidence found in related languages. Palatalization and Labialization are 
documented throughout all branches of Chadic. They have the widest and strongest 
influence in Central Chadic as compared to other Chadic branches. These languages also 
have the earliest documentation for the presence of these prosodies. Rooted in the work 
of John Firth and the London school (Firth 1948), Mohrlang’s (1971) work on Higi was 
the first documentation of the palatalization and labialization prosodies for a Chadic 
language. Since then many analyses of Chadic languages have used these prosodies to 
explain a number of phenomena in the various phonologies. Smith (2010) gives a 
detailed account of the phonology of Muyang in which he claims that Muyang has only 
one underlying vowel, but 11 surface vowels depending upon which or both of these 
two prosodies are active. Gravina (2010) gives a detailed account of the phonology of 
Mbuko, arguing that only two vowels appear on the prosodic level, but six vowels 
appear on the surface level. Barreteau (1978) and Roberts (2001) also give accounts of 
prosodies in other Central Chadic languages. Schuh (2003) gives examples of prosodies 
functioning in Western Chadic languages, and recently Roberts (2007) has given 
evidence that palatalization and labialization are present in several Eastern Chadic 
languages. So it is neither surprising nor abnormal to find these prosodies playing a role 
in the verb morphology of Mubi since they are present throughout many Chadic 
languages. 
The principal advantage of bringing up the subject of prosodies is to see the 
interrelationships between the verb classes. For example, we saw a radical difference in 
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the formation of the imperfective of Class IIa (section 3.2.1) as opposed to Classes IIb 
and IIc (section 3.2.2). We now describe that basic difference by saying that Classes IIb 
and IIc are “prosodic classes,” while Class IIa is a non-prosodic class. So understanding 
that Classes IIb and IIc have a lexical prosody gives the reason why there are 
morphological differences from the verbs that do not have a lexical prosody.  
Another advantage of referring to prosodies can be seen in the rule of (50), which 
speaks of the realization of the final vowel of the imperfective forms of CeC and CoC 
verbs. I claim that the final vowel of the imperfective forms (in Classes IIb and IIc) is 
nothing other than the root vowel of the verb which has now been stripped of its 
prosody. So the rule of (50) which states that the vowels {e} and {o} are realized as /a/ 
word-finally, is actually the deletion of the lexical prosody that otherwise characterizes 
the vowels {e} and {o} elsewhere. It could be possible that the final /a/ is not part of 
the verb root, but is a suffix that attaches to the imperfective form of diconsonantal 
verbs. However, there are no other examples of a suffix attaching to an imperfective or 
perfective verb form. So I claim that the word-final vowel /a/ is still a manifestation of 
a root vowel, but without the lexical prosody of the vowel. This blocking is informally 
described in the rule of (55) and demonstrated in the examples of (56).  
(55) A prosody cannot associate to a vowel that occurs after the final root consonant of 
the verb. 







 (a) {meɲ} meɲɲe meɲɲa /miɲɲa/ ‘dip.IPFV’ 
 
 (b) {ɾoɲ} ɾoɲɲo ɾoɲɲa /ɾuɲɲa/ ‘prick.IPFV’ 
 
 (c) {koɗ} koɗɗo koɗɗa /kuɗɗa/ ‘flee.IPFV’ 
  
Also, the explanation for the formation of pluractional verbs (section 4.1 below) 
shows that a prosodic approach gives a comprehensive explanation and unified the 
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three subclasses for each verb class. So while it is possible to understand the verbal 
system without incorporating these two prosodies, the features PAL and LAB to describe 
the features of the vowels (section 2.2) are preferred over the features [-back] and 
[+round]. The evidence from comparative languages and the way the different verb 
subclasses correspond to each other show that these prosodies do play a role in Mubi, 
however minimal, and assist in providing an analysis of certain aspects of the verb 
phonology and morphology.20  
Table 29 presents the composition of verb roots in Mubi. 










Ia {a} V {t   ɡ   l} ‘close’ 
Ib {e} VPAL {h   r   m} ‘throw’ 
Ic {o} VLAB {f   ɡ    ɲ} ‘burn’ 
IIa {a} V {ɟ  ɾ} ‘pull 
IIb {e} VPAL {k  l} ‘pour’ 
IIc {o} VLAB {ɾ   ɲ} ‘prick’ 
III - - {t} ‘eat’  
The representation of the root consonants and root vowel for Class I through Class III 
verbs in Table 29 corresponds to the verb forms in the first six rows of Table 28 above. 
As I argue in sections 3.1 through 3.4, each verb form is formed from the root. For Class 
I verbs, the root vowel appears more clearly in the infinitive form, while for Class II 
                                               
20 Also, as demonstrated in section 3.1.1 a [+high] vowel in the first vowel slot assimilates 
in rounding when appearing before a labial consonant, as seen in the verb [ɗubal] ‘harvest’. And 
a [+high] vowel in the final vowel slot assimilates in rounding when appearing before the 
consonant /w/, as seen in the verb [ŋenuw] ‘beg’. However, this assimilation does not occur for 
other verbs such as [libiɗ] ‘wrap’ and [ʄiɾiw] ‘rip’. Taking a prosodic approach helps to give an 
explanation for why this is the case. When prosodies are considered, the palatalization blocks 
this rounding from occurring in these verbs since the presence of a prosody has a greater 
influence on a verb than a local assimilation process. 
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verbs the perfective form manifests the root vowel more clearly. Nonetheless, the 
somewhat abstract conception of the root consonants and vowel as presented in Table 
29 is essential to a unified understanding of the raw lexical material that goes into the 
make-up of a verb. Once the root consonants and root vowel are given, the different 
verb forms can be consistently predicted. So the presentation of the verb root in Table 
29 is helpful in understanding the formation of the infinitive, perfective, and 
imperfective forms. For example, if a verb does not have a prosody, then the default 
lexical vowel is {a} and the imperfective is the same form regardless of whether the 
verb has only two root consonants. However, if a verb is one of the prosodic subclasses, 
Class Ib and Ic, and Class IIb and IIc, the formation of the three verb forms will be 
slightly different. For example, the two prosodic subclasses of Class II use the verb 
template CVCCV instead of the template CVCVC in the imperfective. Understanding the 
verb classes in terms of whether or not there is a lexical prosody helps to organize the 
different verb forms since the prosodic subclasses can often function and behave 
differently than the non-prosodic subclasses.  
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CHAPTER 4 
VERB MORPHOLOGY BEYOND THE PERFECTIVE AND 
IMPERFECTIVE 
While chapter 3 covered the forms of the infinitive, perfective, and imperfective for 
each verb class, chapter 4 discusses all other aspects of the verb morphology beyond 
just the perfective and imperfective forms. This chapter focuses on the suffixes that can 
attach to a verb and the various phonological processes that take place as a result. First, 
this chapter discusses pluractional verbs (section 4.1), which represent interesting 
aspects of the verb morphology since they involve internal vowel changes similar to 
those discussed in Chapter 3. This is followed by discussions of the suffixes that attach 
to perfective and imperfective verb forms, including imperative suffixes (section 4.2), 
subject pronoun suffixes (section 4.3), and object pronoun suffixes (section 4.4). Finally, 
the chapter closes by discussing changes such as vowel assimilation (section 4.5), and 
other morphophonemic processes (section 4.6) that are triggered by different suffixes.  
4.1 Pluractional verbs 
One interesting aspect of the verb morphology of the Mubi language is that verbs 
can have a lexically related pluractional form. A pluractional verb involves a repetitive 
action (Newman 1990: 53). So the verb /cubi/ ‘wash.INF’ describes a singular, one-time 
action, but the verb /cabe/ ‘wash.PLUR.INF’ describes a plural action that occurs 
multiple times. Wolff (1988: 173) claims that the pluractional form is one of the most 
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archaic features within the Mubi verb system. Table 30 gives examples of simple, single-
action verbs and their corresponding pluractional forms in the infinitive.  
Table 30. Examples of pluractional verbs 
Singular 
Class 
Singular Gloss Plural 
Class 
Pluractional Gloss 
Ib /ŋeseɾ/ ‘sniff’ Ia /ŋasaɾ/ ‘sniff.PLUR’ 
Ib /heɾem/ ‘throw’ Ia /haɾam/ ‘throw.PLUR’ 
Ib /heleɡe/ ‘hug’ Ia /halage/ ‘hug.PLUR’ 
Ib /deɾese/ ‘knee’ Ia /daɾase/ ‘kneel.PLUR’ 
Ic /ŋoɗom/ ‘chew’ Ia /ŋaɗam/ ‘chew.PLUR’ 
Ic /foloɗe/ ‘husk’ Ia /falaɗe/ ‘husk.PLUR’ 
Ic /toɗoɡe/ ‘cut’ Ia /taɗaɡe/ ‘cut.PLUR’ 
Ic /koɾoɗe/ ‘bleed’ Ia /kaɾaɗe/ ‘bleed.PLUR’ 
IIb /miɲ/ ‘dip’ IIa /maɲ/ ‘dip.PLUR’ 
IIb /win/ ‘uncover’’ IIa /wan/ ‘uncover.PLUR’ 
IIb /ŋiʄi/ ‘pinch’ IIa /ŋaʄe/ ‘pinch.PLUR’ 
IIb /ɾibi/ ‘stir’ IIa /ɾabe/ ‘stir.PLUR’ 
IIb /wiɟi/ ‘collide’ IIa /waɟe/ ‘collide.PLUR’ 
IIc /nuʄi/ ‘pack’ IIa /naʄe/ ‘pack.PLUR’ 
IIc /nduɾ/ ‘play’ IIa /ndaɾ/ ‘play.PLUR’ 
IIc /nuj/ ‘accuse’ IIa /naj/ ‘accuse.PLUR’ 
IIc /luɗi/ ‘pluck’ IIa /laɗe/ ‘pluck.PLUR’ 
IIc /tuɟi/ ‘ring’ IIa /taɟe/ ‘ring.PLUR’  
Pluractional verbs show that there is a regular correspondence between Class Ia, Ib, and 
Ic verbs, as well as a regular correspondence between Class IIa, IIb, and IIc verbs. All 
singular verbs that have a corresponding pluractional form are from one of four 
prosodic subclasses: Class Ib or Ic, or Class IIb or IIc. Verbs in the two non-prosodic 
subclasses, Class Ia and Class IIa, never have a pluractional form. As Table 30 shows, 
pluractional verbs of Class Ib and Ic appear as verbs in Class Ia, and pluractional verbs 
of Class IIb and IIc appear as verbs in Class IIa. I argue that this change in verb class for 
pluractional verbs is due to the removal of a lexical prosody. As stated in section 3.6, a 
verb root vowel with the prosody PAL (Class Ib and Class IIb) is manifested as /e/ and a 
verb root vowel with the prosody LAB (Class Ic and Class IIc) is manifested as /o/. I 
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argue that a pluractional verb is formed simply by the removal of the lexical prosody, 
leaving the root vowel to be manifested as /a/.   
It is appropriate to view the pluractional verbs as separate lexical verbs. This is 
because several pluractional forms have meanings unrelated to the singular verb. For 
example, the verb /ɾuɲ/ ‘prick.INF’ is lexically unrelated and only accidently similar to 
the verb /ɾaɲ/ ‘weave.INF’, which is simply a Class IIa singular verb. In addition, not all 
verbs with possible pluractional forms actually have a corresponding pluractional form. 
Thus the occurrence of a pluractional verb is not predictable and is part of the 
derivational morphology. The examples of (57) informally describe pluractional verbs 
for Class I in the infinitive, and the examples of (58) informally describe pluractional 
verbs for Class II verbs. 
(57)  (a)   Simple verb  Pluractional verb    
              PAL/LAB     PAL/LAB                
      e/o       a  prosody deletion   
          CVCVC      CVCVC      
CeCeC/CoCoC     CaCaC                  
    (b) Simple verb  Pluractional verb  
   PAL         PAL  
e                a   prosody deletion 
CVCVC    CVCVC  
  /heber/    / habar/   
 ‘untie.INF’    ‘untie.INF.PLUR’  
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(58)  (a)    Simple verb         Pluractional verb                   
        PAL/LAB    PAL/LAB   
       e/o                 a      prosody deletion       
               CVC       CVC           
       CeC/CoC      CaC              
       (b)    Simple verb  Pluractional verb 
    PAL      PAL 
      e        a      prosody deletion 
          CVC            CVC   
   /meɲ/        /maɲ/  
  ‘dip.PFV’          ‘dip.PFV.PLUR’ 
The above examples show that both the pluractional verb and the simple verb are 
based off of a common underlying form. For the pluractional verb, the lexical prosody is 
subsequently deleted. This makes the lexical vowel {e} or {o} of a simple verb appear 
as /a/. The rule for the deletion of the prosody is informally described in (59). 
(59) A pluractional verb deletes the lexical prosody of the root vowel. 
Once the rule for deleting the lexical prosody is applied, pluractional verbs form the 
perfective, imperfective, and infinitive as other Class Ia or IIa verbs (sections 3.1.1 and 
3.2.1). The following tables demonstrate that pluractional verbs do not follow any 
patterns of the singular verb’s prosodic subclass. Table 31 demonstrates the verb forms 
for pluractional verbs of Class I, and Table 32 demonstrates the verb forms for 
pluractional verbs of Class II. 
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Table 31. Simple and pluractional verbs for Class I 
Verb Class Infinitive Perfective Imperfective Gloss 
Ib /heleɡe/ /hiliɡ/ /hileɡ/ ‘hug’ 
Ia /halaɡe/ /heliɡ/ /hilaɡ/ ‘hug.PLUR’ 
Ib /deɾese/ /diɾis/ /diɾes/ ‘kneel’ 
Ia /daɾase/ /deɾis/ /diɾas/ ‘kneel.PLUR’ 
Ic /foloɗe/ /fuluɗ/ /fuloɗ/ ‘husk’ 
Ia /falaɗe/ /feliɗ/ /filaɗ/ ‘husk.PLUR’  
Table 32. Simple and pluractional verbs for Class II 
Verb Class Infinitive Perfective Imperfective Gloss 
IIb /ŋiʄi/ /ŋeʄ/ /ŋiʄʄa/ ‘pinch’ 
IIa /ŋaʄe/ /ŋaʄ/ /ŋiʄaʄ/ ‘pinch.PLUR’ 
IIb /wiɟi/ /weɟ/ /wicca/ ‘collide’ 
IIa /waɟe/ /waɟ/ /wiɟaɟ/ ‘collide.PLUR’ 
IIc /nuʄi/ /noʄ/ /nuʄʄa/ ‘pack’ 
IIa /naʄe/ /naʄ/ /niʄaʄ/ ‘pack.PLUR’ 
IIc /luɗi/ /loɗ/ /luɗɗa/ ‘pluck’ 
IIa /laɗe/ /laɗ/ /liɗaɗ/ ‘pluck.PLUR’  
An exceptional phonological process for a minority of Class I pluractional verb 
forms is the gemination of the second root consonant of a triconsonantal root as 
exemplified in Table 33.21  
Table 33. Geminated pluractional verb forms 
Verb Class Infinitive Perfective Imperfective Gloss 
Ib /keɟeɾ/ /kiɟiɾ/ /kiɟeɾ/ ‘kick’ 
Ia /kaccaɾ/ /kecciɾ/ /kiccaɾ/ ‘kick.PLUR’ 
Ib /ɡedem/ /ɡidim/ /ɡidem/ ‘stab’ 
Ia /ɡattam/ /ɡettim/ /ɡittam/ ‘stab.PLUR’ 
Ic /foɡoɲ/ /fuɡuɲ/ /fuɡoɲ/ ‘burn’ 
Ia /fakkaɲ/ /fekkiɲ/ /fikkaɲ/ ‘burn.PLUR’ 
Several Chadicists have noted pluractional geminate stems in other Chadic languages 
(Diakonoff 1965, Wolff 1985). Newman (1990: 68-73) gives examples of pluractionality 
marked by consonant gemination in verbs of Hausa, Pero, Bole, Kanakura, and 
                                               
21 Only five occurrences of geminated pluractional verb forms were found in the data. This 
accounts for only 3% of all pluractional verbs. 
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Migaama. So even though geminated pluractional forms are rare in Mubi, their presence 
is not without precedent within Chadic languages. When gemination occurs for a 
pluractional verb, the geminated consonant occurs in every verb form. Verbs that end in 
a sonorant and have a voiced occlusive word-medially often, but not always, geminate 
the medial consonant for the pluractional verb. Gemination in the pluractional form 
occurs only for lexically specific verbs.  
4.2 Imperative formation 
Mubi has three imperative forms: second person singular, second person plural, and 
first person plural. Most of the imperative forms involve attaching a suffix. Table 34 
presents examples of each imperative form for Class I, Class II, and Class III verbs. 
Forms are given in phonemic transcription. High tone is marked on verbs, but the 
default low tone is not written in the following transcriptions. 
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Table 34. Overview of imperative forms 
Verb 
Class 
INF 2SG.IMP 2PL.IMP 1 PL.IMP Gloss 
Ia /taɡal/ /te ́ɡi ́l/ /teɡilnu/ /teɡilna/ ‘close’ 
 /faɾan/ /fe ́ɾi ́n/ /feɾinnu/ /feɾinna/ ‘chose’ 
 /wajal/ /we ́ji ́l/ /wjilnu/ /wejilna/ ‘plant’ 
Ib /keɟeɾ/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾ/ /kiɟiɾnu/ /kiɟiɾna/ ‘kick’ 
 /feɟeɾ/ /fi ́ɟi ́ɾ/ /fiɟiɾnu/ /fiɟiɾna/ ‘split’ 
 /jewej/ /ji ́wi ́j/ /jiwijnu/ /jiwijna/ ‘massage’ 
Ic /boɾol/ /bu ́ɾu ́l/ /buɾulnu/ /buɾulna/ ‘blow’ 
 /ɡodol/ /ɡu ́du ́l/ /ɡudulnu/ /ɡudulna/ ‘bow’ 
 /ʄoɡol/ /ʄu ́ɡu ́l/ /ʄuɡulnu/ /ʄuɡulna ‘notice’ 
IIa /ɲal/ /ɲa ́la ́/ /ɲelnu/ /ɲelna/ ‘wash’ 
 /ɟaɾ/ /ɟa ́ɾa ́/ /ɟeɾnu/ /ɟeɾna/ ‘pull’ 
 /daj/ /da ́ja ́/ /dejnu/ /dejna/ ‘stretch’ 
IIb /ɗiɾ/ /ɗi ́ɾa ́/ /ɗiɾnu/ /ɗiɾna/ ‘put’ 
 /ɡij/ /ɡi ́ja ́/ /ɡijnu/ /ɡijna/ ‘build’ 
 /kil/ /ki ́la ́/ /kilnu/ /kilna/ ‘pour’ 
IIc /fuj/ /fu ́ja ́/ /fujnu/ /fujna/ ‘carry’ 
 /ɾuɲ/ /ɾu ́ɲa ́/ /ɾuɲɲu/ /ɾuɲɲa/ ‘prick’ 
 /suj/ /su ́ja ́/ /sujnu/ /sujna/ ‘winnow’ 
III /tija/ /tu ́ɡ/ /tinu/ /tina/ ‘eat’ 
 /hija/ /hu ́ɡ/ /hinu/ /hina/ ‘taste’ 
 /sija/ /su ́ɡ/ /sinu/ /sina/ ‘drink’  
As Table 34 demonstrates, the formation of the three imperatives is dictated by the class 
that a verb falls into. All Class I verbs form the three imperatives in a similar way, all 
Class II verbs form the imperatives in a different way than Class I verbs, and all Class III 
form the imperatives in a different way than both Class I and Class II verbs. The three 
imperative forms will be discussed in separate subsections: first, the second person 
singular imperative (section 4.2.1); next, the second person plural imperative (section 
4.2.2); and finally, the first person plural imperative (section 4.2.3).  
4.2.1 Second person singular imperative 
The examples in (60) show the second person singular imperative form in 
comparison to the perfective form for all subclasses of Class I verbs.  
(60) (Ia)  /te ́ɡi ́l/   ‘close.IMP.2SG’  /te ̀ɡi ̀l/  ‘close.PFV’ 
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(Ib)  /ki ́ɟi ́ɾ/   ‘kick.IMP.2SG’  /ki ̀ɟi ̀ɾ/  ‘kick.PFV’  
(Ic)  /bu ́ɾu ́l/        ‘blow.IMP.2SG’  /bu ̀ɾu ̀l/  ‘blow.PFV’ 
The examples in (60) show that the only difference between the formation of the second 
person singular imperative and the formation of the perfective form for Class I verbs 
(section 3.1) is a change in tone. However, as later examples help to show, I argue that 
the imperative is not built on the perfective, but is built on the verb root. For Class I 
verbs, I claim that a [+high] suprafix associates to the final vowel of the verb template 
CVCVC, which then raises the first vowel, similar to the formation of the perfective of 
Class I verbs (section 3.1). Also, I claim that the second person singular imperative for 
Class I verbs has a high tone suprafix that spreads to both syllables of the verb. The 
second person singular imperative is the only verb form in the verb morphology that 
does not have low tone. And while every verb class forms the second person singular 
imperative slightly differently, all second person singular imperative verb forms involve 
a high tone suprafix.  
The second person singular imperative is formed differently for verbs in Class II. The 
examples in (61) show these forms for all subclasses of Class II verbs. 
(61) (IIa)  /ba ́ɡa ́/  ‘cook.IMP.2SG’ 
(IIb)  /ɗi ́ɾa ́/   ‘put.IMP.2SG’ 
(IIc)  /cu ́ba ́/  ‘wash.IMP.2SG’  
While the form of the second person singular imperative was the same as the perfective 
form for Class I verbs except for a change in tone, the second person singular imperative 
does not as closely resemble the perfective form for Class II verbs. This helps to show 
that the second person singular imperative is not based on the perfective, but the verb 
root. All second person singular imperative forms of Class II verbs have the vowel /a/ 
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word-finally and high tone for both the internal vowel and the final vowel. I propose 
that the word-final vowel /a/ is a suffix that attaches to all Class II verbs in the second 
person singular imperative form. And just as for Class I verbs, I propose that a high tone 
suprafix spreads to both syllables of the verb. The internal vowel of the second person 
singular imperative does not parallel the internal vowel of the perfective form of all 
Class II verbs. As the verb in (61a) shows, the root vowel {a} of Class IIa verbs (section 
3.2.1) is maintained as /a/ in the second person singular imperative form. But for the 
two prosodic subclasses, Class IIb and Class IIc (section 3.2.2), the root vowel is not 
maintained in the second person singular imperative. The root vowel {e} of Class IIb 
shows up /i/, and the root vowel {o} of Class IIc shows up as /u/. I propose that for 
subclasses IIb and IIc, the raising of the root vowel to [+high] is due to a [+high] 
suprafix that associates to the vowel, similar to the [+high] suprafix I argue for in the 
formation of Class I verbs above. I also argue that the appearance of the root vowel as 
[+high] is part of the lexical phonology since it is specific for Class IIb and Class IIc, 
but does not occur for Class IIa verbs. 
 Class III verbs form the second person singular imperative differently than either 
Class I or Class II verbs. The examples in (62) show the second person singular 
imperative form for Class III verbs. 
(62)  (a)  /tu ́ɡ/   ‘eat.IMP.2SG’ 
  (b)  /hu ́ɡ/   ‘taste.IMP.2SG’ 
Like all other verbs, I argue that Class III verbs have a high tone suprafix that associates 
to the second person singular imperative form. But unlike Class I and Class II verbs, I 
propose that the second person singular imperative form of Class III verbs takes the 
suffix /-uɡ. So I argue that both Class II and Class III verbs receive a suffix in the second 
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person singular imperative form. Class II verbs receive the suffix /-a/, while Class III 
verbs receive the suffix /-uɡ/. 
4.2.2 Second person plural imperative 
While the second person singular imperative is formed in three different ways 
corresponding with the three main verb classes, the second person plural imperative is 
formed in the same way for all verb classes. The examples in (63) through (65) show 
the forms of the second person plural imperative for verb Classes I, II, and III 
respectively. 
(63)  (Ia) /teɡilnu/   ‘close.IMP.2PL’ 
(Ib) /kiɟiɾnu/    ‘kick.IMP.2PL’ 
(Ic) /buɾulnu/    ‘blow.IMP.2PL’ 
(64)  (IIa) /beɾnu/   ‘give.IMP.2PL’  
(IIb) /ɗiɾnu/   ‘put.IMP.2PL’  
(IIc) /fujnu/    ‘carry.IMP.2PL’  
(65)  (III) /tinu/    ‘eat.IMP.2PL’ 
As seen in the examples of (63) through (65), all three verb classes have the suffix /-nu/ 
that attaches word-finally in the second person plural imperative. Unlike the second 
person singular imperative, tone is not raised to high for any of the verb classes.  
For verb Class I, the formation of the second person plural imperative parallels the 
formation of the first person singular imperative. One way to account for these forms is 
to posit a [+high] suprafix that associates to the second appearance of the root vowel. 
Once the [+high] suprafix associates to the vowel, the first vowel of the verb is raised 
by the processes of vowel assimilation (section 4.5). This process is similar to that seen 
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in the perfective form of Class I verbs (section 3.1). Also, like all other verb classes, the 
suffix /-nu/ attaches word-finally in the second person plural imperative form.  
It could be claimed that the high vowel of the suffix /-nu/ triggers the raising of the 
internal vowels of the verb. There are two arguments against this claim. First, the 
second appearance of the root vowel {a} of Class Ia verbs appears as /i/ and not /e/. If 
the suffix vowel caused vowel assimilation to occur, then the feature [-low] would have 
spread to a preceding [+low] vowel (section 4.5.1), incorrectly yielding */taɡelnu/ for 
a verb like {taɡal} of (63). Second, both occurrences of the root vowel of the verb are 
raised, in the first and the second syllable. In no other cases does vowel assimilation 
affect more than the preceding vowel. So it appears much more plausible to posit a 
[+high] suprafix that associates to the second vowel of the verb, which then raises the 
first vowel of the verb.  
The formation of the second person plural imperative for Class IIa and IIc verbs also 
parallels the formation of the second person singular imperative form. The root vowel 
{e} of Class IIb verbs shows up as /i/ and the root vowel {o} of Class IIc verbs shows up 
as /u/ for the second plural imperative form. One way to account for these forms is to 
claim that a [+high] suprafix associates to the vowel of Class IIb and IIc verbs which 
raises the root vowel to [+high], similar what happens in the second person singular 
imperative form (section 4.2.1). However, it is also possible that the internal [+high] 
vowel is due to assimilation to the [+high] vowel /u/ of the suffix /-nu/. A [+high] 
suffix often raises a preceding vowel (section 4.5.1). However, a [+high] vowel also 
appears as the internal vowel of Class IIb and Class IIc verbs in the first person plural 
imperative form (section 4.2.3), even though the suffix is [+low]. Also, it has been 
show that a [+high] suprafix is used for Class I verbs in the formation of the second 
person plural imperative form, and that the vowels of the verb stem are not raised by 
assimilation to the vowel of the suffix. Therefore, I claim that in similar fashion, a 
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[+high] suprafix associates to the internal vowel of Class IIb and Class IIc verbs to form 
the second person plural imperative.  
For Class IIa verbs, the root vowel {a} shows up as /e/. There are two possibilities 
for accounting for the internal vowel of the second person plural imperative form of 
Class IIa verbs. The first, which I reject, is that the root vowel {a} is raised to /e/ due to 
assimilation to the nonlow vowel /u/ of the suffix /-nu/. The  feature [-low] of the 
suffix  /-nu/ spreads to the root vowel {a} and raises it to /e/. This vowel raising would 
be similar to the raising seen in the first vowel of Class Ia verbs in the perfective 
(section 3.1.1). Other suffixes with a [+high] vowel are also shown to raise the vowel 
of the verb. This process of vowel assimilation is discussed in more detail in section 4.5. 
However the second analysis, which I propose, states that the feature [-low] associates 
to the vowel of Class IIa verbs in the second person plural imperative form, similar to 
the [+high] suprafix that associates to the imperative forms of Class I verbs and Class 
IIa and IIc verbs, The root vowel {a} also appears as /e/ in the first person plural 
imperative form of Class IIa verbs, even though the suffix has a [+low] vowel (section 
4.2.3). Since there is not enough evidence to determine whether vowel assimilation 
occurs or a [-low] suprafix is associated to the vowel of the second person plural 
imperative form of Class IIa verbs, I favor the latter interpretation since the evidence in 
the first person plural imperative form more clearly shows that a [-low] suprafix is used 
and not vowel assimilation.  
All Class III verbs have the form /Cinu/ for the second person plural imperative. I 
argue that the suffix /-nu/ attaches to the verb to form the second person plural 
imperative form. However, the origin of the vowel /i/ which appears before the suffix 
/-nu/ remains unclear. In section 3.3 I claim that the verb root of monoconsonantal 
verbs consists only of one root consonant. In the second person plural imperative form, 
the vowel /i/ could be an epenthetic vowel that appears between the root consonant 
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and the consonant-initial suffix. Another possibility is that the vowel /i/ could be the 
realization of a [+high] suprafix, similar to the imperative forms of Class I and Class 
IIb and IIc verbs. More research is needed in order to fully understand the formation of 
the second person plural imperative of Class III verbs. 
4.2.3 First person plural imperative 
The third imperative form in Mubi is the first person plural imperative. The 
examples in (66) to (68) show the first person plural imperative form for all verb 
classes. 
(66)  (Ia)  /teɡilna/   ‘close.IMP.1PL’ 
(Ib)  /kiɟiɾna/   ‘kick.IMP.1PL’ 
(Ic)  /buɾulna/   ‘blow.IMP.1PL’ 
(67)  (IIa)  /beɾna/  ‘give.IMP.1PL’  
(IIb)  /ɗiɾna/  ‘put.IMP.1PL’  
(IIc) /fujna/  ‘carry.IMP.1PL’  
(68)  (III) /tina/   ‘eat.IMP.1PL’ 
The first person plural imperative is formed in a similar way to both the second person 
singular imperative and singular person plural imperative. While the suffix /-nu/ 
attaches to all verb classes for the second person plural imperative form, I claim that the 
suffix /-na/ attaches to all verb classes for the formation of the first person plural 
imperative form. The same internal vowels of the second person plural imperative form 
of all verb classes are also found in the first person plural imperative. So I propose that 
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that the first person plural imperative is formed in a similar way as the second person 
plural imperative. 
For Class I verbs, a [+high] suprafix associates to the second vowel of the verb. For 
Class Ia and Class Ib verbs, the [+high] suprafix associates to the second vowel slot, 
making the vowel appear as /i/. For Class Ic verbs, the [+high] suprafix makes the 
second vowel appear as /u/. This high vowel in the second vowel slot then triggers 
vowel assimilation in the previous vowel. The first appearance of the root vowel {a} of 
Class Ia verbs is raised to /e/, the first vowel {e} of Class Ib verbs is raised to /i/, and 
the first vowel {o} of Class Ic verbs is raised to /u/ due to assimilation with the second 
vowel of the verb. This vowel assimilation is also manifested in the perfective form and 
the imperative forms of Class I verbs.  
In the same way, the first person plural imperative form for Class IIb and IIc is 
formed by the association of a [+high] suprafix to the internal vowel. So the only 
difference between the formation of the second person plural imperative and the first 
person plural imperative is that the suffix /-na/ is attached instead of the suffix /-nu/. 
The formation of the first person plural imperative for Class IIa verbs presents 
several difficulties since the root vowel {a} appears as /e/. Without proposing a 
detailed analysis, I claim that the feature [-low] associates to the root vowel of Class IIa 
verbs in the first person plural imperative, similar to the [-low] feature that I proposed 
for the second person plural imperative form of Class IIa verbs (section 4.2.2). In 
summary, I propose that a [+high] suprafix is involved in the formation of all 
imperative forms of Classes I, IIb, and IIc verbs. For Class IIa verbs, I propose that no 
suprafix is associated in the second person singular imperative form, but a [-low] 
suprafix associates to the vowel for both plural imperative forms. However, this analysis 
of the first person plural imperative and the second person plural imperative needs 
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more research in order to more comprehensively explain the internal vowel changes 
that occur, especially for Class IIa verbs. 
4.3 Subject suffixes 
Another fascinating aspect of the verb morphology of Mubi is the subject pronoun 
suffixes that attach to verb forms. But before presenting these sets of suffixes, it is 
necessary to have a basic understanding of the pronominal system of Mubi as a whole. 
For Mubi, pronouns distinguish three persons: first, second, and third. First person 
plural pronouns distinguish between inclusive and exclusive, and both second and third 
person singular pronouns distinguish between masculine and feminine gender. There 
are two main sets of pronouns: dependent and independent pronouns. Dependent 
pronouns can function as either the subject or object of a clause and independent 
pronouns function as either the object of a clause or give focus to the subject of a 
clause. Dependent pronouns always appear in front of the verb, and independent 
pronouns usually appear after the verb. Mubi has an SVO phrase structure. In a 
standard sentence construction, the dependent pronoun appears before the verb to mark 
the subject of the sentence and the independent pronoun appears after the verb to mark 
the object of the sentence. Examples (69) and (70) show standard sentence 
constructions in Mubi.  
(69) /ni kiɟeɾ aɾ/  
 1SG kick.IPFV 3SG.M  
 “I am kicking him” 
 
(70) /a kiɟeɾ nde/  
 3SG.M kick.IPFV 1SG  
 “He is kicking me” 
 
In example (69), the dependent pronoun /ni/ appears before the verb and functions 
as the subject of the phrase. The independent pronoun /aɾ/ appears after the verb and 
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functions as the object of the phrase. In example (70), the dependent pronoun /a/ 
appears before the verb and functions as the subject, and the independent pronoun 
/nde/ appears after the verb and functions as the object of the phrase. 
Optionally, the independent pronoun can appear in a left-dislocated position. This 
usage of the independent pronoun seems to highlight or give focus to the subject of the 
phrase, but the dislocated does not function as the subject since it falls outside the 
nucleus of the clause. Example (71) demonstrates the placement of an independent 
pronoun in the left-dislocated position. 
(71) /nde, ni kiɟeɾ aɾ/ 
 1SG 1SG kick.IPFV 3SG.M 
 “me, I am kicking him” 
As example (71) shows, the independent pronoun /nde/, which is used as the object of 
the phrase in example (70), can also refer to the subject when it appears phrase-
initially. So in Mubi, independent pronouns can occur either post-verbally and function 
as the object, or they can occur in isolation to highlight the subject of a phrase. 
Table 35 lays out the two different pronoun sets. Forms are given in a phonemic 
transcription and tone is only marked on pronouns with high tone. 
Table 35. Pronouns in Mubi 
 Dependent Independent 
1SG /ni/ /nde/ 
2SGM /ka ́/ /ka ́m/ 
2SG.F /ki ́/ /ki ́m/ 
3SGM /a/ /aɾ/ 
3SG.F /di/ /tiɾ/ 
1PL.EXC /a ́/ /a ́na ́/ 
1PL.INC /a ́/ /e ́ne ́/ 
2PL /ka ́/ /ke ́ne ́/ 
3PL /ka/ /keɾ/  
As Table 35 demonstrates, both dependent and independent pronouns have the default 
low tone (section 2.3) except for the second person singular and plural, and the first 
person plural pronouns.  
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While a sentence most commonly uses only the pronouns shown above, Mubi also 
allows the subject to appear as a suffix attached to a verb instead of as a dependent 
pronoun before the verb, as shown in example (72).  
(72) /a kiɟeɾ-na/  
 3SG.M kick.IPFV-1SG.SBJ  
 “I am kicking him” 
 
The sentence in example (72) shows that the subject of the phrase is marked with the 
subject suffix /-na/ on the verb instead of with a dependent pronoun appearing before 
the verb. While the form is the same, the first person singular subject suffix is a 
different suffix from the suffix /-na/ that attaches to first person plural imperative forms 
(section 4.2.3). The dependent pronoun still appears before the verb, but instead of 
functioning as the subject of the clause as in examples (69) and (70), it functions as the 
object of the clause. The suffix construction as exemplified in (72) also changes the 
constituent order from SVO to OV. The meaning of the sentence with a subject suffix as 
in (72) is the same as example (69), but more research is needed in order to understand 
how the two different constructions function in the discourse of the language. Also, 
when a subject suffix attaches to a verb, the independent pronoun can still optionally 
appear in a left dislocated position in order to highlight the subject. Example (73) 
demonstrates the usage of an independent subject pronoun in a left-dislocated position 
with a subject suffix attached to the verb. 
(73) /nde, a kiɟeɾ-na/ 
 1SG 3SG kick.IPFV-1SG.SBJ 
 “Me, I am kicking him” 
Thus, examples (69) to (73) demonstrate that a dependent pronoun can function as 
either a subject or object pronoun, and an independent pronoun can function as the 
object after the verb or highlight the subject in a left-dislocated position.  
If no subject suffix is attached to the verb, the standard SVO structure is maintained. 
The dependent pronoun appears before the verb, functioning as the subject of the 
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clause, and the independent pronoun appears after the verb, functioning as the object of 
the phrase (examples (69) and (70)). However, the independent pronoun can also 
appear in a left-dislocated position to highlight the subject of the phrase (example (71)). 
And if a subject suffix is attached to the verb, the dependent pronoun that appears 
before the verb functions as the object and not the subject (example (72)). In these 
constructions the independent pronoun may still optionally appear in a left-dislocated 
position to highlight the subject (example (73)).  
 Table 36 demonstrates the various subject suffixes that attach to a verb. For 
simplicity, the table only includes suffixes attached to the class Ib verb /keɟeɾ/ 
‘kick.INF’, but subject suffixes are able to attach to verbs of all classes and subclasses. 
Forms are given in a phonemic transcription and tone is only marked where high tone 
occurs. 
Table 36. Subject suffixes 
Person Suffix PFV IPFV Gloss 
1SG /-na/ /keɟeɾna/ /kiɟeɾna/ I kick 
2SGM /-ɡa ́/ /keɟe ́ɾɡa ́/ /kiɟe ́ɾɡa ́/ you (m) kick 
2SGF /-ɡe ́/ /keɟe ́ɾɡe ́/ /kiɟe ́ɾɡe ́/ you (f) kick 
3SGM /-ɡu/ /kiɟiɾɡu/ /kiɟeɾɡu/ he kicks 
3SGF /-ɡi/ /kiɟiɾɡi/ /kiɟeɾɡi/ she kicks 
1PL.INC /-na ́/ /ke ́ɟe ́ɾna ́/ /ki ́ɟe ́ɾna ́/ we (incl) kick 
1PL.EXC /-ne ́/ /keɟ́e ́ɾne ́/ /kiɟe ́ɾne ́/ we (excl) kick 
2PL /-ɡu ́n/ /kiɟi ́ɾɡu ́n/ /kiɟe ́ɾɡu ́n/ you (pl) kick 
3PL /-ɡo/ /keɟeɾɡo/ /kiɟeɾɡo/ they kick  
As seen in Table 36, subject suffixes are able to attach to both the perfective and 
imperfective form of the verb.22 These suffixes do not attach to the infinitive. Also, these 
                                               
22 While Table 36 presents the basic set of subject pronoun suffixes, there are also other sets 
of subject pronoun suffixes that have an additional function. Some pronoun suffixes add a final 
/-d/ to the subject suffixes of Table 36. An example is the suffix /-ɡa ́d/, which functions as a 
second person masculine singular suffix, but has a different usage than the suffix /-ɡa ́/ in Table 
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suffixes maintain the person, number, and gender distinctions that are reflected in 
dependent and independent pronouns. An important characteristic of these suffixes is 
the difference in height among the vowels and the effect that height has on internal 
verb vowels. In the sections below I argue that the [+high] vowels of the third singular 
and second plural suffixes can raise the previous vowel of a verb (section 4.5.1), and the 
non-high vowels of the other suffixes can lower or block the previous vowel from being 
raised (section 4.5.2).  
4.4 Object suffixes 
Besides subject suffixes, there are also several different sets of objects suffixes that 
attach to verbs. In the example texts I collected, object suffixes did not occur as 
frequently as subject suffixes. Also, this presentation of object suffixes does not have 
any phonological implications, but in the interest of thoroughness I present these 
following sets of suffixes. 
4.4.1 Object pronoun suffix /-e/ 
There is also an object suffix that parallels the usage of the subject suffixes. But 
unlike the subject suffixes, this suffix only exists in the third person and is not marked 
for either gender or number. Thus any third person object can be the antecedent of the 
suffix, whether masculine singular, feminine singular, or plural. Examples (74) and (75) 
demonstrate the attachment of this suffix. 
                                                                                                                                           
36. Since these suffixes are somewhat orthogonal to the present study and do not provide any 
other morphological insights, they are not discussed in this thesis.  
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(74) /ni keɟeɾ-e/    
 1.SG kick.PFV-OBJ    
 “I kicked him/her/it/them” 
 
(75) /ni kiɟeɾ-e/    
 1.SG kick.IPFV-OBJ    
 “I am kicking him/her/it/them” 
 
As examples (74) and (75) show, this object suffix is simply the vowel /-e/ and can 
attach to both perfective and imperfective forms. This suffix /-e/ is different than the 
suffix /-e/ that attaches to infinitive forms (section 3.1 and section 3.2.1). When this 
suffix is used, the independent object pronoun which usually appears after the verb no 
longer appears, and the dependent pronoun which appears before the verb functions as 
the subject of the sentence.   
4.4.2 Direct object suffixes 
There are also other direct object suffixes that have a usage and function that is 
different from the object suffix discussed above (section 4.4.1). These suffixes, which 
have the same person, gender, and number distinctions as the subject pronouns (section 
4.3), attach directly onto imperative forms. Table 37 gives examples of these direct 
object suffixes attaching to the singular imperative. 
Table 37. Direct object suffixes attached to the second person singular imperative 
Person Suffix Imperative Gloss 
1SG /-din/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdin/ ‘kick me!’ 
2SGM /-da ́ɡa ́/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾda ́ɡa ́/ ‘kick yourself (m)!’ 
2SGF /-di ́ɡe ́/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdi ́ɡe ́/ ‘kick you (f)!’ 
3SGM /-da ́ɾ/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾda ́ɾ/ ‘kick him!’ 
3SGF /-di ́ɾ/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdi ́ɾ/ ‘kick her!’ 
1PL.INC /-da/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾda/ ‘kick us (incl)!’ 
1PL.EXC /-dine/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdine/ ‘kick us (excl)!’ 
2PL /-du ́ɡu ́n/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdu ́ɡu ́n/ ‘kick you (pl)!’ 
3PL /-doɾ/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdoɾ/ ‘kick them!’ 
Below, Table 38 gives examples of the direct object suffixes attaching to the perfective 
and imperfective verb form. The direct object suffix must follow an attached subject 
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suffix in order to attach to a perfective or imperfective verb form. In  Table 38 , the 
subject suffix /-ɡu/ of the third masculine singular is used in all the forms in order to 
demonstrate the further attachment of the direct object suffixes on the perfective and 
imperfective forms. Forms are also given in a phonemic transcription and only high 
tone is marked.  
 
Table 38. Direct object suffixes attached to perfective and imperfective verb forms 
Person Suffix Perfective Imperfective Gloss 
1SG /-din/ /kiɟiɾɡudin/ /kiɟeɾɡudin/ ‘he kicks me’ 
2SGM /-da ́ɡa ́/ /kiɟiɾɡuda ́ɡa ́/ /kiɟeɾɡuda ́ɡa ́/ ‘he kicks you (m)’ 
2SGF /-di ́ɡe ́/ /kiɟiɾɡudi ́ɡe ́/ /kiɟeɾɡudi ́ɡe ́/ ‘he kicks you (f)’ 
3SGM /-da ́ɾ/ /kiɟiɾɡuda ́ɾ/ /kiɟeɾɡuda ́ɾ/ ‘he kicks him’ 
3SGF /-di ́ɾ /kiɟiɾɡudi ́ɾ/ /kiɟeɾɡudi ́ɾ/ ‘he kicks her’ 
1PL.INC /-da/ /kiɟiɾɡuda/ /kiɟeɾɡuda/ ‘he kicks us (incl)’ 
1PL.EXC /-dine/ /kiɟiɾɡudine/ /kiɟeɾɡudine/ ‘he kicks us (excl)’ 
2PL /-du ́ɡu ́n/ /kiɟiɾɡudu ́ɡu ́n/ /kiɟeɾɡudu ́ɡu ́n/ ‘he kicks you (pl)’ 
3PL /-doɾ/ /kiɟiɾɡudoɾ/ /kiɟeɾɡudoɾ/ ‘he kicks them’  
The difference between the previous object suffix (section 4.4.1) and these direct 
object suffixes is that these latter suffixes cannot attach directly onto the perfective and 
imperfective form of a verb, but only after an attached subject suffix. Also the direct 
object pronoun suffixes are more frequently found on the imperative forms (Table 37) 
than on perfective and imperfective forms (Table 38).23 More research is needed in 
order to understand the semantic, pragmatic, and discourse functions between the 
direct object suffix /-e/ and the direct object suffixes of Table 37 and Table 38.   
                                               
23 Some speakers find the usage of a direct object pronoun suffix attaching after a subject 
pronoun suffix ungrammatical. More research needs to be done in order to know how common 
this form is viewed as ungrammatical. It should also be noted that these speakers still use direct 
object pronoun suffixes on imperative forms. 
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4.4.3 Indirect object suffixes 
Similar to the direct object suffixes, there is also a set of indirect object suffixes 
which attach to an imperative form, and on the perfective and imperfective form when 
following a subject suffix. Table 39 displays this set of indirect object suffixes attached 
to the imperative form, while Table 40 displays indirect object suffixes attached to the 
perfective and imperfective verb forms. Transcriptions are given in phonemic form and 
only high tone is marked. 
Table 39. Indirect object suffixes attached to the second person singular imperative  
Person Suffix Imperative Meaning 
1SG /-do ́/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdo ́/ ‘kick to me!’ 
2SGM /-da ́ɡa ́/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾda ́ɡa ́/ ‘kick to yourself (m)!’ 
2SGF /-di ́ɡe ́/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdi ́ɡe ́/ ‘kick to you (f)!’ 
3SG /-diɡi/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdiɡi/ ‘kick to him!’ 
1PL /-dine/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdine/ ‘kick to us!’ 
2PL /-du ́ɡu ́n/ /kiɟ́i ́ɾdu ́ɡu ́n/ ‘kick to you (pl)!’ 
3PL /-diɡo/ /ki ́ɟi ́ɾdigo/ ‘kick to them!’  
Table 40. Indirect object suffixes attached to the perfective and imperfective 
Person Suffix Perfective Imperfective Gloss 
1SG /-do ́/ /kiɟiɾɡudo ́/ /kiɟeɾɡudo ́ ‘he kicks to me’ 
2SGM /-da ́ɡa ́/ /kiɟiɾɡuda ́ɡa ́/ /kiɟeɾɡuda ́ɡa ́/ ‘he kicks to you (m)’ 
2SGF /-di ́ɡe ́/ /kiɟiɾɡudi ́ɡe ́/ /kiɟeɾɡudi ́ɡe ́/ ‘he kicks to you (f)’ 
3SG /-diɡi/ /kiɟiɾɡudi ́ɡi ́/ /kiɟeɾɡudi ́ɡi ́/ ‘he kicks to him/her’ 
1PL /-dine/ /kiɟiɾɡudi ́ne/ /kiɟeɾɡudi ́ne/ ‘he kicks to us’ 
2PL /-du ́ɡu ́n/ /kiɟiɾɡudu ́ɡu ́n/ /kiɟeɾɡudu ́ɡu ́n/ ‘he kicks to you (pl)’ 
3PL /-diɡo/ /kiɟiɾɡudiɡo/ /kiɟeɾɡudiɡo/ ‘he kicks to them’  
The set of indirect object suffixes in Table 39 and Table 40 appears similar to the 
preceding direct object suffixes. In fact, the same suffixes are used for both the second 
person singular and plural forms. But for the indirect object suffixes in Table 39 and 
Table 40, the distinction of gender is neutralized for the third person singular suffixes, 
and the distinction of exclusivity is neutralized for the first person plural suffix. 
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It is also worth noting that in imperative forms, direct object pronominal suffixes 
can attach after the indirect object pronouns to refer to the object a command is 
directed towards.  
(76)  (a) /beɾ-do-daɾ/      ‘give it (m.) to me’ /beɾ-do-doɾ/  ‘give them to me’  
   (b) /hibiɾ-dine-diɾ/ ‘release it (f.) for us’ /hibiɾ-do-doɾ/  ‘release them for me’ 
Both indirect and direct object suffixes can attach to the second person plural 
imperative and first person plural imperative. When an object suffix attaches to a 
second person plural imperative form, the imperative suffix /-nu/ (section 4.2.2) 
appears as the allomorph /-ni/. The following example shows the usage of indirect and 
direct object suffixes attaching to second person plural imperative forms.  
(77)   (a)  /beɾ-ni-do/  ‘give (pl.) me’   /ber-ni-do-daɾ/    ‘give (pl.) it (m.) to me’ 
    (b)  /hibiɾ-ni-do/   ‘release (pl.) me’  /hibiɾ-ni-do-daɾ/  ‘release (pl.) it (m.) to me’ 
4.5 Vowel assimilation in verb forms 
One of the more interesting aspects of the morphology of Mubi is vowel 
assimilation that occurs when certain suffixes attach to the verb. The only feature that 
triggers vowel assimilation is height. Vowel assimilation only affects a preceding vowel 
within a verb. Depending on its height, a suffixed vowel can either raise or lower the 
height of a preceding vowel. However, not all suffixes cause assimilation. All subject 
suffixes (section 4.3) and the object suffix /-e/ (section 4.4.1) cause assimilation. But 
the direct and indirect object suffixes (sections 4.4.2 to 4.4.3) do not cause vowel 
assimilation. This may be an indication that these latter forms are clitics, and that the 
domain of vowel assimilation only applies within word boundaries. Also, I argue that 
vowel assimilation is part of the lexical phonology. The reason why vowel assimilation 
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is part of the lexical phonology and not the post-lexical phonology is because it only 
applies within word boundaries, is not blocked by pauses within speech, is specific to 
certain verbs, and appears to apply earlier rather than later in the phonology.  
4.5.1 Raising 
The vowel of a suffix can raise the height of a preceding vowel in a verb. The 
examples in (78) and (79) demonstrate that a [+ high] suffix raises the height of the 
previous nonlow vowel in the perfective form of Class IIb and Class IIc verbs to 
[+high]. 
(78)  (IIb) (a)   [+high] 
{kel-ɡi}       /kilɡi/         ‘pour.PFV-3SG.F.SBJ’  
  (b)   [+high] 
{kel-ɡu}   /kilɡu/         ‘pour.PFV-3SG.M.SBJ’ 
(79)  (IIc)  (a)   [+high] 
{om-ɡi}     /umɡi/         ‘see.PFV-3SG.F.SBJ’  
  (b)    [+high] 
{om-ɡu}    /umɡu/     ‘see.PFV-3SG.M.SBJ’ 
Also, if the vowel of the verb root is the low vowel {a}, it will be raised to /e/ by a 
second raising rule which spreads the feature [-low] from the high vowel of the suffix, 
as shown in (80). 
(80)  (IIa) (a)          [-low] 
{ɲal-ɡi}          /ɲelɡi/     ‘wash.PFV-3SG.F.SBJ’ 
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        (b)      [-low] 
           {ɲal-ɡu}       /ɲelɡu/     ‘wash.PFV-3SG.M.SBJ’ 
The examples in (78) show that the root vowel {e} of Class IIb verbs appears as the 
vowel /i/ when a [+high] suffix attaches to the verb. The examples in (79) show that 
the root vowel {o} of Class IIc verbs appears as the vowel /u/ when a [+high] suffix 
attaches to the verb. Vowel raising in examples of (78) and (79) is similar to the 
assimilation of the first vowel in the perfective form of Class Ib and Ic verbs (section 
3.1.2). And the examples in (80) show that the root vowel {a} of Class IIa verbs appears 
as the vowel /e/ when a suffix with a high vowel attaches to the verb. Raising in the 
examples in (80) are similar to the assimilation of the first vowel found in the perfective 
form of Class Ia verbs (section 3.1.1).  
For the root vowels {e} in the examples in (78) and {o} in the examples in (79), I 
claim that the feature [+high] spreads from the vowel of the suffix to the previous 
vowel of the verb. The feature [+high] is restricted to spreading to a preceding [-low] 
vowel, and does not spread to a preceding [+low] vowel as shown in (80). This rule is 
informally described in (81). 
(81) A [+high] vowel spreads the feature [+high] to an immediately preceding [-low] 
vowel. 
While the feature [+high] does not spread to a preceding [+low] vowel, I claim that 
the  feature [-low] does spread from a suffix with a high vowel to a [+low] vowel. This 
rule is informally described in (82). 
(82) A high vowel spreads the feature [-low] to an immediately preceding [+low] 
vowel.  
When the feature [-low] spreads to the [+low] vowel /a/, the vowel is then raised to 
/e/. While the [-low] feature of the suffix could raise the vowel to appear as /o/ since it 
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is also [-low], this never occurs. I propose that the association of {a} with the feature 
[-low], a combination which is not otherwise defined, produces the vowel /e/. Also, 
even though the feature [+high] does not spread to a [+low] vowel, this does not 
mean that a [+high] suprafix is unable to associate to a [+low] vowel. As argued for 
in the formation of both the perfective and imperfective of Class Ia verbs (section 3.1.1) 
and the imperfective of Class IIa verbs (section 3.2.1), a [+high] suprafix is able to 
associate to the root vowel {a}, producing /i/. But for the process of vowel assimilation 
as discussed in this section, the feature [+high] may only spread to a preceding [-low] 
vowel.  
4.5.2 Lowering and blocking 
The height of a suffix vowel can also lower a preceding vowel within a verb. The 
perfective form of Class III verbs demonstrates this vowel lowering. For these verbs, the 
[+high] vowel of the perfective (section 3.3) is lowered to [-high] when the suffix 
vowel is [-high]. I argue that the  feature [-high] spreads from the vowel of the suffix to 
the previous vowel within the verb form. The examples in (83) demonstrate this vowel 
lowering.  
(83)  (a)      [-high] 
      t-i-ɡe       /teɡe/      ‘eat.PFV-2SG.F.SBJ’ 
   (b)      [-high] 
      t-i-ɡo      /teɡo/       ‘eat.PFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
   (c)      [-high] 
      t-i-ɡa      /teɡa/      ‘eat.PFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
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Class III verbs do not have a root vowel. But the perfective form of Class III verbs 
always has the vowel /i/ appearing after the only root consonant of the verb (section 
3.3). As seen with the verb /ti/ ‘eat.PFV’ in the examples of (83), the [+high] vowel /i/ 
of the perfective appears as /e/ when preceding a suffix with a [-high] vowel: /a/, /e/, 
or /o/. However, it could also be possible that the perfective vowel of Class III verbs is 
in fact /e/, which is then raised whenever the verb does not appear with a [-high] suffix 
vowel. I propose only a tentative analysis since further research is needed in order to 
more fully understand the perfective form of monoconsonantal verbs. 
While a [-high] suffix can lower a previous [+high] vowel as in the examples of 
(83), a [-high] suffix can also block the raising of a previous vowel. Examples (84) to 
(86) present cases where a [-high] suffix vowel affects the vowel height of Class I verbs 
in the perfective (section 3.1). 
(84)  (Ia)  (a) [+high] 
                [-high] 
{caɡal-ɡe}       /caɡalɡe/      ‘hide.PFV-2SG.F.SBJ’    
 (b) [+high] 
                 [-high] 
      {caɡal-ɡo} /caɡalɡo/   ‘hide.PFV-3PL.SBJ’   
 (c) [+high] 
    [-high] 
      {caɡal-ɡa}       /caɡalɡa/      ‘hide.PFV-2SG.M.SBJ’  
(85)  (Ib)   (a) [+high] 
 [-high]  
 {keɟeɾ-ɡe}    /keɟeɾɡe/       ‘kick.PFV-2SG.F.SBJ’ 
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 (b)  [+high] 
          [-high]  
 {keɟeɾ-ɡo}     /keɟeɾɡo/      ‘kick.PFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
 (c) [+high] 
[-high] 
 {keɟeɾ-ɡa}      /keɟeɾɡa/      ‘kick.PFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
(86)  (Ic)  (a) [+high] 
 [-high] 
{bodoɾ-ɡe}   /bodoɾɡe/      ‘crack.PFV-2SG.F.SBJ’ 
 (b) [+high] 
    [-high] 
      {bodoɾ-ɡo}      /bodoɾɡo/   ‘crack.PFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
 (c) [+high] 
[-high] 
      {bodoɾ-ɡa} /bodoɾɡa/      ‘crack.PFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
The forms in example (84) show that the first vowel /e/ and the final vowel /i/ of 
the perfective form of Class Ia verbs (section 3.1.1) are both realized as the vowel /a/ 
when a [-high] suffix attaches to the verb. The forms in example (85) show that the two 
[+high] vowels /i/ in the perfective form for Class Ib verbs are both realized as the 
vowel /e/ when a [-high] suffix is attached. And the forms in example (86) show that 
the two [+high] vowels /u/ of the perfective form of Class Ic verbs are both realized as 
the vowel /o/ when a [-high] suffix attaches to the verb. The vowels that occur when a 
[-high] suffix attaches to a Class I perfective verb form are the same vowels that appear 
in the infinitive form of each verb class.  
There are two possible different analyses for this effect of a [-high] vowel on Class I 
verbs can be argued for. The first analysis, which I argue against, is that the suffix 
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vowel lowers both vowels of the perfective form. This analysis proposes that the /e-i/ 
vowel pattern of Class Ia verbs is lowered to /a-a/, the /i-i/ vowel pattern of Class Ib 
verbs is lowered to /e-e/, and the /u-u/ vowel pattern of Class Ic verbs is lowered to /o-
o/. The second analysis, which is what I argue for, is that the [-high] suffix vowel 
blocks the [+high] suprafix of the perfective from associating to the final vowel of the 
verb. In section section 3.1.1 I argued that the mark of the perfective for Class I verbs is 
a [+high] suprafix that associates to the final vowel of the verb. For perfective forms, 
this suprafix also causes the raising of the previous vowel of the verb due to vowel 
assimilation. I claim that a [-high] suffix disallows this [+high] suprafix from 
associating to the verb, which disallows the final vowel of the verb from being realized 
as [+high], and consequently disallows the raising of the first vowel of the verb. Thus 
the underlying realization of the lexical vowel for both vowel slots is maintained for 
subclasses Ia, Ib, and Ic when a suffix with a [-high] vowel is attached to the perfective 
form. The evidence found in Class Ia verbs (84) helps to show that the [+high] suprafix 
is blocked from associating to the final vowel of the verb instead of lowering both 
vowels of the perfective verb form. As demonstrated in this section, vowel assimilation 
only occurs regressively and only affects the preceding vowel. So it is highly unlikely 
that a [-high] vowel of a suffix can lower the first vowel /e/ and the final vowel /i/ in a 
form such as /ceɡil/ ‘hide.PFV’ so that both appear as /a/. And as example (85) 
demonstrates, the final vowel of the perfective form for Class Ib verbs is realized as /e/ 
when a [-high] suffix is attached. If vowel lowering occurred, there is no apparent 
reason why a final high vowel /i/ in a form such as /kiɟiɾ/ ‘kick.PFV’ is lowered to /e/ 
while the final high vowel in a form such as /ceɡil/ ‘hide.PFV’ is lowered to /a/. It is 
thus more likely that the [+high] suprafix of the perfective is blocked from associating 
to the final vowel of the verb when a suffixed [-high] vowel is attached to the verb.  
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Next, examples (87) to (89) show that Class II verbs also preserve the root vowel 
when a [-high] suffix is attached. 
(87) (IIa)  (a) {ɲal-ɡe}     /ɲalɡe/  ‘wash.PFV-2SG.F.SBJ’ 
   (b) {ɲal-ɡo}     /ɲalɡo/  ‘wash.PFV-3PL.SBJ’  
   (c) {ɲal-ɡa}     /ɲalɡa/  ‘wash.PFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
(88) (IIb)  (a) {kel-ɡe}     /kelɡe/  ‘pour.PFV-2SG.F.SBJ’ 
   (b) {kel-ɡo}     /kelɡo/  ‘pour.PFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
   (c) {kel-ɡa}     /kelɡa/  ‘pour.PFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
(89) (IIc)  (a) {om-ɡe}     /omɡe/  ‘see.PFV-2SG.F.SBJ’  
   (b) {om-ɡo}     /omɡo/  ‘see.PFV-3PL.SBJ’  
   (c) {om-ɡa}     /omɡa/  ‘see.PFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
As examples (87) to (89) show, the root vowels are maintained for Class II verbs when a 
[-high] suffix is attached. Thus, even though a [+high] suprafix is not attached in the 
perfective of Class II verbs (section 3.2), both Class I and Class II verbs have the same 
set of vowels when a [-high] suffix is attached. 
The imperfective forms of Class I verbs provide interesting data with respect to 
vowel assimilation. When a [+high] suffix is attached to an imperfective form of a verb 
in subclass Ib or Ic, the second vowel is not raised. Examples (90) and (91) show 
[+high] suffixes that attach to Class Ib and Ic verbs but do not cause the raising of the 
final vowel. 
(90)  (Ib)  (a)  [+high] 
      [+high] 
{keɟeɾ-ɡi}      /kiɟeɾɡi/    ‘kick.IPFV-3SG.F.SBJ’  
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  (b)  [+high] 
                 [+high] 
{keɟeɾ-ɡu}     /kiɟeɾɡu/     ‘kick.IPFV-3SG.M.SBJ’  
(91)  (Ic)  (a)  [+high] 
            [+high] 
                           {bodoɾ-ɡi}     /budoɾɡi/     ‘crack.IPFV-3SG.F.SBJ’  
  (b)  [+high] 
            [+high] 
                           {bodoɾ-ɡu}     /budoɾɡu/     ‘crack.IPFV-3SG.M.SBJ’   
One possible explanation for why the feature [+high] does not spread in (90) and (91) 
is due to a potential violation of OCP. If the feature [+high] spread to the second 
vowel, there would be two distinct occurrences of the [+high] feature occurring side 
by side within the verb. Therefore the second vowel of the verb remains [-high], 
separating the two occurrences of [+high] on either side of it. 
While the final vowel of Class Ib and Class Ic verbs is not raised when a [+high] 
suffix vowel is attached, the final [+low] vowel /a/ in the imperfective form of Class Ia 
verbs is raised. The examples in (92) demonstrate this different type of raising. 
(92)  (a)       [+high] 
                                    [-low] 
     {caɡal-ɡu}        /ciɡelɡu/  ‘hide.IPFV-3SG.M.SBJ’   
 (b)       [+high] 
                   [-low] 
     {caɡal-ɡi}       /ciɡelɡi/  ‘hide.IPFV-3SG.F.SBJ’   
The examples in (90) and (91) show that vowel raising, as described in the rule of (81) 
above, does not occur for the imperfective form of Class Ib and Ic before a suffix with a 
high vowel. But the examples in (92) show that a suffix with a high vowel spreads the 
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feature [-low] to the preceding vowel of Class Ia verbs, as described in the rule of (82) 
above. The spreading of the feature [-low] makes the root vowel {a} to appear as /e/. 
The spreading of the feature [-low] is able to apply in  the examples of (92) since it 
does not create a violation of OCP. The raising of the vowel {a} to /e/ is also 
manifested in the first vowel of the perfective form of Class Ia verbs (section 3.1.1) and 
in the perfective form of Class IIa verbs when a [+high] suffix vowel is attached 
(section 4.5.1). 
4.6 Other morphophonemic changes  
Mubi has certain restrictions on the kind of consonants that can appear across 
syllable boundaries. Two voiced occlusives are not allowed to appear across syllable 
boundaries, nor can there be a combination of a voiced and voiceless obstruent across 
syllable boundaries. Also, a sonorant cannot appear in an onset when following a 
syllable-final obstruent. These restrictions play a role when a suffix attaches to the verb. 
The quality of the stem-final consonant or vowel and the quality of the suffix-initial 
consonant or vowel trigger different phonological processes that will occur in order to 
maintain an acceptable sequence across syllable boundaries.  
If a verb ends in a non-nasal sonorant no changes occur when a suffix is added since 
any obstruent or nasal may appear in an onset after a non-nasal sonorant. However, I do 
not have any examples of a suffix-initial obstruent in order to fully confirm this 
statement. All suffixes that I have collected that are obstruent-initial are voiced. The 
forms in example (93) demonstrate how a suffix attaches to a verb with a root-final 
non-nasal sonorant. 
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(93)  (a) [+high] 
{keɟeɾ-na}       /kiɟeɾna/  ‘kick.IPFV-1SG.SBJ’  
(b) [+high] 
{keɟeɾ-ɡe}       /kiɟeɾɡe/  ‘kick.IPFV-2SG.F.SBJ’  
(c) [+high] 
{keɟeɾ-ɡo}      /kiɟeɾɡo/   ‘kick.IPFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
However, when a verb root does not end in a non-nasal sonorant, different phonological 
processes occur when a consonant-initial suffix attaches to a verb. 
4.6.1 Devoicing and vowel epenthesis 
One strategy that Mubi uses to avoid unacceptable sequences is the devoicing of 
both the verb-final consonant and the suffix-initial consonant. This devoicing is 
motivated by the regular syllable-final devoicing that occurs in the phonology of Mubi 
(section 2.1.1). The forms in examples (94) to (97) show verbs and suffixes that devoice 
in order to avoid ill-formed medial consonant sequences of obstruents. 
(94) (Ia)  (a)  /siɾab-ɡa/  [sirapka]  ‘scratch.PLUR.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
  (b)  /siɾab-ɡo/  [siɾapko]  ‘scratch.PLUR.IPFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
(95) (Ib)  (a)  /hileɡ-ɡa/  [hilɛkka]  ‘hug.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
  (b)  /hileɡ-ɡo/  [hilɛkko]  ‘hug.IPFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
(96) (Ic)  (a)  /zudoɡ-ɡa/  [zudokka]  ‘hit.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
  (b)  /zudoɡ-ɡo/  [zudokko]  ‘hit.IPFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
(97) (IIa) (a)  /siɗaɗ-ɡa/  [siɗatka]  ‘cut.PLUR.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
  (b)  /siɗaɗ-ɡo/  [siɗatko]  ‘cut.PLUR.IPFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
In examples (94) to (97), syllable-final devoicing (section 2.1.1) applies to the stem-
final consonant. The final /b/ of /siɾab/ in (93) is realized as [p], the final /ɡ/ of 
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/hileɡ/ and /zudoɡ/ of (95) and (96) is realized as /k/, and the final /ɗ/ of /siɗaɗ/ in 
(97) is realized at /t/. I claim that syllable-final devoicing also causes the devoicing of 
the following consonant-initial suffix, making the /ɡ/ in the suffixes /-ɡa/ and /-ɡo/ 
appear as [k]. This is the first occurrence of progressive assimilation occurring within 
Mubi. Progressive assimilation also occurs for nasal assimilation (section 4.6.2). 
However, other verbs do not exhibit devoicing of the stem-final and root-initial 
consonant; instead, a vowel appears between the verb stem and suffix. Examples (98) to 
(100) show that suffixes which devoice when attaching to verbs such as those in (94) to 
(97), have a vowel that appears between the verb and the initial consonant of the suffix. 
(98)  (IIa)  (a)  {saɗ-ɡe}  /saɗaɡe/ ‘cut.PFV.PLUR-2SG.F.SBJ’ 
(b)  {saɗ-ɡi}  /seɗiɡi/ ‘cut.PFV.PLUR-3SG.F.SBJ’ 
(c)  {saɗ-ɡo}  /saɗaɡo/ ‘cut.PFV.PLUR-3PL.SBJ’ 
(d)  {saɗ-ɡu}  /seɗuɡu/ ‘cut.PFV.PLUR-3SG.M.SBJ’ 
(99) (IIb)  (a)  {beʄ-ɡe}  /beʄeɡe/ ‘hide.PFV-2SG.F.SBJ’ 
(b)  {beʄ-ɡi}  /biʄiɡi/ ‘hide.PFV-3SG.F.SBJ’ 
(c)  {beʄ-ɡo}  /beʄeɡo/ ‘hide.PFV-3PL.SBJ’ 
(d)  {beʄ-ɡu}  /biʄiɡu/ ‘hide.PFV-3SG.M.SBJ’ 
(100)  (IIc) (a)  {cob-ɡe}  /cobeɡe/  ‘wash.PFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
(b)  {cob-ɡi}  /cubiɡi/ ‘wash.PFV-3SG.M.SBJ’ 
(c)  {cob-ɡo}   /coboɡo/  ‘wash.PFV-3PL.SBJ’   
(d)  {cob-ɡu}  /cubuɡu/ ‘wash.PFV-3SG.M.SBJ’ 
The main difference determining when a verb undergoes devoicing and when a vowel 
appears between the verb and the initial consonant of the suffix is due to the structure 
of the verb form. Verb forms with the structure CVCVC devoice both the syllable-final 
consonant and suffix-initial consonant, but verbs with the structure CVC insert a vowel 
between the verb stem and suffix-initial consonant. Epenthesis seems to be allowed for 
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CVC verbs since the epenthetic vowel makes a third syllable. But for CVCVC forms, 
epenthesis does not seem to be preferred since the verb would then have four syllables, 
which has not occurred for any verb form seen thus far. However, more research is 
needed in order to fully understand the preference for devoicing or epenthesis. As 
examples (98) to (100) show, the vowel between the verb and the initial consonant of 
the suffix does not always have the same phonetic quality. There is currently not 
enough evidence to determine the phonetic quality for this vowel. I tentatively argue 
that the insertion of a vowel between the verb stem and suffix is part of the lexical 
phonology, but the devoicing as shown in examples (94) to (97) is part of the post-
lexical phonology. As demonstrated in section 2.1.1 syllable-final devoicing is part of 
the post-lexical phonology. And since I argue that syllable-final devoicing causes the 
devoicing of the consonant-initial suffix (section 4.6.1), the devoicing of the suffix 
consonant must also be part of the post-lexical phonology. The reason why I believe 
vowel insertion is part of the lexical phonology is because the vowel that is inserted 
between the verb and the suffix is not always the same. The vowel sometimes takes on 
the characteristics of the suffix vowel, while at other times it takes on the characteristics 
of the previous vowel. However, more research is needed in order to fully understand 
both consonant devoicing and vowel insertion. 
4.6.2 Nasal assimilation 
Nasal assimilation can also occur when a suffix attaches to a verb. If the verb ends 
in a nasal and the suffix begins with a nasal, the nasal of the suffix assimilates to the 
nasal of the verb. Example (101) shows that the initial nasal of a suffix assimilates to 
the word-final nasal of the verb. 
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(101)  (a) {om-na} /omma/  ‘see.PFV-1SG.SBJ’   
(b) {ɾaɲ-na} /ɾaɲɲa/  ‘arrive.PFV.PLUR-1SG.SBJ’   
 (c) {ɗeŋ-na}  /ɗeŋŋa/  ‘fish.PFV-1SG.SBJ’ 
It is worth noting that both nasal assimilation and devoicing (section 4.6.1) are 
progressive assimilations, and both involve consonants. Vowel assimilation, on the other 
hand, seems always to be regressive. 
 
4.6.3 Consonant epenthesis 
Mubi also does not allow two vowels to occur across syllable boundaries. There are 
several cases where an epenthetic consonant is inserted between a verb that ends in a 
vowel and a suffix that begins with a vowel. The epenthetic consonant is realized as the 
labial consonant /w/ as shown in (102). 
(102)  (a) {biɾa-en}   /biɾawen/  ‘give.IPFV-1SG.SBJ.II’ 
(b) {tuwa-en}  /tuwawen/  ‘eat.IPFV-1SG.SBJ.II’  
(c) {tuffa-en}   /tuffawen/  ‘spit.IPFV.1SG.SBJ.II’ 
(d) {ɗuko-en}  /ɗukowen/ ‘kiss.IPFV-1SG.SBJ.II’  
(e) {tiɾɾe-en}  /tiɾɾewen/  ‘weave.IPFV-1SG.SBJ.II’  
The suffix in the examples of (102) is a subject pronoun suffix that was mentioned in 
footnote 22. This is the only suffix found so far that causes consonant epenthesis since it 
is the only suffix with the structure VC. The exact function of this suffix remains to be 
determined. 
4.6.4 Vowel deletion 
Epenthetic consonants are not inserted between every verb that ends in a vowel 
followed by a suffix that begins with a vowel. On other occasions the final vowel of the 
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verb is deleted before a vowel-initial suffix. Example (103) shows verbs that delete the 
stem-final vowel when a vowel-initial suffix is attached to the verb.  
(103) (a)  {kiɗɗa-en} /kiɗɗen/  ‘touch.IPFV-1SG.SBJ.II’  
(b) {umma-en} /ummen/  ‘see.IPFV-1SG.SBJ.II’ 
(c) {ti-en}   /ten/   ‘eat.PFV-1SG.SBJ.II’ 
(d)  {caɗa-en}  /caɗen/  ‘wring.PFV-1SG.SBJ.II’  
(e)  {ɗoka-en}  /ɗoken/  ‘kiss.PFV-1SG.SBJ.II’ 
(f)  {taffa-en}   /taffen/   ‘spit.IPFV-1SG.SBJ.II’  
There does not appear to be any basis on which to predict when vowel deletion will 
occur instead of consonant epenthesis (section 4.6.2). While the structure of the verb 
was a main factor in determining whether devoicing or vowel epenthesis occurred 
(section 4.6.1), verbs with the same structure insert an epenthetic consonant in some 
cases and delete a vowel in other cases. Also, the quality of the stem-final vowel and 
suffix-initial vowel do not seem to play a determining factor between consonant 
epenthesis and vowel deletion. More research is needed to see if there are actual 
patterns involved for when a verb chooses vowel deletion or consonant epenthesis.  
4.6.5 Suffixes on labialized vowels 
A final interesting morphophonemic phenomenon in Mubi is the interaction of local 
labialized vowels and the vowel assimilation caused by the attachment of suffixes. The 
forms in examples (104) and (105) demonstrate this phenomenon.   
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(104)  (a) [+high] 
{tabaɲ}        /tubaɲ/   ‘walk.IPFV   
(b) [+high]     
          [-low] 
{tabaɲ-ɡu}       /tibeɲɡu/     ‘walk.IPFV-3SG.M.SBJ’  
(c) [+high]          
         [-low] 
{tabaɲ-ɡi}        /tibeɲɡi/       ‘walk.IPFV-3SG.F.SBJ’ 
(105)  (a) [+high]  
{hawaɾ}           /huwaɾ/       ‘bark.IPFV’     
(b) [+high]                  
          [-low]  
{hawaɾ-ɡu}      /hiweɾɡu/      ‘bark.IPFV-3SG.M.SBJ’  
(c) [+high]                 
    [-low] 
{hawaɾ-ɡi}         /hiweɾɡi/       ‘bark.IPFV-3SG.F.SBJ’ 
As shown in section 3.1.1 above, a labial consonant causes a preceding high front 
vowel in the first vowel slot to appear as /u/. However as examples (104) and (105) 
show, when a suffix with a [+high] vowel is attached, the rounding of the high vowel 
to /u/ is blocked and the high vowel /i/ of the first vowel in the imperfective verb form 
is maintained. The second appearance of the root vowel {a} is still raised to /e/ due to 
the spreading of the feature [-low] from the vowel of the suffix. I currently have no 
analysis for why the rounding of the vowel /i/ is blocked in these cases. 
If a suffix with a [-high] vowel is attached, the rounding of the high vowel /u/ is 
maintained. The examples in (106) and (107) demonstrate this phenomenon.  
(106)   (a)   {tubaɲ-ɡo}  /tubaɲɡo/  ‘walk.IPFV-3PL.SBJ’   
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(b)  {tubaɲ-ɡe}   /tubaɲɡe/  ‘walk.IPFV-2SG.F.SBJ’ 
(c)   {tubaɲ-ɡa}   /tubaɲɡa/  ‘walk.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’   
(107)  (a)  {huwaɾ-ɡo}   /huwaɾɡo/ ‘bark.IPFV-3PL.SBJ’  
 (b)  {huwaɾ-ɡe}   /huwaɾɡe/  ‘bark.IPFV-2SG.F.SBJ’ 
 (c)  {huwaɾ-ɡa}  /huwaɾɡa/  ‘bark.IPFV-2SG.M.SBJ’ 
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CHAPTER 5  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The main purpose of this thesis was to describe the phonology and morphology of a 
minimally documented language and to to discuss previous analyses regarding the 
perfective and imperfective verb forms of Mubi. Chapter 1 gave an overview of the 
Mubi people and their language. This chapter gave information regarding the 
language’s classification (section 1.2), cultural notes (section 1.1), and previous 
research (section 1.3). Chapter 2 gave an overview of the phonology, which included 
the phonemic consonants (section 2.1) and vowels (section 2.2), and the role of tone 
(section 2.3) and syllable structure (section 2.4). Chapter 3 demonstrated the 
morphology of the perfective, imperfective, and infinitive verb forms. I showed that the 
formation of these verb forms depends upon the class that a verb falls in (section 3.5). 
Class I verbs (CaCaC, CeCeC, CoCoC), generally form the perfective, imperfective, and 
infinitive in a similar fashion (section 3.1). Class II verbs (CaC, CeC, CoC) also follow 
certain pattern for these verb forms (section 3.2), as do Class III verbs (section 3.3) and 
other verb classes (section 3.4). I argued that all verb forms, the infinitive, perfective, 
and imperfective, are formed from the verb root. For Class I verbs and Class IIa verbs 
(CaC), the infinitive is formed by the addition of the suffix /-e/ which appears only 
after root-final obstruents. For Class IIb (CeC) and Class IIc verbs (CoC) verbs the 
infinitive is formed by adding the suffix /-i/ which also causes the root vowel to be 
raised. This suffix is deleted after verbs with a stem-final sonorant. I also argued that for 
Class I verbs, the perfective is formed by the root consonants and root vowel filling in 
the template CVCVC and a [+high] suprafix that associates with the final vowel of the 
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perfective form. This suprafix also raises the preceding vowel of the verb form by the 
process of vowel assimilation. Class II verbs have an unmarked perfective form since the 
root consonants and vowel fill the template CVC; no suffix is added and no internal 
vowel changes are made. I also argued that Class I verbs form the imperfective by the 
root consonants and vowel filling in the template CVCVC and a [+high] suprafix 
associating to the first vowel of the verb form. Unlike the suprafix in the perfective, the 
suprafix of the imperfective does not cause vowel assimilation since there are no 
preceding vowels in that form. I argued that Class IIa verbs form the imperfective by the 
root consonants and vowel filling in the template CVCVC. Since there are only two root 
consonants for Class IIa verbs, the second root consonant fills both the second and third 
consonant slot of the CVCVC template. Also, just like Class I verbs, a [+high] suprafix 
associates to the first vowel of the verb form. Class IIb and Class IIc verbs use the 
template CVCCV for the imperfective form. A [+high] suprafix also associates to the 
first vowel of the verb, and the final vowel of these verb forms is always /a/. I argued 
that both the first and final vowels are manifestations of the root vowel, and the final 
vowel is realized as /a/ because the lexical prosody of the vowel, PAL or LAB, is not 
manifested after the final consonant of the verb. Chapter 3 also discussed verb roots and 
verb classes. It was seen that verb classes and subclasses are grouped by the number of 
consonants and the presence and absence of the palatalization and labialization 
prosodies. The presence or absence of a prosody also determines the root vowel of a 
verb. Verbs with a palatalization prosody have /e/ as the lexical vowel, verbs with a 
labialization prosody have /o/ as the lexical vowel, and verbs with no underlying 
prosody have /a/ as the lexical vowel (section 3.6). 
 In light of my own research and analysis, I also sought to interact with previous 
works on the perfective and imperfective verb forms in Mubi, and analyses of the 
Chadic verb system as a whole. My research shows that the formation of the 
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imperfective is not based on the perfective like Jungraithmayr (1974) claims, but is 
based on the verb root, as Newman (1977b) argues. Newman says that the root vowel is 
seen in the infinitive form of the verb. However, I argue that the root vowel is always a 
[-high] vowel {a}, {e}, or {o}, and that the manifestation of the root vowel most clearly 
appears in the infinitive form of Class I verbs, but in the perfective form of Class II 
verbs. My research also shows that the perfective and imperfective are formed using 
material inherent in the verb and not by apophony, as claimed by Jungraithmayr 
(1974). Also, my research confirms several of Wolff’s (1988) claims that internal vowel 
changes are phonologically conditioned. However, Wolff provides a more diachronic 
explanation, whereas I propose a synchronic explanation. 
With regard to markedness, my research shows that the imperfective is generally 
more marked than the perfective. While this is arguably not so for Class I verbs, it is 
quite clear for Class II verbs. Class II verbs require additional template material to form 
the imperfective, but require no changes in the verb root to form the perfective. In fact, 
for verbs in Class IIb and IIc, the infinitive appears to be more marked than the 
perfective since the infinitive attaches a suffix and causes the internal vowel to be 
raised to [+high], but the perfective has no additional changes from the verb root. But 
for Class I verbs, both the perfective and imperfective seem to be more marked than the 
infinitive since both involve a [+high] suprafix associating to a vowel of the verb. So 
my own research was unable to determine how much markedness affects the 
understanding of the perfective and imperfective verb forms. While this thesis does not 
make claims about the nature of Chadic verb systems in general, it is hoped that others 
will be able to exploit the light we have shed on the system of Mubi to further the 
research into the understanding of Chadic verb systems on the whole. 
Finally, Chapter 4 presented the verb morphology beyond the perfective and 
imperfective form. Forms such as pluractional verbs (section 4.1) and imperative verbs 
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(section 4.2) were considered. It was also seen that subject suffixes (section 4.3) and 
object suffixes (section 4.4) are able to attach to verbs. A number of morphophonemic 
processes were also proposed. A root vowel immediately preceding a suffix can be 
raised (section 4.5.1), lowered or blocked from raising (section 4.5.2) depending on the 
height of the suffix vowel. Other processes such as devoicing, vowel and consonant 
insertion, and nasal assimilation can also occur when certain suffixes attach to a verb 
(section 4.6).  
This basic overview of the phonology and morphology of verb forms in Mubi 
explores interesting aspects about the language and also shows that further research on 
the phonology and morphology will prove a profitable exercise. A detailed analysis of 
the minor verb classes could reveal relevant information for these verb classes as well as 
for the verb morphology in general. Also, there are still a few vowels within the various 
verb forms that are in need of a better understanding. For example, a comprehensive 
explanation is lacking for why the vowel is raised in the first person plural imperative 
form of Class IIa verbs (section 4.2.3) and why vowel assimilation does not occur for 
several imperfective verb forms (section 4.5.2). Also, it remains unclear why suffixes 
that attach to a verb can cause deletion in some cases (section 4.6.4) and vowel 
insertion in others (section 4.6.3). A semantic and discourse study of the various subject 
and object suffixes, while beyond the scope of this present research, could help 
demonstrate the reasons and usages for these suffixes. While further analysis is needed 
in a many areas of the Mubi language, it is hoped that this thesis will provide a helpful 






















The following tables show the infinitive, perfective, and imperfective verb forms of 
all verbs in my data. Verbs are given in phonemic transcriptions. The use of // for the 
transcriptions and ‘’ for each gloss is deleted for formatting purposes. 
Table 41. Singular CaCaC verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
tabaɲ tebiɲ  tubaɲ  walk awade ewid uwad bite   
kawaɲ kewiɲ kuwaɲ quit ɡamase ɡemis ɡumas laugh 
ɡawaɲ ɡewiɲ ɡuwaɲ work fajase     fejis  fijas dry  
hawaɾ hewiɾ huwar bark ɡaraɡe ɡeriɡ ɡiraɡ divide  
ɗabal ɗebil ɗubal harvest wacaɡe weciɡ wicaɡ jump 
ɗaabal ɗeebil ɗuubal brake ɟajaɗe   ɟejiɗ ɟijaɗ limp   
kaɟal keɟil  kiɟal mate ʄaɾaɡe  ʄiɾiɡ ʄiɾaɡ choke   
ɡalaɲ  ɡeliɲ ɡilaɲ  be mean walaɗe  weliɗ  wilaɗ lick    
falaɲ    feliɲ filaɲ peel waɟaɡe   weɟiɡ wiɟaɡ lift   
caɡal   ceɡil ciɡal hide   faɾaʄe   feriʄ firaʄ  urinate  
halaɲ   heliɲ hilaɲ shine  waraɗe weriɗ wiraɗ flagilate 
aɾan   eɾin iran  add  majaɗe mejiɗ  mijaɗ braid   
maɾaŋ meɾiŋ miɾaŋ steal tajase  tejis tijas bury 
tasaɲ tesiɲ  tisaɲ  strike  hajade hejid hijad sleep 
haɗaw heɗuw hiɗaw knead hadabe hedib hidab dig  
daɾam deɾim diɾam rest wasaɡe wesiɡ wisaɡ enflame 
faɾan feɾin fiɾan chose naɡaɗe neɡiɗ niɡaɗ milk 
lalam lelim lilam  ask ɟajaw ɟejiuw ɟija bring 
ɾaɡaɲ ɾeɡiɲ riɡaɲ ɡet drunk sajaw sejiw sija  wipe    
taɡal teɡil tiɡal close dalaw deluw dila dispute    
wajal wejil  wijal plant mabaw mebuw mubaw old 
ŋɡaɾaw  ŋɡeɾiw ŋɡiɾa run haɾan heɾin hiɾan smell 
ɡawan ɡewin ɡuwan cultivate canaw cenuw cina pick 
haɡan heɡin hiɡan scratch allaw   elluw illa  cry 
aɡaj   eɡi iɡaj  defend   ŋanaw ŋenuw ŋina beg  
calaw celuw  cila  dig kaɟaw keɟuw  kiɟaw be sick 
waɡaɲ weɡiɲ  wiɡaɲ make love      
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Table 42. Pluractional CaCaC verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
ŋaɾaɗe ŋeɾiɗ ŋiɾaɗ cut ŋɡalaɡe ŋɡeliɡ ŋɡilaɡ bend 
labade lebid lubad wrap ɲabaɗe ɲebiɗ ɲubaɗ carry 
daɾase deɾis  diras  kneel taɗaɡe teɗiɡ tiɗaɡ cut 
halaɡe heliɡ hileɡ huɡ saɡaɗe seɡiɗ siɡaɗ stab 
falaɗe feliɗ filaɗ husk samaɗe semiɗ sumaɗ scoop 
zadaɡe zediɡ  zidaɡ hit bawade bewid buwad trap 
asaɡe esiɡ isaɡ dress badaɾ bediɾ   bidaɾ crack 
fakkaɲ fekkiɲ fikkaɲ burn ɗabal   ɗebil  ɗibal break 
ʄaɡal ʄeɡil ʄiɡal  notice zamaɗe zemiɗ zimaɗ cover 
halaɲ heliɲ hilaɲ  turn ɡattam ɡettim ɡittam stab 
habaɾ hebiɾ hubar release ʄaɾaw ʄeɾuw ʄiɾaw rip 
kaccaɾ  kecciɾ  kiccaɾ  kick maɾaɗe meɾiɗ  miɾaɗ plaster 
awan  ewin  uwan  tie up taraɗe teriɗ tiraɗ butcher 
aɾaɗe eɾiɗ iɾaɗ crawl kaɾade keɾiɗ kiɾaɗ  scratch 
taɾaɗe teɾiɗ tiɾaɗ enclose      
Table 43. CeCeC verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
heden hidin hiden shake  ŋereɗe ŋiriɗ ŋireɗ cut 
hebeɾ hibiɾ hibeɾ release lebede libid libed wrap  
keɾeɲ  kiɾiɲ  kiɾeɲ  ɡrate feleɡe   filiɡ fileɡ change   
heɾem    hiɾim hiɾem thɾow teɡeʄe tiɡiʄ tiɡeʄ lean 
cewel   ciwil ciwel  turn ɗeɾeɟe   ɗiɾiɟ ɗiɾeɟ whip   
ɗefeɲ   ɗifiɲ ɗifeɲ  stamp   deɾese diɾis diɾes kneel 
keɟeɾ kiɟiɾ kiɟeɾ kick   seɾeɡe  siɾiɡ siɾeɡ filter 
ɟeɡeɾ jiɡiɾ jiɡeɾ  turn leleʄe liliʄ lileʄ taste 
weɾej   wiɾij wiɾaj  rest  heleɡe hiliɡ hileɡ hug 
seken sikin  siken  bɾeathe    hedeɡe hidiɡ hideɡ toss 
ŋeseɾ   ŋisiɾ ŋiseɾ sniff ʄemeɡe ʄimiɡ ʄimeɡ sew 
ewen iwin iwen tie up   lewese liwis liwes mix 
jewej   jiwij  jiwej  brush  beɾeɗe   biɾiɗ biɾeɗ attach 
keceŋ kiciŋ kiceŋ snaɾl teɾeɗe tiɾiɗ tiɾeɗ enclose 
feɟeɾ fiɟiɾ fiɟeɾ split meɾeɗe miɾiɗ miɾeɗ plaster 
ɡeɾel ɡiɾil ɡiɾel staɾe teɾeɗe tiɾiɗ tiɾeɗ butcher 
hewel hiwil hiwel  flow ɡedem ɡidim ɡidem stab  
tebeɲ tibiɲ   tibeɲ respond ʄeɾew ʄiɾiw ʄiɾew rip 
melel milil  milel barter tebeɲ tibiɲ tibeɲ return 
keɾeɲ kiɾiɲ kiɾeɲ call ɟeɡe ɟiɡi ɟiɡe listen 
hembede   himbit himbed seize      
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Table 44. CoCoC verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
hoɾol huɾul huɾol jump hoɾoʄe  huruʄ huroʄ crush 
ɗoɾom  ɗuɾum ɗuɾom  pierce  soɾobe suɾub suɾob pound 
bodoɾ buduɾ budoɾ crack foloɗe fuluɗ fuloɗ husk  
ɗobol ɗubul ɗubol brake   zodoɡe zuduɡ zudoɡ hit     
foɡoɲ fuɡuɲ fuɡoɲ burn osoɡe usuɡ usoɡ dress 
ŋoɗom ŋuɗum ŋuɗom  chew  kolose kulus kulos boil 
boɾol buɾul burol  blow  odoɡe uduɡ udoɡ dance 
cobol   cubul  cubol  raise hoboɡe hubuɡ huboɡ cover 
ɡodol ɡudul ɡudol bow ʄoloɡe ʄuluɡ ʄuloɡ vomit 
ʄoɡol  ʄuɡul ʄuɡol notice   zomoɗe zumuɗ zumoɗ cover 
holoɲ  huluɲ  huloɲ overturn  ŋɡoloɡe  ŋɡuluɡ ŋɡuloɡ bend 
loɡoj luɡuj  luɡoj shake ɲoboɗe ɲubuɗ ɲuboɗ carry 
coɾol cuɾul cuɾol wet toɗoɡe tuɗuɡ tuɗoɡ cut 
ʄoɡol ʄuɡul ʄuɡol notice sojode sujud sujod rub 
coɾom cuɾum cuɾom soak hoɟobe huɟub huɟob spoil 
toɡoɾ tuɡuɾ tuɡor push coloɡe culuɡ culoɡ vomit 
foɡoɲ fuɡuɲ fuɡoɲ cook ʄoloɡe ʄuluɡ ʄuloɡ cough 
kosoɲ kusuɲ kusoɲ approach soɡoɗe suɡuɗ suɡoɗ stab  
hombol humbul humbol coaɡulate somoɗe sumuɗ sumoɗ scoop 
koɾoɗe kuɾuɗ kuroɗ bleed ɡoloʄe ɡuluʄ ɡuloʄ indege 
soɾoɗe suɾuɗ suroɗ shave boɲoɡe buɲuɡ buɲoɡ lift up 
hoɡo huɡu huɡo help tomboɟe tumbuɟ tumboɟ grasp 
oɾo   uɾu uɾo  sweat korɲo kurɲu kurɲo sadden  
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Table 45. Singular CaC verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
waj waj wijaj fan waɾ   waɾ  wiɾaɾ  tired   
ɗaj   ɗaj  ɗijaj stɾetch    ndaɾ ndaɾ ndiɾaɾ  play  
haw haw huwaw waɾm up ɟaɾ ɟaɾ ɟiɾaɾ pull 
bam bam bumam  hunɡeɾ ŋɡaɾ ŋɡaɾ ŋɡiɡaɾ have 
ham ham humam yawn ɗal ɗal ɗilal lay (egg) 
nan nan nina read ɲal   ɲal ɲilal  wash   
taɾ   taɾ  tiɾaɾ stɾetch saɡe saɡ suwaɡ come 
ʄaw   ʄaw ʄuwa  nurse made mad muwad die 
kade  kad kuwad ɡɾow up fal fal filal pay 
jaɡe jaɡ juwaɡ ɡɾind nan nan  ninan tend 
naɡe naɡ nuwaɡ mount faŋ    faŋ  fiŋaŋ wither 
taɡe   taɡ tiɡaɡ chase   ɡal ɡal ɡiɡal  lose 
kaɟe kaɟ kiɟa dɾy ɗaɾ ɗaɾ ɗiɗaɾ  pant   
baɡe baɡ biɡaɡ cook sam   sam sisam herd 
baɟe baɟ biɟa hunt caj   caj ciɟaj  defecate 
taɟe taɟ tiɟaɟ husk  base bas bisas dunk 
ɡaɟe ɡaɟ ɡiɟaɟ measuɾe  babe  bab bubab brood 
waɡe waɡ  wiɡaɡ cɾush haɡe  haɡ hiɡaɡ scratch  
taɡe taɡ tiɡaɡ chase ɲan ɲa  ɲiɲa live 
kan ka  kiɡa speak baɾ baɾ biɾa give 
ɾan ɾa  ɾija aɾɾive dan  da dida  lay  
Table 46. Pluractional CaC verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
hade hed hidad undress ɾaɲ ɾaɲ ɾiɲaɲ arrive 
waɟe waɟ wiɟaɟ collide ɲam ɲam ɲiɲam carry 
ŋaʄe  ŋaʄ ŋiʄac pinch ɗaɾ ɗaɾ ɗiɗaɾ ceas 
naɗe   naɗ niɗaɗ drip habe hab  hubab touch 
ɟaɡe ɟaɡ ɟiɡaɡ stir daɡe dak diɡaɡ carry 
taɟe taɟ tiɟaɟ rinɡ rabe rab rubab stir 
ɟabe ɟab ɟibab squat saɗe saɗ siɗaɗ sharpen 
taɗe taɗ tiɗaɗ plant kaɗe kaɗ kiɗaɗ touch 
naʄe  naʄ niʄaʄ pack fade fad fidad fall  
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Table 47. CeC verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
ɡij ɡej ɡijja build hibi heb hiffa touch 
miɲ meɲ miɲɲa dip kiɗi keɗ kiɗɗa touch 
ɾiw ɾew  riwwa  make diɡi deɡ dikka carry  
din den  dinna  prepare cibi ceb ciffa  accept 
biɾ  beɾ birra fly ribi reb riffa stir 
ɗiɾ  deɾ ɗiɾra  put   siʄi  seʄ siʄʄa swallo 
kil kel killa pour    biɡi beɡ bikka descend 
ɗiŋ ɗeŋ ɗiŋŋa  fish iɡi eɡ ikka  say   
wil wel  willa strinɡ siɗi seɗ siɗɗa sharpen   
win wen  winna uncover hidi  hed hitta  empty      
iɾ eɾ  irra evade biʄi beʄ biʄʄa hide 
ʄɪm ʄem  ʄimma love siɗi seɗ siɗɗa cut  
ɗiɾ ɗeɾ ɗirra poser wiɟi weɟ wicca collide  
ziɾ zeɾ zirra stripe ŋiʄi ŋeʄ ŋiʄʄa pinch 
fiiɟi feɟ ficca hatch  niɗi neɗ niɗɗa drip 
ɟiɡi ɟeɡ ɟikka stir      
Table 48. CoC verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
ɾuɲ ɾoɲ  ruɲɲa prick  fuj foj fujja carry 
nuj noj nujja accuse kuɗi koɗ kuɗɗa flee 
uj  oj  ujja  ɡrowl  duɗi doɗ duɗɗa chop 
um om  umma  see cuɡi coɡ cukka race  
muj moj mujja remmber rubi rob ruffa meet 
suj soj sujja winnow ruɗi roɗ ruɗɗa enter 
sul sol sulla quiet ʄuʄi  ʄoʄ  ʄuʄʄa  suck  
ɾuɲ ɾoɲ ruɲɲa arrive ɟubi ɟob ɟuffa squat   
ɾuŋ ɾoŋ ruŋŋa be acidic kuɗi koɗ  kuɗɗa flee 
cul col culla shed  luɗi loɗ luɗɗa  pluck 
cubi cop cuffa wash tuɟi toɟ tucca ring  
nuʄi noʄ nuʄʄa pack   tuɗi toɗ tuɗɗa plant  
mudi mod mutta approach  tuɡi toɡ tukka prevent 
zubi zop zuffa darken tuɗi toɗ tuɗɗa plant 
fudi fod futta pour out  budi bod buwad trap  
Table 49. /C/ verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
tija ti tuwa eat dija   di duwa kill 
sija si suwa drink cija ci cuwa  take 
hija hi  huwa taste lija   li la  to do  
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Table 50. CVCV verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
ŋoɾa ŋoɾa ŋuɾo  ɡrowl     
soja soja sujoja plaster     
oɾa oɾa uɾoɾa show     
soɡa soɡa suɡoɡa herd     
seɾa  seɾa  siɾera  move     
ɓaɡa ɓaɡa ɓiɡaɡa fear     
caɗa caɗa ciɗɗa wrinɡ      
Table 51. CVCCV verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
ɡecca   ɡecca ɡicce  belch  taffa   taffa tuffa  spit  
della  della dille  persuade  ɲalla ɲalla ɲilla rip  
edda   edda idde  surpass   acca   acca  icca  cough 
teɾɾa teɾɾa tirre weave aɲɲa aɲɲa iɲɲa swim 
comma comma cummo soak     
ɾodda ɾodda ruddo respond     
ɗokka   ɗokka ɗukko kiss       
Table 52. CoCu verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
oɡu  eɡi ikka smoke     
ɾoɟu ɾeɟi ricca  wait     
ɡonu ɡeni ɡinna feed      
konu  keni kinna throw         
wonu  weni  winna fill      
bodu bedi bidda beɡin     
ɗobu ɗebi ɗuffa enlarɡe     
obu ebi uffat fall     
kowu kewi kuwa abandon      
Table 53. Other verbs 
INF PFV IPFV Gloss INF PFV IPFV Gloss 
ɓo  ɓa nɟa ɡo iɾ iɾ iɾɾa  stumble 
wo wo; wa  huwa ɡive birth tabaɡa  tabaka tubuka fold  
oɟe oɟ uɟoc buj abasa  abasa ubusa  yeast 
senneta senneta sinnite listen  ɾiwi  ɾawa  ɾuwa  sing   
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